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PREFACE

This Chapter contains the Proceedings of Workshop XV of the COSPAR meetings

held at Toulouse, France during 30 June - 12 July 1986. The Workshop title was

Presentation of CIRA* 1986 and Comparisons with Other Models, Data and Theories.

The Workshop was divided into three sessions. The first session was primarily

concerned with middle atmosphere models and data. There were introductory

papers on atmospheric structure and its variations in the middle atmosphere.

Presentations during this session included a discussion of the contribution of

satellite temperature data to the development of middle atmosphere models and a

determination of the variability of atmospheric properties obtained from analy-

A sis of rocketsonde data. Analysis of Meteorological Rocket Network temperature

and wind data yielded the amplitudes and phases of their annual and semiannual

variations. Another paper showed a 6K temperature increase at the 30 mb level

(about 24 km altitude) as a result of increased heating due to dust injected

into the atmosphere by the El Chicon volcanic eruption. Monthly mean tempera-

ture profiles for high latitude winter were compared with the corresponding

4profiles from the preliminary CIRA. A new set of ozone reference models was

presented and also a proposed international reference tropical atmosphere.

The second session of the Workshop was concerned with properties of the

upper middle atmosphere. The first paper contained preliminary structure models

for the 80 to 120 km altitude range. They linked to lower altitude models but

not to any thermospheric models. A unique set of data obtained from instrunvntsn V or

on-board shuttle during reentry was presented. In a number of flights large

density changes and fluctuations were observed above 70 km altitude. A major

analysis of wind data from the Global Radar Network yielded mean zonal and

meridional winds for altitudes from 75 to 110 km. Important differences were

found when these winds were compared with geostrophic winds derived from rocket

and satellite data. Possible explanations were presented. In another study,

%inds at these altitudes were analyzed for long period oscillations, with

*OCSPAR International Reference Atmospheres
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periods ranging from two to twenty days. Planetary and gravity waves contribute

to the variability of middle atmosphere properties. This was demonstrated by

the improved understanding of the spatial and temporal variability of wave

fields that has resulted from recent radar and satellite studies. A review was

presented on the present state of knowledge of turbulence in the upper middle

atmosphere. An empirical global zonal mean wind and temperature model was

developed from meteor radar and partial reflection drift data for the 70-110 km

altitude region.

The third session covered thermospheric models and data. The session

started with a paper on a theoretical general circulation thermospheric model

for CIRA. This was followed by a presentation of an empirical model, ?ISIS 86

(Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter). A detailed analysis of high lati-

tude rocket mass spectrometer data showed areas of agreement and of differences

with existing thermospheric models. A number of papers presented results of

measurements of thermospheric temperatures and winds using different techniques.

These techniques included satellite in situ measurements, satellite optical

remote sensing, and ground-based incoherent scatter and optical measurements.

Other topics covered in the session included semi-annual density variations,

changes in thermospheric density caused by turbopause height variations, effects

of thermospheric storms, and the investigation of solar extreme ultraviolet,

*calcium plage and infrared emission as possible alternatives to the 10.7 cm flux

as the primary index of solar activity.

K. S. W. CHAMPION

AFGELY

HANSCOM AFB, MA

U.S.A.
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STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS IN THE
MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE, AS REVEALED BY
ROCKETSONDE DATA

S. S. Gaigcrov, Yu. P. Koshelkov, D. A. Tarascnko, V. V. Fcdorov
and E. N. Kovshova

Central Aerological Observatory of the State Committee of the U.S.S.R. for
I/ droineteorology and Control of Natural Environment, 123376 Aloscow,
U.S.S.R.

Standard deviation (6) is a parameter commonly used to characterize atmos-
pheric variability within a month. Some results on temperature (6,) and

izonal wind (6) variability were obtained by Barnett (1974) ,Hirota et al
(1983),Hopkines (1975),Khanevskaya (1968),Knittel (1976), Koshelkov (1980,
1983,1984),Voskresensky and Sveshnikov (1980), etc. Typical values of stan-
dard deviations based on rocketsonde information are presented in tables
1-4 for some stations. It should be noted that contributions of observatio-

'.4 nal errors into the total variance have not been considered,hence the va-

lues of the standard deviations in tables 1-4 should be greater than real
atmospheric values of the deviations.

General increase of with height is observed which is in accordance with
the analysis of aerological data for the polar stratosphere (Khanevskaya,

19681 Voskresensky and Sveshnikov,1980). It should be stressed, however,
that the magnitude of errors of rocketsonde observations generally also
tends to increase with height (Lysenko et al, 19821 Schmidlin et al, 1980),
and sometimes reveals a maximum near the 50 km - height as is the case for
the Soviet chute wind measurements.Besides this, observational techniques
may change above 60 km. So the vertical distribution of requires further
investigation.

That a rapid growth of variability from summer to winter occurs,is confirmed.
It should be remembered that the relative contribution of errors of obser-
vations into the total variance is greater in summer than in winter.Values
of shown in tables 1 and 2 for the summer-time are close to accuracy asti-
mates of the rocketsonde measurements (particularly for the Soviet site.),

S" i.e. real atmospheric variability in summer is much lower than that shown
in the tables, and seasonal changes of real 6 are greater than those calcu-

lated from the tables.

The seasonal variation in the Antarctic lower and middle stratosphere re-
veals some specific features, with a maximum of 6 falling not in winter
(as is usually observed) but in the spring season. Differences in the time

', ,-,0-t (1()57
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of occurrence of seasonal maxiiaum, of 6 in the Antarctic and Arctic are

unioubtcdly related to the n~ture Lind occurence or 4ti-atou)pheric waxiiiiLs
p in thvbu rvoions.

'V HeiiL+Luric aiyiatries are revealed In the variability of mteorolo~~icjJ.
p",Lcerz in wintbr when it is greater in theti loubjjlere ol' tde; northetrn

heaiiiL;nerc than in the southern Sun~ee o, in winter, diffurencuo; in

6r, Lvtwu.,n Vulcu~rad Lind Kerguelen YS. (or betwuten lleib: I ;. and Lolode:zhnaya)
A in the ; 0 to 50 Im layer are sij~nificant ut thu 0,05-0,01 ltevulb accuraint;

to ther F -tvat (Panuof~ky and Brier, 1972). Similar bitanificanace of' the ht-
* nisphuric aaummutry in variance is observed i.n wiuter in theo case of zonal.

winid, with greator values of 6 in the southern than in the northern he-

wis,.here up to the 60 km ltevel (hemiaipheric dif±'urenceb could not be ana-

lyaed above that level). In sprin4Z, however,6g and 6 aire Lreater ait Liolo-

uuzhnaya than at high northern latitudes; a simuilar hemiupht-ric effect has

Lben found by Hirota 6t &l (19b)) from satellite radiance daita. Iii Buiumer

and autum~n, airrarences between the hemiuphtres are bwailar.

'V Va~lues of 6 Lit the tropical sites are comparable to those obtained duriniE
iillmioer in hieher latitudes and are much lower than the lattor durinu; winter

and 61prinA;. Seasonal1 variations of 6 in the tropics are lers pronouniced

than those outside the tropical zone. For 6, , maxima in the upper utratob-

pichre u, ;Ually cou~cide with Periods of easterlieL (in the beginijinC and
the .. iddle ol' the year (Hopkines, 19)7>; Koshel1~ov, 1983), while ocalaonal

tiru[.ds ul, need to be further uxwiined.
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Slandard Dcviaions of Mcleorologc.0 Paraimelcrn (U)5'

TABLE 1 Standard Deviations of Temperature (K)
(The Number of Temperature Measuremunts is Shown for
Level 50 km in Brackets)

Hight(kn) Heiss Is. Volgograd

I IY Yfl x I IY xn X
80 20.5 11.0 10.0 14.8 14.4 13.2 10.7 10.7
70 21,0 10.7 8.0 12,7 12,8 7.6 10.0 9.2
60 17.9 10.0 5.5 11.2 10.7 7.1 6.8 8.9

* 50 15.9 9.2 3.9 9.5 9.2 5.2 3.6 6.5
40 16.7 7.2 3.8 5.2 13.6 5.8 3.0 4.7
30 10.5 7.0 2.6 5.6 II.4 4.5 2.8 4.5

(324) (310) (284) (296) (31) (305) (279) (293)

iMolodezhnaya Thumba

00 9.8 9.0 13.5 7.6 11.9 11.I 7.7 7.2
170 8.7 1.7 19.9 9.3 10.6 6.9 10.3 6.8

60 7.4 12.7 16.2 8.0 7.2 6.1 7.9 7.3
50 4.2 8.1 11.3 8.8 5.3 3.3 4.7 3.7
40 3.4 7.9 10.3 11.0 5.2 4.4 6.0 4.1
30 3.0 6.0 8.4 8.4 4.0 3.4 3.4 3.4

(249) (236) (210) (224) (201) (187) (161) (175)

Thule Primrose Lake

60 9.0 4.2 3.6 5.8 7.6 5.5 3.2 5.2
50 8.7 3.6 2.8 11.8 11.7 3.5 2.0 6.5
40 12.6 3.6 3.5 8.6 6.0 5.1 1.0 7.1
30 6.0 2.2 2.0 4.0 4.7 3.0 1.4 4.8

(243) (229) (203) (217) (223) (209) (184) (197)

Wallops Is. Ascension Is.

80 16.0 16.0 27.0 8.0 6.1 8.1 10.8 8.1
70 9.3 9.8 11.8 8.4 4.8 7.3 6.3 7.3
60 7.7 5.0 6.2 6.5 4.2 4.0 5.0 4.8
50 6.7 3.7 3.9 4.0 5.0 3.3 3.7 3.2
40 7.6 3.7 3.5 6.3 5.2 4.0 5.6 4.4
30 6.2 3.5 1.7 2.8 2.2 2.2 4.2 4.0

(667) (654) (628) (642) (507) (492) (467) (480)

TABLE 2 Standard Deviations of Zonal Wind (Numerator)
and Meridional Wind (Denominator) (m/e)

Height HeisS IS. Volgograd

ft. (tm)
I IY YN X I IY Yl X

80 13.0 17.7 4.6 17.2 16.6 17.5 5.3 2.6
19.8 19.9 4.0 17.2 28.0 19.6 14.6 24.4

70 19.6 7.9 7.8 10.2 16.7 14.3 14.7 9.2

24.8 14.6 4.9 16.8 18.0 9.2 3.5 6.0

I
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TABLE 2 Continuation

Heiss Is. Volgograd

(I IY Yn x I IY Yn x
. 60 36.3 15.4 8.5 22.7 35.1 II.4 8.0 18.3

37.u Iu.5 15.2 23.9 26.7 14.2 8.6 14.6
50 41.7 19.7 17.3 15.6 44.4 17.4 14.5 20.6

* 40.6 19.3 5.0 23.5 2u.3 16., 15.2 17.1

40 34.9 9. 4.5 9.7 33.5 12.2 14.8 18.
39.7 12.7 6.3 15.7 23.8 7.9 41.2 10.9

30 2. 2 6.9 3.3 6. 8 21.1 15.3 3.4 9.6
DI.u 8.6 3.c 7.9 1U.1 7.5 2.9 6.u

":oiodezhnyaa Thumba

I IY Yn x I IY x171 X
80 17.7 29.2 25.8 10.5 1_.0 11.2 31 20.9

10.8 19.5 1/.7 11.4 1.. 4.7 b.4 2.6
70 8.4 16.0 28.6 I6.9 24.8 I2. 17.3 20.6

7.5 18.0 15.8 1,1.I u. 13.1 10.1 9.3
60 13.0 I8.I 24.6 21.7 21.0 11.7 17.1 14.5

W 5.4 16.8 23.5 11.0 13.0 10.2 .2

5 70 16.6 16.7 20.1 26.7 23.3 19.8 21.0 18.0
5.7 21.8 1W.9 23.4 2I.9 14.0 13.6 14.2

40 5.B 14.2 21.3 22.2 15.9 14.3 15.4 11.1
b.5 13.5 1b.3 19.8 7.3 4.5 5.9 6.9

-N 30 4.7 10.6 14.0 22.2 18.5 16.1 14.2 13.0
4 .8 7. 1.2 254 5.,) .2 4.b 2.4

Thula Primrose Lake

60 32.4 13.7 6.3 17.9 31.1 20.3 10.4 19.9
34.1 8.2 5.6 23.9 17.0 11.5 12.4 19.3

50 39.9 12.6 4.7 15.5 42.3 16.4 14.0 14.2
42.3 7.6 3.2 22.4 28.9 6.b 6.0 I1.0

40 28.7 8.5 4.8 9.4 29.3 13.2 7.3 11.1
37.7 8.7 2.6 23.9 27.3 6.0 3.2 10.8

30 2%8 7.1 2.6 7.5 26.8 0.0 3.6 7.3

23.7 U.I 2.2 22.2 21.2 5.6 1.? U.I

0.

I•" . V . , , . ,t -



Standard Dcviations of Mcteorological Parametr' (10)01

TABLE 2 Continuation

Height(km) Wallops Is. Ascension Is.
I J.Y Y11 X I IY yn x

80 29.0 18,2 I0.5 30.0 20.0 35.0 12.0 35.0
27.0 31.6 9.0 20.2 7.5 T6.0 21.0 6.0

70 30.4 16.1 14.4 24.6 20.0 15.0 1r.0 23.0
18.2 9.2 3.5 6.0 7.5 1.0 15.8 14.1

60 2a .7 19.2 1 24.2 17.2 13.5 16.9 10.5
16.2 10.1 11.7 10.6 16.3 10.0 11.2 9.4

50 32.9 16.6 10.6 23.7 27.4 9.4 16.7 10.6
19.5 6.6 6.5 8.9 9.6 7.1 7. 7.3

40 29.7 14.8 6.6 17.4 I0.6 1,.3 I4.4 13.5
16.0 6.8 3.7 8.4 7.2 5.5 5.2 5.3

* 30 10.4 9.4 3.7 10.5 14.6 17.3 14.5 I4.9
71.1 4.5 2.0 6.6 4.1 3.6 3.3 3.9

TABLE~ 3 Standard Deviations of Pressure (! *fO O)
(p - MIean Pressure in Present Month)

HeP-ht Heiss Is. VolGograd lolodez~hnaya Thumba

I IY Y11 x I IYY11 X I IY Y11 X I IYYRX
80 32 20 22 17 19 14 13 24 14 25 24 10 17 8 11 17
70 20 18 10 13 16 15 10 17 13 23 17 1B I 15 17 9

60 1816G 811l 15 10 51M 7 16 1413 7 56 5
50 18 12 6 11 15 7 4 9 5 13 13 9 4 3 7 6

40 I8 9 4 9 11 6 3 3 3 10 I I 33 5 4

30 13 7 2 5 8 4 2 5 2 7 710 2242

Thule Prinrose Lake Wallops Is. Ascension Is.

10 10 10 10 9 22 22 II

* 70 9 12 9 12 9 8 14 10

60 25 I1 5 17 11 6 3 11 7 8 6 10 5 6 7 5
50 219 5 12 153 0 5 6 10 7 3 3 5 4

10 i 20 5 3 7 9 3 2 7 4 5 3 5 2 2 3 3

30 i6 4 1 3 6 2 1 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 1 2
S,-

. .

%.:
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.Ij2 S. S. Gaigcrov et al.

TABLE 4 Standard Deviations of Density ( fOO )
( _ P - Mean Density in Present Lonth) _r

Ho ihl(t I Heirs I.. Vol ograd Molodczlin a Thwnba

s I IY Y x I IYYfX I IY Y11X I IY Y11X80 28 22 19 15 22 14 16 21 9 26 23 27 17 3 23 30
70 18 18 9 12 17 14 6 15 10 19 16 16 98127
60 20 15 8 13 17 9 5 11 6 15 14 10 6 5 8 9

50 19 11 5 I1 14 7 2 9 4 111 3 11 4 3 7 5
410 18 9 3 8 10 5 2 7 3 9 9 13 3 6 5 4
3, 9 6 2 4 2 5 6 10 3 5 3 3

Thule Primrose Lake Wallops Is. Ascension Is.

80 13 II II 12 16 25 12 12
70 9 8 8 10 87 10 960 25 12 4 14 12 6 3 10 6 6 4 7 5 4 5 5
50 21 8 4 8 11 4 2 8 5 5 3 6 3 3 3 3
40 20 4 2 5 8 3 2 4 5 4 2 4 2 2 2 230 12 3 2 3 5 2 I 2 2 2 I 2 I 2 2 I

4.,

",

A

I
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COMPARISON OF MIDDLE ATMOSPHERIC
DATA OBTAINED BY CHINESE ROCKETS
WITH THE DRAFT OF THE NEW CIRA

11. C. Zhuang, G. Q. Zao, J. 1I. Tian, R. P. Ma and Y. F. Wu

h irm" uf Npa te Phywcs. / tadei,,a Sin ica. P.R.C.

Two methods of exploration of the middle atmosphere by meteorolo-gical
rcwkets are used in china: The rocketsonde parachute method for
altitudes between 20 and bO km and the inflatable fall ing sphere
neihod for 30- -0 km. The data from Chinese rocket measurements at two
launching sites, Gansu ( 40°N ) and Yunnan ( 24"N ), after 1974 are
ana lysed and compared with the draft of CIRAI986. The data were
usually obtained between altitudes of 20 and 60 kin. Fig.1 shows the
altitude ranges of the measurements in 1979 for examples.

Alt. (kI) temperature feasuraeute

-wind measureueata

- 1

* I

D-te(hours)

i 5 5 I I I

, rure 1. Altitude ranies of the Chinese rocket measurements In
December. 1919.

COMPARISON WITH THE DRAFT OF NEW MODEL. CIRA198b

- Global mean middle atmospheric temperatures given by the draft of
CIRA1986 consists of three components : zonal mean To, wave number
one and two of planetary waves.

T = T. + T, COS(N - 40, ) + TCOS( 2 >- 4+1,

where T, and T, are wave number one and two amplitudes. 4, and , ar
wave number one and two phases, and N is longitude (deg. E). We
compared the measured temperature profiles obtained by the Chinese
rockets with the new model mean temperature calculated by the above
" eqtation. The results are shown in Figure 2 for May, June, July ad
December. The right half of each panel of the figures is the differ-
ence between the Chinese rochet data and the draft of CINA911b.
Please notice the difference of the scales of abscissas between the
two halves. From the figures we can see that: l.the data from the
Chinese rockets are around the profiles of th! new CIRA. It is accept-
able to use the new CIRA as the mean middle atmosphere above the
rocket sites of China. 2. The differences of Chinese rocket data of
temperatures from the new model are mostly within +5 C,and occasional-
ly over 10 C. 3. The fluctuation deviations are obviously not measure-

I ment errors of rockets, but an evidence of the existence of gravity
waves of various wavelengths. Because of the international comparison
of rocketsondes from different countries being agreed within 5 C, we
therefore have the confidence that the accuracy of Chinese rocket
measurements is close to the other countries.

-.----
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; u1J4 I. C. Zhuang et al.

Although the
"-'V.t .. .. data of Chinese

-- 18 WAIT rocket measure-
Ilents are sparse
and not enough
to analyse tile
annual variation
of the aUtiiOslhe-
ric winds. the

-------------... wind directions
measured by the

,"... Chinese rockets
still show the
seasonal chiarac-
teristics clear-
ly (see Fie. 3):
west winds domi-
nate ill December;
east winds in
June and July.

.. . -?... . .. . .* ,For wind direc-
TlnFFXln iNCIM tions measured

in May at Gansu
(" j. 4o'N station, iL is

east wind on
20th and 30th
but still west
wind on 13th and
he low '15 kw.
Therefore, we

- can say that the
. spring reversal-.-.---- of middle ato-

spheric winds
S-. above Gansu sta-

tion appears in
the first half

" of May. From the
Ch i nese rocket

.- _data, we could
always see the

.*. .. ... . gravity waves
clearly (Figures
2 & 3 ). Accord-
ing to the defi-

"" i- nition given by
the draft of
C1RA1986. mean4 .......... , values of gravi-

~....,~h~mt~ NI ty wave intensi-
ties from Chi-
nese rocket data
averaged for
each month and

* ,----each station are
. . . ---- shown in Figure

4 together with
.. the estimate of

tie standard
deviation around
the monthly mean

denoted by
vertical burs in
the figure ). In

. . " " " , the figure, May.
.......... , . June and July

Q30. WeS ' are for tile
station of 40'N,
but December is
for the station

%
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........ .. are msec km-
" . . . lot for wind and

................... Kkm- for
* .temperature.

Figures above
S _.the abscissa are

total number of
-- intensities used

in these statis-
------ .tics for tem-4". ,-, -- prature ( above

., ' .... : " ) (northsouthl
wind ( middle

and eastwest
wind ( below ).

SF From Fig. 4. the
transient vari-- -:,.: . .,: - • ; .; -; ;; - ; ; : ; ; , ability charac-

,~~ ~ IMFr.,. Ii WIRE,. t.. K) ,2, teristics of the
.y.2 ..... , ,., ..., ........ a t,. iirav ity waves

b, n. ..... .. , s,- - 14,. indicated by thie
.,.,.. ,,.. .. At,. J,..i .,,,,-ll draft of new

lot Is,,,, 20 #J' , 6CIRA can be ob-
..... I 11; It 14 .iS IT served.

a---- , ,SM& The rocket launching site of
-- ,,, ,-24°N is located within the region

of tropical conditions for the
International Tropical Reference
Atmosphere proposed by the draft of
ITRA in Figure 2 d), from which we

can see that between 20 and 45
- e. km,the tropical model is very close

Ie to the global model and also agrees
* .with our rocket data. But for the

altitudes between 45 and 60 km, the
-i, tropical model is higher than the

",lobal one. The largest difference
-. is up to 11 degrees. Our data are

lower than the tropical model and
more close to the global model.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the cowparison of the data
obtained by the Chinese rocket wea-
surements with the draft of
CIAAI98u. we will come to some 0 T€-conclusive concepts: 1 0 WS

4..U i-d

1. The altitude profiles of the H

middle atmospheric temperature mea-
sured by cinimese meteorological ro-
ckets are fluctuUiin& around the U
basic 4lobal temperature construc-
Lions given by the draft of CIRAI98b,
ite agreeiment. is very good. It shows

Lthat tie CIRA1986 is a suitable
represmnitative for the mean situa-
tion of the middle atosphere above
our country. In the mean time, it
is shown that the accuracy and reso-
lution of Chinese rocket measure-
wents are at the same level as those
of other countries.

2. The wind data from Chinese
rockets show clearly the seasonal

* 4 characteristics: the east winds pre-
vail in summer and west winds in . , ,,
winter, the wind reversal in spring " " "Z
above the 40"N station is in the , , ,
tirst half of May. .

3. The order of magnitudes and the
trends of gravity wave intensi-ties
are similar with those in the draft
of new CIRA.

N. 4. The tropical model proposed by the new model is commonly higher
than the global model in the altitude region of 15-b0 km and also
higher than the temperature profiles measured by Chinese rockets at
the Yunnan station of 21 N.
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COMPARISON OF TIME-PERIODIC
VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE AND WIND
FROM METEROLOGICAL ROCKETS AND
SATELLITES

A. D. Bclmont

('ontirol Data, P.O. Box 1249, Minneapolis, MN 55440, U.S.A.

4 ! ABSTRACT

Although the Meteorological Rocket Network operated by or in cooperation
with the United States has decreased from fourteen to nine stations since
1979, there have been many observations accumulated in the years since
CIRA 1972 was prepared with data up to 1969. The mean, annual and

*_ semiannual variations of temperature and wind are presented and compared
with the Oxford SCR-PMR five-year data set, the CDC-SCR seven-*year data,
and CIRA 1972 with respect to both temperature and zonal winds, as far as
presently available. The agreement among the data sets is generally very
good.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to review the available variability
statistics for temperature and wind in the region from 20 to 70 km to help
in the selection of the best information available for a revised CIRA.

it) There are many different data sources but they will be limited here to
those with at least five years of record. They will be intercompared with
respect to their means, and periodic time variations. The satellite data
were not operational, real-time data, but were processed years after the
observations were made, taking account of all corrections that became
known in the interim. These three sets are:

'.'ari.ibles Source Abbr. Instrument & Period of Record

T,H,W, Oxford OXF Two years of SCR (1973-1974) plus three
years PMR (1975-1977)

* T CDC SCR Seven years of SCR (April 1970-April
1977)

T,W, WDC-A MRN Meteorological rockets (rRtl) (19c0-1082)

(T = temperature, H = geopotential altitude, W = wind)

An evaluation of the differences of these data sets will be reviewed here.

The atmosphere's variability extends over a wide range of time and space
scales including solar cycles, quasi-biennial, interannual, annual,
semiannual, and terannual periods and diurnal and semidiurnal tides, and
by space scales of planetary waves, gravity waves, and local turbulence.
Hence, statistical estimates of these variations will vary with the

4" observational sampling rates in time and space and the total number of
observations. This summary will discuss only the means, and annual and
semiannual variations.

CIRA 1972 /1/ contained no satellite data for the range 25 to 60 km.
Tables and graphs were based entirely on meteorological rocket data. In
revising CIRA it was agreed that both satellite and rocket data would be
examined and compared before deciding which data or combination of data
would suit the purpose most reliably at this time.

.4/
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Eac in strument has its advantages and disadvantages. Satellite data,
t.kon by a single instrument during the life of a given satellite, are
consistent with each other and observations are on a global scale.
Satellite radiometers, however, generally need to be recalibrated during
their litutimes because of degradation problems. Dowi.ward sensing
r.,Jiometers have relatively coarse vertical resolution of 10-20 ki.
Scanning radiometers provide excellent horizontal coverage but the SCR and
PqR instruments, for which data sets are now available, provided orbital
plane data only, consisting of 13 and a fraction orbits a day separated by
alout 2u0 ot longitude. The orbits shift continually trom n.ay to day
returning to the same observation orbits at approximately two week
intervals. Data ror fixed grids can be obtained by interpolation between
orults on a daily basis. It is not possible to obtain tidal variations
iusm a sinJle orbiting satellite.

For climatological purposes, variations are primarily required as a
function of altitude, latitude, and time, although longitudinal variations
11y also be important. Meteorological satellite temperature observations
h.,ve only been available since about 1970. The reduction of the radiance
d,a, to provide temperatures is generally done by one or two methods. The
tiret is the inversion of the Planck radiative equation which requires
eusti iates of the instrument's weighting function for each frequency

bobserved, and a good tirst guess of tne temperature profile in advance.
It should be stressed that the inversion technique doe not provide a
unique solution, and that the first guess strongly influences the final
resault. First guesses are commonly based on climatology derived from
*it oroloqicail rocket and radiosonde data. The second technique is a
s;tati;tical approach which simply regresses observed radiances in several
ct, hannels against coincidental rocket observations as close as possible in
spc~ and time to the radiance observations. These statistics generally

d produce reasonable results at those locations where there are adequate
ru:.et olbservatiuns. As will be seen below, this is not always possible.
The method, however, is simple and straightforward and involves iew

;a:1uR|ptiuns, but depends largely on an adequate sample to provide reliable
rejresion coetficients.

Meteorological rocket data provide direct measurements of temperature and
wind as a function of altitude at a given place. Vertical resolution is
I to 2 km. The main limitation is the paucity of rocket stations.
Unfortunately tor scientific users, rocket 8 bserva ion locations have been
grouped mainly in the latitude belt from 30 to 40 N. North American
rocket obsurvations began about 1960, and the network gradually increased
to its maximum density about 1975, and thereafter declined rapidly over
fNorth Alvrica losing five stations from 1979-82. At present, there are no
oper~ational stations in North America norh of 55 and only two remain
in the Southern liulispheru, at 8 S and 68 S, although there are
kussian rocket-launching ships which are gradually accumulating
observations grouped by latitude and month /2/. A table of the available
rocket data used in this report is given in Table 1. It will be noticed
toait most of the Northern imisphere st~tionsoused 0 are in North
AllwricJ. Three Russian stations, at 80 N, 48 N, and 68 5, use the
M-100 instrument which appears not to be compatible above 50 km with the
sensors used in the North American rockets. Continuing efforts at
intercalibration have been made, but the necessary corrections to be
appliud to the past M-lU0 observations are apparently not available. The
correction hi:;tory changes in time, and it is difficult to learn whether
d.ata provided by the World Data Center-A have been corrected and if so, by
how much, and whether this correction varied in time. A variety ot
insor has also Lben used in Amrican rockets. A description of rocket
errorsJ and intercalibration can he tound in /2,3/.

So long as one depends upon satellite data for future requirements, there
will be a need for direct rocket measurements at a wide range of latitudes

i d tnroughout the year with which to verify and calibrate satellite data.

DATA

The Oxford satellite temperatures and derived heights and winds were
a;e;umbledt from two years (1973-74) of radiances from the Selective Chopper
<.,uioimeter plus three years (1975-77) from tle Pressure Modulator
kadIIneter. A discussion of the data will be given in a following paper
of th)s session /5/. It should be noted, however, that the i'M instrument6
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retrieves temperatures up to near 85 kin, and thus provides inttu tin
beyond the reach of standard meteorological rockets. This n'e an:; tIat only
radiative equation inversions can be used to obtain terqLptratura,:; with '.

'. SCR

The SCR temperature data from CDC for the seven years (1970-11177) wore
obtained from radiances calibrated by Oxford, or by CDC with Oxford
calibration factors, and the use of a multiple non-linear rereinn
against rocket data. The regressions were done by winter and fsumm.r
seasons with April 1 and October 1 being the dividing dates. To aic--uIt
for possible drifts in the radiances, the regressiont; were recorput, I
every six months. The errors of rearession were aenerallv 2 to 4C r;
estimated from five different, random, independent sets of rocket data,
each set consisting of 15% of the total data available. As there are sto
tew reliable rocket data in the Southern Hemisphere, the reqr.::sioni r
the Northern Hemisphere were applied to the Southern Hemisphere rid ian,:es
six months later. This means that for any northern hemisphere winter
which experienced large sudden warmings, the regression coetficient ; ,i
be slightly different from true Southern Hemisphere winter coeficint:;
where warmings are not as frequent or as intense. To exter 1 tht cr,.
section downward from 30 to 20 ki, north of 20°%, UMC radiosonde data
were added to the altitude-latitude sections for the same dates.

Only meteorological rocket network data as available from World Datl
Center-A were used here. Unfortunately, despite very long delays in
processing rocket data at WDC-A, there is no real quality control of any
of the observations. It is assumed that each individuil station, or it-
processing center, carefully does this. Meteorological rocket d(lta
received by teletype for operational use frequently contain seriou!; errors
and are not recommended for any scientific purpose when there is time to
obtain more reliable data. Russian rocket data taken since 1975 are not
available from WDC-A, so it is doubly unfortunate that many North American
stations at high latitudes have been closed since 1977. This alno
prevents the future use of rocket data to retrieve satellite temperatures
at high latitudes.

With respect to possible solar cycle influences above 50 km, the dates of
the establishment and the reduction of the rocket network were not
helpful. The major solar maximum of 1959, and the recent one ol 1160,
both occurred at a time when there were few rocket stations, e:;pecially at
high latitudes where any solar effect is likely to be strongest.

only stations with the most observations were used at a given latitude
where there were several to choose from (e.g. Thumba was not used).
Stations with less than 150 observations were generally not used unless
there was no other station near that latitude: also if the di'.tribution of
observations was not spread over the year, the station was not ured
(Can). It is highly recommended that meteorological rocket network
stations be distributed more evenly with respect to latitude, includinj
the southern hemisphere.

The influence of standing planetary waves introduces much irregularity
when stations from all longitudes are combined onto a single cross
section. Elimination of five Pacific region stations (Poker
Flat/Ft. Greely, Shemya, Ryori, Barking Sands, Kwajalein), despite the
niny observations at the latter two stations, would have produced smoother
analyses. The five stations were analyzed separately from the cont inental
stations and the altitude-latitude patterns were very similar although
abs;olute values differed due to planetary wave influence as shown in /5/.

A further caveat in the interpretation of all rocket and satellite data is

that there are no tidal corrections presently available although the
region to which the data apply are known to have large tides. It is
possible that tidal estimates will become available in the near future
which can be applied to both past and future observations.

V - ,- -- * . .. P V V %
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TABLF I aocketsonde Stations Used

Latitude Longitude . Period of Record

Huiss Island 80°37'N 580 03'E 601 1957-75 *
. I ule 76 33'N 680 49'W 1199 1965-80
Poker Flat 650 o7'N 147°29'W 838 1972-79
i'oot Gruely 64° 0 0'N 145 0 44'W 1222 1960-72
Fort Churchill 080 44'N 93°49'W 2005 1960-79
Pri..rooe Lake 54 0 45'N 1100 03'W 1238 1964-82
'hLny 52 431N 174 00b'E ti32 1975-82
Volqograd 48 41N 44 21'E 423 I - *
k yLr 39 002'N 141 050'E 175 1970-72, 79-82
lilups Island 37 50'N 75°29'W 2890 1960-82

Pt. Mugu 34 0 07'N 119a071W 3432 1960-82
,ijitu Sands 320 23'N 106 29'W 4698 1919-82
Cape Kennedy 280 27-N 80°32'W 3792 1960-82
bafKing San.s 22 0021N 159 47'W 2580 1960-82
Cr•ind Turk Island 210 261N 710 09'W 223 1963-u6
Ant igua 17 091W 61 47'W 1319 1963-82

% Fort Sherman 09 0 201N 790 59'W 1554 1966-79
Xwa]alt:n 080 441N 167 0 44'E 1668 1963-82
Nata 050 551S 350 10'W 78 1969-76
Ascension Island 07059's 14

0
251W 2316 1962-82

Woocinura 30056'S 136°31'E 96 1962-72
Mar Chiquita 370 45'S 570 25'W 58 1969-76
Mloduhnaya 67 040'S 450 51'E 253 1969-75 *

* Later data exist but unavailable from WDC-A

ANALYTICAL METHOD

A multiple linear regression is used to determine the amplitudes and
phases of the periodic features in the biweekly averages of daily data.
Sine and cosine function pairs are used to represent the annual,
semiannual, and terannual oscillations; a mean and trend are also
determined during the regression. The QBO is represented by two
empirically-determined time series of amplitudes derived from tropical
data. The method by which these series are generated requires further
elaboration.

The QBO is observed to have a continuously variable period and amplitude.
For these reasons, the QBO signal in the tropical lower stratosphere was

* uLud to define a reference signal with variable period and amplitude from
cycle to cycle. This signal was then used in the regression A second
time series of equal variance which was ortho onal to and 90 out-of
phase with the original QBO signal was created using a Hilbert transform.
This transformed signal was also used in the regression. The original QBO

* reerence signal w~s obtained from the 0 zonal winds at 30 km al itude ftrm
Fort Sherman (9.33 N), Kwajalein (8.73 N), and Ascension (7.98 S).
T'hirty-day means were obtained from each station, and the mean, trend,
,innual, uumiannudl, dnd terannual signals were removed using the
rujr.u.aion technique. The residual means were then averaged over the
thLruu stations to provide a cQntinuous QbO record from late 1962 through
1i92. The exact values of the series at biweekly intervals dre obtained
through three-point Lagrangian interpolation.

Thu errors in fitting periodic functions to the data were used to evaluate
the reliability of the data in the contouring of amplitudes and phases.
D igrams of the annual, semiannual, terannual, and QBO were made using
only those amplitudes (and corresponding phases) that were equal to or

• larger than the associated standard deviation. Also, at least
45 bi-weekly periods of data were required. The means for all stations
were adjusted to a common reference date (1972) to avoid the effect of
long period trends. In Figs. 1-10, tick marks along the upper edge
indicate rocket launch sites.

COMPARISON OF VARIATIONS

Figs. 1-13 present the amplitudes of the means, annual, semianqual and
quati-biennial waves. The values in Figs. 1-6 are for the amplitudes of
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Fi rg. 12. Phase dates of the annual Fig. 13. Phase dates of the
,% ,variation in temperature from MRN. semiannual variation in temperature

I = January first. Tr*angles from MRN. I = January first.

indica te a region of I K amplitude Triangle3 in dicate a region of 1°K
cr less. amplitude or less.

a'$

SiCR. an M2I. temperature, and those in Figs. 7-11 are for MRN wnd.
rIas. 12 ind 13 present the corresponding phases of MIa temperature
veS. The values of OXF are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.5.

'eriodtc variations of the wind are presently available only from MRo1.
Note that these cross sections are machine contoured and lick smoothness,
c npecially t highest altitudes due to the inhomoganeity O the data. The

(jeneril patterns of maxima are not affected, however, and the amplitude
.ind phre values discussed below were taken from tabulations rather than
the plots, whenever possible.

" :;ample values at three latitudes are summarized in Table 2. The agreement
I j d, r bttter than expected cont-idering the different sensors, data

nFources, methods of reduction of the raw data, interpolations to
latitude-altitude grids for automated contouring, graphi-al smoothing
techniques, and problems of different longitudes of the stations, periods
of record, simple size and uneven distribution of data in space and time.

,' Fer the annual variation in temperature (Figs. 3,4 and also Fig. I in
Sec,-tion 2.1.5; note latitude scales), the most noticeable difference is in
the altitudes of the maximum amplitude shown by SCR and OXF. SCR shows a
ni>ximum near 3 mb (40 km) at 80 S, while the OXF maximum lies near 11 mb
2 J ki) . OXF is in fair agreement with M11N, where their data overlap.
'h vis dates ire at the solstices (Fig. 11) . The corresponding annual

amplitudo of the wind (Fig 8) shows large mid-latitude maxima centered
near 60 km, in general agreement with Fig. 38 in CIRA 1972.

The ser-jmnnuil wave in temperature (Figs. 5,6, Table 2; cf. 2.3.5,
irmure I), in of interest because it is as strong or stronger at both

* polar regions than at the equator. Although the polar waves have
qLenerally not been recognized, they are shown in /6, 10/, and they are
%:tronqly confirmed by all three present data sources (Table 2). The phm,:;i.

o.4 of the miximum amplitude in the equatorial semiannul wave in t(-mj., at.ur*.
'Fiq. 12) is equinoctial and propagates downward, while those of the pol tr
centers are solstitial. The OXF and MRH data show the semiannual
anplitude pattern in temperature at high latitudes as a vertial equence

16 lof eel s cuntinuing into the upper mesosphere where the semi nnual
viritiron in wind has been reported earlier /7/.

-,!,e M104 semiannual wave in the wind (Fig. 9) shows the well-known tropicil
-i>,imu, nu ir V) kin, displaced ;outh of the equator, with bands of mix i wr
,xtending pnleward. The semiannual wind phatse dates it thes cent.rs of

4. ,iximulim amplituide in both the polar regions and the tropic; is eqino--tial
and agrees in general with /4/. Where the amplitude i,; weak, below 35 kin,
the ph-l-;e may appear occasionally as solstitial. It has b.en sluj'jvJted
'hit the a pl itule of t hig wave may be related to the n;lar , ycle, !lhwins
higher value,; during solar maximum /g/. 5ig. 1l show,; how the amplitude
of the semiannual maximum in wind near 50-N apparently changes with
nolar cycle. It is not yet possible to confirm this solar cycle
hypoth.;is with satellit-. data because there are only R years of SCR data

r" (1"70-7R) , and high latitude MRN data have ended in North America. The
recent soiar maximum years 1978-82 were examined, but there were only
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Shemya and Primrose Lake with any data to 1982 and these stations had too
few observations above 50 km to permit any conclusions. Poisibly later
-atellite data Lor this region will clarify the matter.

The quasi-biennial wave in zonal wind (Fig. 10) from MRN data has no
counterpart in the other data sets with which to compare it. The tropical
Values agree well with those in /4/. The other areas remain uncurtain due
to lack or adequate data. The QbO temperature field in the tropics ayr.ueo
with /6/, but its magnitudes elsewhere are unreliable, and are not
reproduced here. The terannual waves are also omitted for the aime re.on
and tor the growing expectation that this harmonic does not rcpre~ent a

,'ical phenomenon.

"i. 2E? Comparison of OXF, SCR, MRN, CIRA 1972

ture (K) Wind (in/-,)

MRN 02BA QXF )LL C'TPA

Annual Mean (I MB)

800N 263 264 2u3 (264) 700 N 18 5 ( 1)
0 268 270 271 (269) 100N - -t (-13)
S0°S 270 271 263 - 700S 30 30 -

.Annual Mean (10 MMn

80 N 224 227 224 (223) 70 N 10 5 (17)
0 233 234 232 (231) 10 N -10 (-21)

du 222 22t 226 - 7U°L; 35 30 -

July Mean (I MIB)

bu N 284 285 - 283

U 2,3 2U8 - 269
80 S 254 259 -

Decombyr Men 11 MH)

soON 247 250 - 257
0 265 269 - 271
u 2ou 291 - -

.............................................................................

Miximum Annual Temperature Amplitude Y (at iny iltitu )

80°N 42 (.006 mb) -
iouN 26 ( 2.5 mb) 24 (3 mb) 28 (44 kin) (1.3 mb)
U 3(0 .1 Mb) 1 (1 mb) 4 (42 krL) 2ii)

8 41 (.0t mb) -

- 31 (3 mb)
35 ( ii mb) 24 (2t km) 2b mb)

Mix ! tiI ; i_-m.-Annua Aiml I ituldK,. < (,it' inV ,ltltulh

bu 0 N1 ( 4 mb) 6 (3 mb) 6 (40 kin) (3 n.b)
U 4 (1.5 nib) 3 (3 inb) 3 (40 kmj (J mb)

ot, u (U. rb)--

4 1 mb) 6 (1 mb) 7 (46 kin) (I.5 iro )

ir:t- to Table 2

1. Values are taken from tables, if available, interpolating when
rncu, >ary. flqgrus are uoed ir tables not availabiu.

2. Values in parentheses were estimated from mean of January and July
values rUad from tables.

3. No SC} data available below 10 mb south of 200 S.

% - % 4. -. %j.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1. The three sets of data agree remarkably well. This may be due in part
to ultimate reliance upon a climatology based on meteorological rocket
profiles which still serves as the only large body of independent data for
the middle atmosphere.

2. Semiannual variations in wind and temperature at high latitudes of
both hemispheres are confirmed, but the cause of the semiannual
oscillation at high latitudes is still unknown.

3. Possible solar modulation of the semiannual wave during the 1979-81
.maximum could not be detected at high latitudes due to reduction in the

MRIJ rocket network.

4. Meaningful comparisons of data require data for the same years and
place, not just for equal periods of record.

5. Resultant, observed temperatures or winds are made up of many periodic
and quasi-periodic components, possibly including solar effects, that
modeling must take into account.

'RECOM4ENDATIONS

1 Best present estimates of middle atmosphere climate are from satellite
global data. A data set consisting of PMR and SAMS to 85 km for 8 years,
plus 5 years of SCR, plus continued SSU and similar instruments which
.ense to 50 km, is now within reach. Resumption of the PMR type

S% measurements is highly recommended.

2. MRN data must be separated by region. Longitudinal variations due to
planetary waves may be large. Thus the sparse MRN data are best used for
vertical resolution at a given place, and not for representative global
coverage.

3. Added MRN stations are needed for satellite temperature retrievals,
calibration and verification, especially at high latitudes.

4. MRN data need to be carefully quality controlled.

5. Tidal corrections are needed to adjust single observations per day
Into more representative values.
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ABSTRALCr

Several middle atmosphere models will be reviewed, including a new set of
-models produced by Groves in 1985. The latter models are based on rocket and rawinsonde in

situ measurements and satellite remote sounding temperature data. The models are compared
with measurements made with instruments on board U. S. Shuttles during their reentry.
Very useful atmospheric density data have been obtained in the altitude region from 50 to
80 km. t ie measurements are unique in that they are made by a vehicle travelling almost
horizontally through the atmosphere at a velocity of 6 to 7 kIm/sec. This results in me-
asurements along a path of approximately 8,000 km in a time interval of about 20 minutes.
The results show some unique features.

MIDDLE ATnOSPHERE MODELS

Several middle atmosphere models will be reviewed and compared with data
derived from instrumnts on board reentering U. S. shuttle vehicles. The first set of
models is contained in the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA) 1972/1/. The
middle atmosphere models were developed by Prof G. V. Groves and extend in altitude from
25 to 110 km (with some values at the higher altitudes uncertain). Monthly models are
presented for latitudes at 10 degree intervals from the equa~or to 700 N. Properties
include temperature, density and presssure. In addition, monthly models are given for
west-east winds for altitudes from 25 to 130 km and latitudes from 0 to 800. There are
many gaps in the wind tables for regions where data were not available. Separate winter
models are presented for North America and Europe/West Asia.

d%'. The second set of models is the AF Reference Atmospheres 1978/2/. They extend
from the ground to an altitude of 90 km and contain values of temperature, density and
pressure. The principal tables contain monthly values for northern latitudes at 15 degree
intervals from the equator to the pole. There are also tables for the median high and low
percentile values of temperature and density at altitudes to 80 km for January and July

* for northern latitudes from 300 to 75*.

0 0 ",%0

Firj. 1. Average monthly mean rocket Fig. 2. Comparisons of January mean
o"iels minus satellite temperatures for density deviations from zonal mean
FOshelknv -.- , AF Reference Atmospheres values for AF Reference Atmospheres--

-, CIRA 1972-... Weighted mean of and Groves model - for 3 longitudes.
the rocket models-.v
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Groves/3/recently completed a new set of models for the 18 to 80 km altitude
region. The new models are based on rocket and rawinsonde in situ measurements and the
satellite remote sounding temperature models of Barnett and Corney/4/. In addition to
northern hemisphere in situ data, results from a large number of Russian southern
hemisphere rocket measurements are included/5/. The rocket and remote sounding temperature
profiles for comparable conditions are not in complete agreement and so we evaluated the
relative errors and empirically determined mean profiles. Thus the new models are based on
the integrated evaluation of all available in situ and remote sounding ddta. The relative
temperature profiles are plotted in Figure 1. What are plotted in the figure are the
differences between the temperature profiles in three reference atmospheres based on
rocket data and the satellite temperature profiles for corresponding conditions. Average
monthly mean (excluding winter values) profiles are given for four latitudes for CIMiA

'.2 1972, AF Reference Atmospheres 1978 and Koshelhov 1983/5/. (Note that northern hemisphere
rocket values were compared with northern hemisphere satellite values and correspondingly
the southern hemisphere rocket and satellite values were compared.) The solid curves
represent the adjustments made to the satellite temperatures based on weighted averaging
of the other curves. Table 1 contains a sample page of the zonal mean densities for
November from Grove's new models/3/. Longitudinal dependent models were also developed
based on the wave 1 and wave 2 models of Barnett and Corney/6/. Figure 2 contains
comparisons of density deviations for January from the zonal mean profiles for the new
models and the AF Reference Atmospheres 1978 for three longitudes. The agreement is mode-
rately good, but the new models are global, extend to higher altitudes and are probably
[more accurate due to the inclusion of the satellite remote sounding data. Groves models
can be entirely represented by analytical expressions.

The models we have considered so far are mean models. For many applications
* we need information on short term systematic variations and also on the extent of

variability about mean values. one set oi systematic variations are those due to tides
induced by solar heating. Forbes/7/ has investigated theoretically the diurnal and

senadiurnal tides. As might be expected, the largest tidal effects occur at low to middle
latitudes. The amplitudes are relatively small in the stratosphere and mesosphere,
increasing with altitude until they provide major variations in the lower thermospnere.
Some aspects of atmospheric variability will be considered when we analyze data obtained
during the reentry of Shuttle vehicles.

pSHUTLE REENTRY DATA

Density data obtained during the reentry of four Shuttle flights, STS-l,
STS-2, STS-4, and STS-5 are presented and compared with several models. All these
vehicles were launched from the Kennedy Space Center, Florida and landed at Edwards Air
Force Base, California. The landing times are given in Table 2. The data were obtained
from the drag measured by the Inertial Motion Units (IMUs) which contain accelerometers
with sensitivity in the milli-g range.

FLIGHT LANDING

STS-l APRIL 14, 1981
S".. 1021 PST

STS-2 NWVEMBER 14, 1981
"'S: 1323 PS'r

i STS-4 JULY 4, 1982
%: 0809 PST

STS-5 NOVEMBER 16, 1982
0633 PST

TABLE 2. Landing dates and times

S.

In Figure 3 is plotted the ratio of the density derived from the drag
acceleration on STS-l during reentry to the density from the U. S. Standard Atmosphere
1976/8/. The meteorological profile provided for the reentry is also given. In addition,
the ratios of the densities to the Standard for April from the CIRA 72 and Groves 85
models for 25' N latitude and from the Air Force Reference atmospheres 78 (AFRA 78) for
30- N latitude are plotted. It should be noted that the time during reentry passes from
right to left. The meteorological profile based on rocketsonde data agrees better with
the models than does the Shuttle data. Note that the Shuttle data exhibits fine scale
fluctuations, particularly at the higher altiudes. These fluctuations may be due to
turbulence or gravity waves in the atmosphere, but it is impossible to rule out that some
part may be due to turbulence induced by the very high speed shuttle flight or due to
:ijisll changes in the vehicle attitude modifying the drag.

*5.'*Figures 4 and 6 show data from the STS-2 and STS-5 flights. These flights
were both in mid-November, but one year apart. The meteoroloqical profiles for th~e two

% "%%%
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i ,flights are very -imilar. The Shuttle data, on the other hand, are in good agreement Top

to 70 km, with differences ranging between zero and 5%, but above '70 km the data diverge

with differences up to about 15%. The local time of reentry -as different bry about 7

•houtrs and possible tidal variations were investigated. he amplitude of the semi-diurnal

tid.- in this altitude region is less than It and the maximum aMlitude Of the diurnal tide

"'.is 4% at 80 km and rapidly falls with altitude to about It at 15 km. Thus the tidal

' .corelunent will constitute a Small part of the observed difference. whether the large

' differences above 70) km are due to atmospheric variability is discussed in a later

section.
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The densities plotted in Figures 3 to 6 from Groves 85 models are the zonal
mean values. Thus the effects of correcting for the longitudes corresponding to the
Shuttle measurements were investigated. These corrections in Figures 4 and 6 (November
flights) result in reducing the plotted Groves 85 model values by 2% up to an altitude of
60 ki, 1.5% at 65 ki, 1% at 70 km and 0.5% at 75 km.' These corrections result in small
improvements in the agreement between the model values and the data. The corresponding
corrections for the STS-l April flight (Figure 3) are an increase of 1% at all altitudes
up to 75 km and 0.5% at 80 km. The effect of these corrections is negligible.

* Figure 5 contains data from the STS-4 flight. The reentry took place in July
and the appropriate models are plotted for comparison. The models agree well with the

. meteorological profile, with the Groves 85 model being the closest. The Shuttle data also
agree well up to an altitude of nearly 70 km, but again above that altitude there are

, large excursions of the drag. The corrections to the Groves 85 model values for varia-
tiois due to longitude amount only to an increase of 1% at all altitudes.

Although changes in density with longitude are small for the four flights
considered in this paper, this is not the case for all sets of conditions. The changes
with longitude are smallest at low latitudes and incLease markedly with increasing lat-
itude up to high latitudes. In addition, the changes are small in the summer and become
larger in the winter. The maximum climatological variations are 1l5 at 50 km and +_% at
80 km at high northern latitudes in winter.
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Fig. 3. The ratio to the U. S. Stan- Fig. 4. The ratios of density for the

dard 76 of density from drag on STS-l reentry of STS-2.
during reentry, the meteorological pro-
file and the CIRA 72, AF Reference
Atmospheres (AFHA) 78 and Groves 85
ioedel values.
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Fig. 5. The ratios of density for the Fig. 6. The ratios of density for the

reentry of STS-4. reentry of STS-5.

SHULn DATA AN ATMOSPHERIC VARIAILITY

"4 In this section the same data from the reentry of STS-l, -2, -4 and -5 are
compared with models which present known atmospheric variability based on climatological
models. The AF Reference Atmospheres 1978 were chosen for this comparison because they
include mean values, already used in Figures 3 to 6, median values and low and high values
expected 10% ard it of the time.
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Figure 7 includes the STS-1 data and the meteorologlal profile, the April mean
aodel and the January median and 10% low models. Note that the AF Reference Atmospheres
only contain the extreme percentiles for January and July. The January median model fits
the Shuttle data better than the April mean model, suggesting that winter conditions
existed at the time of reentry. The meteorological profile, on the other hand, lies
between these two models.

Figures 8 and 10 show data from the STS-2 and STS-5 flights. They also
contain the November mean model and the January median, 10% and It low and 10% high
(Figure 10) models. The STS-5 data are close to the meteorological profile, but the STS-2
data deviate sharply above 68 km. The latter suggests unusual atmospheric conditions at
the location of STS-2 reentry. it should be noted, however, that most of these data lie
near the 10% low curve and only one point touche. the 1% low curve. Thus the occurrence
of these results is not statistically significant. The same conclusion applies to the
data from STS-5.

Data from STS-4 are given in Figure 9. The data are close to the
meteorological profile and models up to about 70 km. Above that altitude there are rapid
fluctuations of up to +20% in magnitude. Some of the peaks pass below the 1% low values.
At that time the Shuttle was located near 250 N, 1700 W at approximately 1200 hours local
time. This means that it was very close to the summer sub-solar point. It is interesting
to speculate that the fluctuations may be the result of convective atmospheric activity.
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Fig. 7. Density ratios for STS-l, the Fig. 8. Density ratios for STS-2 and
meteorological profile and models spe- models of atmospheric variability.
cifying atmospheric variability.
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CONCLUSIONS((S~lU~

The available reference atmospheres and climatoloqlCaly specified atmospheric
variability up to 80 km at low and middle latitudes are teasonably accurate. At high
latitudes, particularly in the winter, there are large systeratic variations and large
variability, such as result from sudden stratospheric warmings. Improved mnhls are
required for these conditions. This is part of the more general problem of unpredictable
variations. These include turbulence, detailed storm effects in real time, and the
location, amplitude, phase and velocity of gravity waves.
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- ABdTRACT

The wind 1.art of the rocket-based empirical model of the middle atmcsjhere
of the Southern Hemisphere is revised on the basis of new roc:et and radar

data. Wind and temperature values from this empirical model are compar'ed

with correuponding values from the sutellite-based reference atmosphere

cosliled by Barnett and Corney. General similarity of the two models is

confirmed, thouGh marked discrepancies are sometimos revmaled.

An emi;irical model for the Southern Hemisphere middle atmospnere based on
rocketionde information was published earlier /1,2/. The wind part of the

model is now revised using greater amount of rocketzonde data (t-ible 1),

rxwin results at the 20 Icn level /3/ and 1,7 radar winds in the mesoc-hire

- at Adelaide,Tcornaville, Christchuch and in the JLntarctic /4-B/. As a result,
rather siLnificant chanGes art obtained in the wind model values above

60 km and only minor alterations below. The revised reference vinzd values

are presented in the Appendix and fig.l.

TiABLi 1 The Number of Wind Lieasurements for Main RocketLonde
Sites in the Southern Hemisphere up to September 1965 Used

fur Cowpiling the Reference Atmosphere

Site Period of obs. Altituded e i

40 60 80

Vess els: 1961-10,85

U: 1- 5 0 3  555 210 --

3 .1 5o- 5 3 110 2 --

2 -5 12 --
35S@5S141 17 -

* 01CG9"-55° S  126 9 -

"Crou.ajl 1 Is. 1973-1981 171 1o 72
1.3iodczhnuaya 1969-1935 897 711 591

ioomeru 1962-1974 il1 78 43
L:ar Ciquita 1966-1979 164 &+ -

A cinsioa Is. 1904-1985 1750 8)7 44

*-,Il)X%-
% % _

. %
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o M ig.l. Cros s ections
Sof mean zoal wind (We)

' reference uodol (bazvd

maainly on rockets znd

"" ~allowing for the I F, ra-

~~January ;lowur parnt-

June.

U

WA be 1 4

S2-4 ive results of the comparison made for the Southern Hemisphere

rcL' iwn betvn existing reference model-5- the one based mainly on rocket-

"" ,d (pre~unted above, also in 11,21) and that basud on satellites /9/.

j *

Ssystematic discrepancies in temperature (table 2, fic2)bewoen

ti.; two reference models at r latitudes of the Southern Hemisphure are

-only observed at altitudes ?5 and 80 km (the rockutsondl ore about 10C
coldu than the satellites). For other altitudes, mean Lwual ditcreprncies

uxc, din-- 50C axe found at 35-0 km over the Antarctic.

' .2 ure of tne aiscreparxy encountredin suMmer is not cleA- while in the

wilitr zmtr&tozpU~ru it mL - be a result of different duration of the obser-
vational period for rocket sounding and satellites. Temperatures from anwi-1yuic&I preslntation of the climatic distribution /o0/ in which the PLR

raeia hvu beten corslated wi h acmospheric temporatur s recordd by means

of oviet procktsndes are also shown and reveal lowest otmperltures.

A.hhnual density differences beiween the models (table 3) are small.It is

Ql.y n tre upper msospher of md l a titude of tSuts thai the dunsity

*olue from ehe rocket-basud modul a e consit ently hiher than the satolli-
t-bad valu s (thu ruverse is true for the Antactic meosperu). js for

.. uture ote icccnredin un o c wl n
. .. .t.. ..trAt .r it. e -. uto ifrn d.ration of'the ob..r-

,,,t1, i ,. r., ..r r e and t i %from a



Southern t1cmisphcr ck rLrnc NfIddle Almospiwic

TABLE 2 Differences in Temperature (0 C) betw,2en tht u-
cket-b.sed &nd Satellite-based Refurence Atmo3phcvrcs

MHe1i.ht Month Y,:ar

I,, ~ A W- J J A 0i N D
N%, 70a S

C0 -I -5 -If -16 -12 -9 -9 -15 -16 -II -0 -3 -9.7
70 -4 -3 -3 -. I I -2 -3 -5 -I -9 -3 -3.7
61-1 0 -3 I 0 I -3 -6 -2 -I -I -1 -1 -1.3
50 1 0 -1 -3 43 -9 -6 -3 -3 -2 -I 0 -2.9
,40 -5 -5 -I 0 -5 -8 -8 -3 -6 -9 -8 -7 -5.4

30 0 -2 2 4 I I -3 -5 -4 I 0 -0.1
20 0 -I 0 0 2 -2 -2 -I -I 3 0 0 -0.2

400S

CO -8 -10 -12 -12 -I5 -13 -14 -16 -15 -12 -8 -6 -I8
70 0 -2 -2 -I -4 -4 -3 -5 -8 -9 -7 -3 -4.0
GO 0 2 4 5 5 2 3 7 7 4 3 0 3.5
50 3 0 -3 -3 I I -2 2 3 2 -I I 0.3
40 -2 -3 -2 -I 2 4 0 0 4 I -5 -5 -O.G
30 -I 0 I 2 3 5 3 0 I 3 3 -I 1.0
20 2 1 0 0 0 I I 0 0 -I 0 0.3

I01 S

80 -9 -9 -14 -19 -16 -13 -12 -14 -15 -1 -14 -9 -13.3
70 3 1 -2 I 5 5 1 -2 -4 0 I 20.9
60 -1 2 4 4 2 I I 3 4 5 2 0 2.2
50 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 I I I I 0.7
40 -I -3 -3 -I 0 0 2 -I -I -2 -2 -2 -1.2

30 1 I I 0 -I 0 I 0 I 2 2 0.7
20 -I -2 -3 -I -I -I -I -2 -I -I -I -2 -1.4

-.BLL 3 Differences in Density Values (% of the mean) between the
Rocket-based and Sutellite-based Reference Atmozphercs

4 {,.lt~ onth Yer

(km) j F 1A A M J J A S 0 N D

~70 ° S

80 -7 -8 -I T -2 -8 -10 -8 -9 -13 -_I -6 -. 0
70 -2 -6 I 3 -5 -10 -10 -8 -6 -5 -3 -2 -4.4

S60 -3 -4 0 2 -6 -9 -8 -8 -7 -6 -4 -3 -1.7
50 -3 -4 0 3 -I -3 -3 -4 -5 -4 -4 -3 -2.6
40 0 -I I 4 2 I 0 -4 -2 I I 1 0.3
30 I I 0 0 I 2 5 2 2 -2 0 I 1.1
20 0 I 0 -I -I I 2 -1 -1 -4 -1 0 -0.3

-V V %.......~-
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'10

60 -2 0 1 2 1 4 0 2 4 -1 -5 -6 O.C
70 -1 1 1 2 6 7 2 6II 7 1 -3 3.5
0 -1 -1 -3 -2 3 6 -I 0 4 3 -3 -3 0.2

bd -3 -2 -1 0 3 5 0 3 2-2-40.2
10 u 0 I 1 2 4 2 0 0 I 2 -1 I.u

i - - 0-1 0 0 - - 0 -0.3
20 T 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 I 0 -I U.2

lOOs

70 3 I I 4 7 7 3 I 0 4 3 3 3. I
7 I 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 I 0 1.6
60 1 -1 -2 -2 -1 C 0 -1 -2 -2 0 0 -0.U

40 0 1 1 0 0 C -I 1 0 0 0 I 0.2

0u 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 -I U 0 C. i
20 2 2 2 12 1 I 2 1 1.5

'ikbLL 4 Differences in Zon. Wind Values (La/s) butwe.n

-ii it onth Year

- idM A di J J A S C N

0
70 8

80 -15 -8 -24 -5 -2A -39 -29 -30 3 -7 -IS -21 -17.9
60 -IO 9 2 8 3 -4 4 -8 31 I8 -6-11 3.0
40 -12 0 i 3 3 -11 -8 -12 20 -7 -8 -12 -2.4
20 0 -2 -3 1 -2 -5 -7 -7 -7 -3 -2 0 -3.1

400 S

- 80 I6 20 9 -7 -8 -10 3 0 2 -4 4 1 2.3
* 60 -3 -I 3 -8 -19 -15 0 17 0 -13 0 -9 -4.0

40 0 I -5 -11 -I -19 -10 4 -3 -Il I -2 -C.I
.4 20 0 I 0 -3 -I -I -5 -4 -6 -3 -I 1 -1.8

20%

,0 3 -4 -20 2 22 37 13 -2 -17 11 23 22 7.5
O -4 -5 -7 -5 -14-10 -IC -26 -4 2 15 7-5.6

. .0 -20 -4 -17 -8 -17 -17 -12 -10 -I -I 13 I -6.2
20 -5 0 -2-2 -4 -5-6 -5-4 -I 0-4-3.2

0.

S.
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Larituiaal temperature Yarlation3 (f ±g.4) in thc. Zouthern Hemisphere re-

vu,%ltei by ;he reference mode2.s have much in couunon.Howuvtzr, at tLe lei.Lht5

p. -k ica dfld 60 L the muLiitudt of the 6r4adients in uuL..-er isi~et~ in
tL u off sctt-llitu dacta thaz in the cozt; of rucktt;onda cLta.Thd uiaini-
1:." J-. WJ.tur i.s loca±ted 5 to lO'" latitude furtLer soutb wheon delactud by

*:eroc~vt d~a the miniiuum is built up abovco the ~5-mlevel utilibing
tL. rocket iinformdtion and ubovu .50 "a in ca±±te of tthe !30/1-U iayq5.(In
ti~ Northarn IldisIbere,discropeancies betwvten tne exi~tinlJ inode1.- are great
I:- wi.tcr) .Duiity 6radionta (fig.5) In the .5UtneltI Hf:u.1L~phero in- su=ornir

~u i. at LCruittr when basted on ttho rockut~oi~du Liau theu reverse is

L,-uu fur thte wi.-ter Iperiod.

- ~ K .Ji aury W

i'94.huraoaltmprtrevriton n..uxyzi July 1S

*,rrec a,.l atophr (bsu onrce at.-mdleamshr

NW Q,, I- -m SWe

fl- ufcucooftocmiaintciuseg. vraiaon o

Vulateoidinal tampzrature vacriations fin auar in d July An l-tcs.H.
t--uru n ausosllea~hr ibne on-u rboet da0-35 2- iddle itspr

-uruuie ouln drim mcesn hnfrom Ontelitedat (Bernett andCore95)

* ra ure ifferencutern beween te frm the~ duetridat by the- atellite
1-i-)nicate~~ hihe witepratresti occrngo~ iten by the stultosphere

He "ibicerlci of ~mthe comdenitio taleh fiues, eig., simver whetn oedce

*~~~~~~~~~~ %.L~tr %~ CR 192i'hsie.bt oce n ault acn
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So'ulhcrn 11cmi~phcre Rcrence Middle Almtosphere I)

p frQ:.z ti,, r..c.~ct .,nd 5atellita-baaued reference u.tmospberes. Negdtivc values
u~ ..s ri ±iifferer~cQ3 (... lowelr than N~.H.) in winater ave Greater

17: r tlie sj ranC period) when estimated from tho rocket data than
f.-cm ! atellites. :n su~.ner the density values ave a little lgEreater In
t.-e ti..;i in tLe 11ortiiern Hiemispihere, accordinG to both, mudulr,

ainaaa .u 0 UaS a , We U on a a 0 UVabc 0

Okuu

Us all

%~ It

% 0 - 0

-j

700

ID I . ., I,

."I'
All 4 Js. It a.,

*111 Ib

04

-:szr s,ut +( lat. and at 70 Olat. a),b)-S.Uoreference rnidd-le atmcs-
jALere (baaed on rocket data) and C1k-7e(N.H.). c),d)-Middlec atmosj here

r~r~n~mordel derived from satellite data (Baxnett azd Corney,1985).

.L
% %.



V-1s- zoLL& wi.nd t~ljetd uzwell eas the patterns of 5easonai. YziLtiof
u;,ict¢ta by -Lu ruc et Lad billite data baaly3es do not rvetl tubttia-

,(Table 4,fi. 8).
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Fig.7. Density differences (X) between the Southern and Northern
Heiaispheres, at 4 Olat. and 70°lat. (for legend see fig.6).
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* Southern Hcmi'pherc Reft r nce Middle Atmosphcfc (I opi

15 m/i oea~zer than that from the satelliteB; in high latitudes, t1his ic

valid a.ring the whole winter; in low latitudes - only in early winter
and nt at all altitudes. it cannot be .uled out that a rapid attenuation

cf the aestrly gecstrophic wind over the Antarctic in September-October

s' en 2:-om the stellite data (fig.8) iz a specific feature of the years

coniaered. A small but systematic discrepancy could also be traced in

:i.tcr between the radiosonde-based winds of the two models at the 20-kim

level. Grcatest discrep.ancies bcLven the models oa'r feund in tLe upper
, ze~o.$phc.re.

Sumner easterlies in the two models are of nearly equal intensity in middle

latitudes, while the rocket winds over the Antarctic are greater (by 5 to

12 m/s) than the satellite v:indz; in the latter, puzzliig ia the a:.pearnice

of zero wi.d values at 30-40 km at 70Cs distorting latitudinal wii.i sec-

ticns /9/ in Decembe.: and January. The satellite-based sections also re-

veal d&velojment of two separate cores in the westerlies (near 60-70°S and

,S) in thp period from Au~rust to October and two cores in the eaterlies
(It 4L-45'S and 1 5

0 S) from December to February which are not readily
aeen in the rocket-based winds. At specified altitude levels, the meridio-

-nl distribution of zcnal wind (fig.9) is rather smooth and reveals gene-
ral similazrity hetye,n the satellite and rocket anlyses,particularly in

G:" un, r.

I " Io to 0 0 " on G S I N 40 N

July

%*

40U

.. • .. ..

A .- . .

%- -o

-- ad Jul (forlegen
U U e fg
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The main maximum of westerly speeds In winter reaches it6 northern-most
position (-.400s) i-n May (rocket data) or June (:steilite clatu). Its huej'htj
as the two models oCree, should be about 55 " from April to June, 5Giu
in July and duoraaaes with time aftexuradz- more repi,. y uccorziin0' to the

% ,"~~t~llitU LlatU. TtV 6atoliiLC-balaUd model COLX1ium the fL ot LOt,;d eLLIlide
/lZ/ that tavealtitude pLDoitiofl uf tldU WeSLeil IoisuLM i. by ,eVeraI kio

14t~metorS lovier in the Southern tiian in theu Nortliuvn Hiiemijher

UQi.pheric atymnu,;try in zonal1 wind !3peeds (tuble 5) an1alysed separ-Ately
fi:oiL rocecut and sattellite data, provos to be of thu samei nature: Lath v~
ly flay, ini summaer (with thea exception of tle polar rvkion) amI wes3tuerly

flow La winter are Lmore intu;"ive in the Southern than in tue Norther:.n He-
:.iispheru. The aisLnitude of the hemisp51,heric u1j~j.erences,howcvur, ir. ;winter
15, jLvater for the satellite tilau for thQ roci:ct at~k. l-ismrnae~.le
baseti airffruncces "t Uolat. also seoum to be exa,60erated.

% T BLE Diffel-ences in Zonal Wind Speed (mis) between
% ~the 6outhern and Northern Hemispheres. Top - comnarisojn

of roc~zet-based models (the present model, S.H-., zand
CIRA-1,72, .I);bottom - the satellite-bu-sed maodel //

heignt Latitude

20 40 70 20 40 70

Summer Ninter
(Jan. S.H.-July IT.H.) (July S.1I.-Jun. N.H.)

80 - /9 -22/-12 -31/18 - /-2 -3b/-6 0 /20
GO -26/-14 -31-9 3/16 12/9 6/29 30/27
40 -14/-15 -10/-6 1/14 11/16 9/56 16/25

25 5/0 0/2 2/4 0/0 13/lb '40/17

In Eeneral, the rocket-baseod and the satellit-bzsed ref erence atiaosipherus
in a !siwilar manner refloct main features of the stvuctuvu and circulation
in the stratosphere and m~esosphere of the Southern Hemisphere. There are,

S however, some discrepancies between the results of the two models the oni-

-~ Lin of which should be resolved.
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;.JiFPDIX Loutlern .eiujjphuo: Reference Liille
A;...,,urd. Zonal w (,A/.s).

kCL4til

1-1,() J L L A L J J A S C 1 )

00 6
L ,,'O0 0 -34 -40 -3-1 -20 -7 9 -10 -25 -35 -HI 3
75 12 - 2 -14 -1? -1O 1 10 1 -12 -22, -15 11

70 25 23 IC 7 4 11 IC 12- 4 15
65 24 27 30 22 12 12 L, 13 15 23 21 116 _I 7 15
6C10 22 28 32 13 6 -1 7 15 25 5

55 -5 15 25 29 i3 0 -11 -2 10 22 7 -15
50 -34 0 10 23 13 -3-22, -IG 4 17 5 -26
45 -3i -22 4 16 12 -4 -24 -16 -3 12 5 -21
1 0-26 -32 -16 -I - -20-21 2 2 -I
35 -16 -22 -22 -13 -I0 -I! -17 -19 -14 -7 -5 -1.

30 -9 -12 -12 -12 -15 -15 -15 -16 -15 -12 -I -II
25 -6 -7 -7 -:0 -12 -17 -I5 -15 -15 -15 -13 -t

S20 -2 - 0 i I I 0 -1 -3 -3 -3 -3

I00s

C0 -C -40 -35 -I2 9 20 29 -.22 -29 -13 6

?5 -3 -10 -13 -3 I 26 30 22 -20 -1u 6
70 I 20 II Il 26 30 2C 31 23 2 -11 -3
65 10 22 23 37 34 31 24 23 3o 16 -2 -12
60 I 14 24 40 32 28 16 14 20 I9 -II -22

S55 -22 0 21 34 27 !C 0 5 12 I5 -11-42
50 -56 -22 10 28 20 II -II -4 5 14 -L, -49
45 -63 -43 -9 20 16 ? -II -? -I 10 -3 -36

40 -19 -44 -26 7 12 4 -c -3 -4 3 -4 -22

35 -35 -36 -31 -10 -I 0 -6 -L -7 -3 -S -IC
30 -27 -25 -2 -15 -II -3 -8 -9 -9 -9 -12 -17

25 -IS -17 -IG -14 -12 -12 -10 -II -I2 -13 -I,1 -1620i  -40°s6-i
20 -12 -12 -I -5 -I 0 - I -2 -4 -6 -- I

0 20 0S
O0 -1 -5 -10 16 34 44 39 27 -12 -20 -16 -9

75 -20 2 3 26 42 49 43 39 5 -i -30 -25
70 -30 0 13 40 53 52 43 41 30 2 -32 -35

65 - -0 17 45 57 55 40 36 33 I0 -25 -.15
S. 60 -47 -16 II 42 53 53 31 26 35 14 -21 -52

55 -60 -31 0 36 46 43 23 I6 23 14 -I -53
50 -65 -42 -II 30 37 38 14 9 13 13 -12 -50
45 -61 -4 -22 20 2 30 10 4 5 9 -7 -39
-0 -50 -13 -30 10 I8 21 9 0 -1 ,4 -5 -30

. 35 -33 -36 -30 -3 5 11 7 0 -3 0 -5 -2u

30 -27 -2B -23 -9 -3 3 4 -I --1 -5 -7 -17
25 -19 -20 -1 -I -5 -2 0 -3 -5 -I- -Ii
20 -14 -14 -12 -6 -I I i 0 -2 -4 -6-9

.. ,,. , ... .
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: ., 7 h t ,, r.t h

J 4 A L A j3 C,

30Os
;3 -I6 2 16 33 45 49 42 38 P3 -7 -20 -17
Y5 -36 -1i IC 41 55 0 57 51 31 0 -31 -38

-7 70 /3 GO GI 15 4 -33 -51% U5-3 -26 i1 50 76 C6 72 63 47 7 -29 -55
CI -63 -35 5 45 74 68 Ck 56 44 11 -25 -5,1-
- -3 -41 -I 39 67 P4 60 48 3' I4 -23 -52
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- \.MIDDLE ATIOSPHERE TEMPERATURE

MEASUREMENTS AS COMPARED TO
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
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' 1). Otfernann, R. Gcrndt and R. KUchler

Phi5 )eJartnsn, (,nnversityv o l'uppertal, 5600 Wuppertal 1. F.R.G.
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w). larme srts of trrTperature data measured in Lurop are cw;iared to atrcspheric mrcril!
t!'at %&ore prepared for the NLW CIRA. The data were taken by rocket flights dur-irn U'- I iicrTy

-adiet ard ,W/qine Carqpigns, ar during several years of olvration of qcround IWs(-d 01*

* !'ctraiters. tMxthly ruan tnrxrature profiles fram 20 - 85 km are available for r4ivnior,
y'c-**r-r, and January. T ey are in very qood aqremz'nt with the new models. L as, nal ind la-
titudiral variations of urj_*r mesosphere tLT1,eratures are obtained frm th2e CC* data. Thcy

am, alsow in fair aqreuazunt withi the now~ mcdels. Th)efe are tlierTfort foundl a definito if'-
Fr-it.'3nt as x-spared to the oldhr ones. On tlite basis of this general aerTruent it is con-
clu"a! at finer dtails ais variations with solar cycle, magnetic activity. etc. could ecx
Into reach of future models.

Current reference atrosphereos like CIRA 1972 /l/ or the Adr Force Reference Atrospheres /2/
rr itin rmuile atloiaspbre temperature models that are mostly based on rocket mcasuirrtv1tt;.

"4" it is well known that these are biased tm.ards the American continent. Rocently ltarn, tt and
oCrney /3/ proposed a trnjx2rature model derived from several years of satellite infrared

. asurervntn, that is more glcbal in nature, Groves combined previous rocket data and this
o.r,nct satellite model /4/. As it is planned to replace CIRA 1972 by a new Version (1986

Includim r ore recent nxeasurcauents, It is interesting to oxlspare the various rodels to irde-
pendent data, that have not be en used in any of the temperature models, and that were not
takn in America.

. ,ere are two respective sets of data that were measured by different techniques in Europe
="otJ since 19%. Tqhe first set was obtained by 21 metcorolocjical rockets launched from ISTUA'(CT

(66° N, 21 L) in Nvanbler 1980 durinq the Erprg- Adget Canaiqn /5/, and by 64 rn-tm-.rolo-
qical rockets launched fr-in Andoya (69 N, 16 E) in xember 1983 and January/February 1984
as -art of the MAP/Wine Camfaicn /6/. It covers the altitude reqime 20 - 85 ksn, a reere-
sents a very substantial fraction of all rocket toqxarature Imeasurcrents taken in nrfh, in

cardiravia. 'lhe second set was derived fran several years of ground based measurelvnts of
*. { rear infrared anissions of the OHIxlaye near the mesop-ause. Theo were mostly prforT-d by

.-,,4 Tctrcirvters located at Wupyrtal (51 N, 70 El and Oslo (60' N6 11' E, and to a lesr
degroe by spectrometers at Andoya, ELSRIIS, and Lnqyearbyen (78 N, 15 E). Hence all of

" these data stem from a narrowy soctor in geographic longitude while ooveriryg quit.' a rancin of
latitus and an extende~l ture period.

Oin.' ry-terolnoical rockets employed [Btasondes or passive fallinm spheres. These techniquj's,
thoir accirac, and the data obtained durinq the two caqaign:; were describe'd in d,.tail in
;aricus Ia.i:rs /7 - 10/. The 01 mlsssions originate from a layer cen,-rd at alr, ut R(, kin
rand 8 kmi tick /11/. Tas',raturen derived thus represent weiqhted rrans over 1t,- (5-ission
layr. Th,'7 are novertholess useful data because the temuprature qradient at this altitud'
is nnrally smtall. Ccnprison of (XIl tanperatures with siuultineous r~cke-t cr lidair iTa-

, .. surm,,nts have been m-ade as much as possible /13, 17/. In ten cases analyscd no-t
diffeoricus w re found. It is therefore believed that elt' temis,ratures are relial)le at the

-. leve of 4 - 5 K at least. As a conseluenco the temperatures trairex b rocket ra.;ur,,,nts
durin- the MAP/Wine Campaicn have L"en normalized to the oil* tempracures /10/. NS these

P tfrrerature profiles are obtained by downward integration of tlie nvasured at,)!1scric flnsi-
P ties, the normalizat-ion affects the tUiperatures to ainut one scale height 'lc the rnrma-

. lization level. Du-irxi the discussion of rocket data given below, it must therefore be kept
%: In nind that the MAP/WAine temxraturts i VeJ 80 km cannot be considerd inder ment data.

C0 data obtained and their analysis for the tine period of the two campaiqn:;

[ •I (III ,

% %
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nre cribxl in detail elsewhere /12 - 14/. There are many additional data taken at other

t-es /13, 15, 16/ that will be discussed together with the carq[aign data below.

ntcket trieratures roasured during the Energy Budget Ca"yaign (Noveimber and 1st Liecemix'r
'?0) wre avi raged at altitude steps of I km, and are shown in Fig. la. The resulting alti-
"t.ibe profile is taken as a mean Noveber profile, though one must bear in mind the possi-
t-:Lity of individual differences from one winter to another. The mean profile is not smoth,
i'tt shio.s sm i s mll sca]le structure including a number of kinks. This is mostly attributd

qr shrt period wives (gravity wave; etc.) that were present. The kinks are due to the fact
t-at the various rockets covered different altitude ranges. Hence it occurs that mean torlet-

.itures at two adjacent altitude levels are calculated from different numLxrs of ruasure-
r-uts and that a kink may arise. The number of data points (rockets) availablc for averaciing

lariest in the middle of the altitude regive covered (for instance 23 at 50 kin). It de,-
-r-asos at the huqlhst and lowest levels and is abo~ut 7 at 80 - 85 kmn and 7 at 20 -25 kn.
Trme rean t,,2Mv'rature values are therefore less significant here. As the smill scale struc-
turvs would disaprear if the number of rocket flights available for t-he scean would qo to-
.mrds infinity, these structures in Fig. la give an indication of the quality of the rc3a-
sr ed monthly man profile.

: Frm the rocket data measured during the VAP/Wine Campaign respective mean profiles are ob-
W 10rined for the months of escanber, January, and February (at altitude steps of 0.2 k) . They

are shown in Fig. ib, c, d. The following numbers of rocket flights were available in thle
rores of the upprmst five kilcnrters, the stratopause, and the lowest five kiloimeters:
4, 10, 3 in Dce-inbr 1983; 19, 10, 5 in January 1984; and 17, 26, 5 in February 1984. It
soluld be noted that several minor stratospheric warminas (and respective T, sospheric
cllingjs) wtore present during the MAP/Wine and Energy Budget canpaigns /14/. These mruty have
conqtributed to the residual wavy structures in the monthly man profiles. By end of Febrnry
1984 a major (final) warming occurred /18/. This is easily seen in the high stratopause tcns-
r-ratures of Fig. Id, though the rocket flights covered only the build-up phase, and not the
decay phase of the major warming. The profile given in Fig. 1d therefore cannot be consi-
dered a reliable nsan representative for the month of February.

7 h capare the masured data with reference atiospheres, respective profiles wore taken from
C;PA 1972 (Part 2) and from the model of Cole and Kantor /2/ for the latitude in qu,,stion,
aidl are shown in Fig. 1. Tle data presented are seen to be consistently higher than CIPA
1972 in the mesosphere in all four months. In the upper part of the stratosxrh,-re tliey, are
t srAiat lower than CIRA 1972 in Novanber, turning to be higher (with increasirq terdency)

in Docsker, January, and February. In the lower stratosphere they are considerably lower
th"an CIRA 1972 in all four months. The differences between the present data and the Cole and
1antor rvrxlel are less pronounced. They are, however, clearly visible and folhow a !:ysttriat ic
1.3ttern at least in the stratosphere, too. As these deviations are so syster)itic, it is con-

'c d~cd that individual features of the winters in question wore relatively small oc'ared to

the deviations discussed.

Aug included in Fig. 1 are profiles of BNrnett and Corney /3/. They ;;h-w a very mncouralinq
a r-t.rvnt with the rocket. data at all altitudes and mnths with the exoption of Fhrui.ir

A 1484. (This rrinth quite obviously is too strongly biased by the major stratesi horic w,uuni).
Th ,e deviations of U' present data from this news maodul are - on the n - much :mullr Uan
frur any of the two other mosdels discussed. Thus on the bosis of cur data tl,' rT'cl cf
harott and COjiern must be considered a real inrevic-nt in the mrdll atrru,;here for hi;h
latitude winter.

] In Fic;. 2a, ) tJe monthly mcans of December 1983 and January 1984 are iven aiain. In thi;
' case the nri1el profiles of Barnett and Corney and of Grov,,s /14/ are inclkxi-d for rrlir:ari!en.

It s su',,n thfat Uise (roves curve-s are sorxdwhat below the Btarnett and Corrm-,y profils in the
:i7,,r T) , e, whreaz they tend to be aove them in the l.-,r r.sosph,,re. The re i;
,fnd for th, Ncv behr and February profiles not shown here. Ccreirisron to t,., ram;UredI pro-
file"; presented here shows that there is a systematic difference,, tat'a;,d data Iin,
lc,.r than tie o Int,,-s in the ulpper ni,sosphere, and higher in the l],r rv '[osph-r''. It tiso

a!1,.rs that the Groves profiles are even somwhat better a fit to the data than the trnett
x: , Cnrnty profil,,. This conclusion is, however, not really safe iccause tIC s'stoTuJtlc d-
viationS could Ix, precursors of the major warinrg in Februay 1984. 'Thiis *.,ent ic; naro,',
characterized y the sai-l type of deviations from the mdjel profiles, whiich tire, hv,,vfr,

rlx-o' larqr ( Fo' it. 1d) . Such deviation; are typical for stratos,,,(sric w,r-inqf- /2/. 'llie

arovnnt i,; siiort.<d by the No."rr 1980 data where the Grovs rodl is rct a ILtter fit

Ia the data thin the Nirett and Co-ney model.

'u ,An the diffrence between the two mrrxlels (shaded area In Fig. 2) is iall fnr the condit ions
,ico54:1 ' one nay take then; toolether as "undisturbed" an pirofileo of the "risinp,,re. The
d.-vation of the reasured profiles frcia them is considerable and systimitic, as ;aid ,lxYve..
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Fici. 3. tonthly man 0[1* tc eeratures (86 kr) measured at l,'uertal (51° t)

and Oslo (600 14). tasuraTments durine, rocket cal-paigns at S11C1 or tndoya
are indicated by E and A, respectively. Dashed line connecting the stnrer
minima has a gradient of 3 K/year.

very good in winter. In summer there appears to be a slight discrepancy. It should be noted
here, that the Barnett and Corney model does not extend to 86 kin. Its uppermost level (at
81.7 lan) was used in Fig. 4 instead. (The same applies to the Groves model.) Hence if tliere
is a taerrature gradient in this altitude regime, it will affect the agreement. The data
shown in Fig. 3 ap[t'ar to indicate a longterm trend especially of the sumer temperatures,
as will be discussed below. The range of change of summer minimum temperatures is given in
Fig. 4 as a bar together with the June temperature value. If one goes into these finer de-
tails one should note that the Barnett and Corney model is based on data taken from 1973 -

* 1978 (ascending part of the solar cycle), whereas the 11 teq~aratures were masured from
%: 1980 - 1984 (descending part of solar cycle).

The seasonal variation measured at Oslo (600 N) is shown in Fig. 5. The Barnett and Corney
odel is shifte-d by 3 days (to earlier tidrTs) in this picture. Aqrecnmnt of this mtxoel wiLth

data is again good, although the summer differences are somewhat larger. In winter the nrlkl
ajpears to be slightly too high. A similar result was indicated by the rocket data taken at
even higher latitudes, as discussed above. kwever, the difference in altitude of measured
and model curves has to be taken into account, before conclusions can be drawn.

latitudinal Variations

*Fiq. 3 shows that two 011* spectrometers of the University of Wuppertal ,-re oeratod siul-
tarously at Wuppertal and Oslo for a tine period of about two years. Also one of tile t-
ilstnjrxnts was operated once in a while at even higher latitudes (68° - 69 N) . Thc:,, tvxi
Lrstrulunts were carefully calibratbd by a standard procedure to ,ike the rruaurod data crt-
Tpvrable. They were also operated at the same place (Oslo) for a while, and prrved to yild
the same telTeratures /13/. Latitudinal dependence of 86 km tenperatures during the course

.'. of the year can therefore be derived from these data /13/. As an exaq~lu the latitudina
differences durinq two winter and two summier months are shown in Fio. 6. They are cyr,.d

0to rep,;)tivr atrrspheric models. Model data are for 10 E, and vary by leis than 0.2 K wsten
0 the exact longitudes of the measurm rent sites are used. The slight differences betv ,n rma-

surerrrnts aryl models as discussed above (and largest in szrmer) are of course repr(-xlLYcd in
this picture. T1he essential result obtained from Fig. 6 is, however, that thie relat-ive la-
t-tudinal variation of tenrnerature is small (especially in winter) , and fairly sLmilar in
rrdels and riasurmd data. Three additional data points are included to Fig. 6, which .ere
reasured by two other instruments. The data points at 780 N (Svalbard, /16/) are about in

% %"
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Pirj. 4. S~uso~l-- variition of C1f* td11jerature (86 kun) above Wup~xas-td1

'il r~rjur below~ the rrnth gives the number of yucrs available for c~ii-

~XIL,~U. im.4n. Sizt: of the syra~l indicates Qrror ot n.k~isurW d~ita.
I'i.ullile Ira" r1teelee a~slir axe ylVuII 10f cX.jAriaOn.

60"N, 11'E

V ML 251 Il S . 1 i

I, I2~ . I~ tig.4 but above Cslo.

lif.e with the ride-lsl taking into acoomut that the [ucayter value ry have been af fected~ by
a -rWajlriC W.iurLxj19/m'L52jfiher1cCool~ing. Ile PL)uyuwt vailue at 68 N wws twakfl oLiidr Ooll-

ircr. de t.'icles.

~UrVariatiuLnh

Po ~nLIirL above the CMf t,- eratures showa iLn Fig'. 3 indicuite a lonmj te-m tnuad of sea-
.vLiiro;-L. It is seen that winter n~m~xsr values are relatively cocntant, vhe-reas

,A;.Fer PIWIL171~E VjUIU.S dR44 to Incre9ase frc19 1980 tO 19b4 by rotxjhlY 3 b9 Uxr yecar. 21LLS co-
~i~osWiUt Ut1, l'-iiJ11nfl C.os n LOf bOl.Ar CYCle. 21. IV n tcorrVotjcW 01 W1-rAtUZXL

with- !,oLir qycle: of cLrjl)arablu maigntu&- was aiso obta.nsxi previousl1Y IrCzn 5577 AACII
* uxyyeun grr~n lin onissiris orin tn about 10 )an hi'jher in the .ttn1oC54k2e0L /19/.

11.c L'rtxature differerce- rtsaung bewiea-eth data presentwd in thias paper wnd the re-
.X2t ~2LZ4A~i~.~Zei are of thw order of 10 K, and fwjuently xn.~ch b~ktller. It tUl~s
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" Fig. 6. Latitudinal variations of Cif" tcrreratures in winter and surmer
as ccrlpared to atrospheric models. ?easured data points connected by

* straiciht lines are from instruments of University of Wup-eartal. Si7e of
* s>tixols indicates error of these data. Figures near the data |oints olve

. . Ue ntzrwer of years availab~e for calculating the man. Barnett and Cot-
S.% I nvy model values are for 10 E longitude.

- , aj:!,-ar,; that finer dtails of upper n esosphere trLn[prature variations as wit solar cycle,
mRaumetic activity, etc. ould care into reach of modeling efforts in the near future.
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OZONE REFERENCE MODELS FOR CIRA

IG.M. Kcting, ° D. F. Young** and NI. C. Pitts' -

"\.SA I Lt'itCv R'oarch Center, llanlpton, VA 23665, U.S.A.
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. ."A BSTR(ACT

T'.• oz-)ne reference model which Is to be incorporated in the COSPAR International Reference
Attosphere (CIRA) is described and compared with other measurements of the Earth's ozone
distribution. Ozone vertical structure models from approximately 25 to 90 km are provided
un binlng data from five recent satellite experiments (Nimbus-7 LIMS, Nimbus-7 SBUV, AE-2

" _SAuE, Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) UrVS, and SE IR). The results include the latest
0i t;r.veme.its in thi SIBUV algorithms using the most recent estimates of ozone cross

4e:tt ons. Also, the latest refinements In SiE algorithms are incorporated. These algorithm
improvements have improved agreement between the satellite data sets. Standard deviations
are provided of monthly zonal means, and an estimate of the interannual variability is

tiven. The models based on satellite data compare well with the Krueger and Minzner mid-
. .ltitude model incorporated into the U. S. Standard Atmosphere which is based on rocket and
billoon measurements. Other comparisons are shown with Umkehr and more recent balloon
jata. Models are also provided of total columnar ozone reflecting recent improved estimates
ef ozone cross section. Information is provided on semiannual and annual variations. Other
systematic variations including estimates of diurnal variations in the mesosphere will be

included in the CIRA document.

INTRODUCTION

Since the ozone chapter in the -Draft Reference Middle Atmosphere' was published in MAP
;!in,'L, k numter lb in 1985 (Keating and Young, /1/), a number of results have been obtained

:oncernIng O7,e in the middle atmosphere. The Nimbus 7 SBUV data have been reprocessed and
% ~archived taking Into account improved ozone cross sections of Paur and Bass /2/,
"• cmlmatologtcal variations in temperatures which affect ozone cross sections, and other

.actirs /3/. Retlnements have also been made on the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SKE)
1.27 . m and UV ozone data. The reflnements from the SBUV and SidE data have been
.ncorporated here in updated ozone reference models. We have chosen to use the same six
satellite experiments and same time intervals which we used previously. Therefore the
-,teilite me.isurtments are restricted to the late 1970's and early 1980's during primarily a

* eirld of relat tv.ly high solar activity.

'e have also Incorporated various improvements recommended by the COSPAR Task Group on
f irdce ildle Atmospheres, by the Ad Hloc Group on Ozone Reference Models for CIRA, and by

, t,rs . hel,'re the final submission of the manuscript for incorporation In the new CIRA, it
"- p oited th.,t memberi of these groups as well as members of the IAKAP International Ozone

% mmiTh sion will ht provided the revised document for review and comment.

S, fvr the lat Q, years, a number of measurements of ozone in the middle atmosphere have been
.. t~l., ifrm the ground and from balloons, rockets and satellites. Numerous models have

",o-" .! .v l lpid to ,narize various portions of these measurements since detailed knowledge
1f the global distribution of ozone Is important for studies of atmospheric circulation,
:llnnmc pror-,sses, and the radiation balance and photochemistry of the atmosphere. Space
'ils, not .ll,w an enumeration of these models here, but a brief description of many of these

is well as of various satellite measurements of ozone are provided by Keating and

T"e satellitt. measurements used in developing these models are enumerated in Table 1. Also
I h,whn in Taible I 1s the pressure range and time Interval incorporated for each of the data

. .ts. A dtcription of these measurements, including an assessment of the accuracy and
precision of the various instruments, is given by Keating and Young /1/.

% %
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We briefly present here updated figures of the ozone: reference models, examples of the
ainoal and semiannual components of these modelb, and comparisons of the updated miodels with
the Krueger and Mi~n~ner model /5/ as Well Ad With jo11-ee, "~lluun and bmeir luxaurvilenLu.

MODELS OF TOTAL COLUKN OZONE

w" Monthly latitudinal models of total column ozone are based on the archived first 4 yrs of
data from thie Nimbus 7 TOMS experiment. The total COlumnl Olone Values 61iven ill Figure I are
5.5'. higher than Lte TOMS archived datad (ad Of Junie Vidtl) (13hdrtia, private couallIicat Ion,
196o) to be in fair accord with the improved ozone cross sections of Paur and bas /.'/ and
With Dobson measurements /6/. Note tlie high values In mid and high lattudes inl spring ill
thie Northernt Hemisphere and at mid lat~icUd In local strin,; in Eie S-otierisiei
A1.0 iota the low values In Septembe.r - Octobter near 6U S. These low vaiuea, r.1 1-:t the

-recently discovered "ozone hole" in the Antarctic /7/. The currespndiig standard deviation
'2In percent of Individual ozone measurements relative to the zonal iiean a* well lb a 1L'~r

of interannual variabi lity of total column ozone are provided by Keatin11 aid Yuoii / 1/
Largest standard deviations and largest interannuai variabiliity are .. c, L. o-:eur 1:1 Lt.
%,:cne hole." FarmauL 4t1a. /7/ give evidence tChat uzllt: values ill Zile viQ t1ity ui tie
%zcane hole" may have been closecr to 300 Dobson units pri or ia the NI,Qbub 7 ze-u!craewilt .

MODELS OF OZONE vE~rICAL STRUCTURE

'.5The oznt: vertical structure models of monthly zonal laticudinal varlaLisi ([ido resolucton)
% are based on the SBUV, LIMS, SAGE, SME-UVS and SME-IR data Indiectd Ii Tblc 1. TI.,4y~

% W~an of thie SBUV data Was given a weight of 2 due to the cowIsbuaaLn of Aextensifc e 4-yrd
aid spatial coverage, While thie other shorter d4ta se~ts Were edil givenk a wt:i61i OL

perhodg of earemet show inna rvarablety simlarity of thie SHUV data Over tlie 4-year
perod f wasucmeti;shws rearkblesimlartyof structure from year to year. Fo r

e iaple , shown In Figure 2 is the vertical structure at Uo.~ 2iJ0N, 4U0
N and bo'N icr Novemuber

-. c 1918, 1919, 198U and 1981. Note how the O and 20 0 N profiles come togethecr near sibL.
.Tile LOO

0
N prol Lle changes in each case from the lowest profll Litt 4lab to thev hl ghest at1. 5

.lhuwn in Figure 3 is the interannual variability of zonal mean ozone expressecd 5b stanldard
deviation (Ill percent) relative to the mean of 4 years, of SLSUV data as . tuncticui "t
pressure and laitude for the months of November and July. As Indicated In thie previous
fii ure, the interannuall variability of zonal means in November is very low, generally less
than 4%. In contrast, the month of July gave the largest variability Over this. 4-yva
period with the maximum variability occurring at high winter latitudes. The i(Iter,lnludl
valriability appears to be strongly related to qualillieniinll osCIllations.

Shown In Figure 4 is the average standard deviation (In percent) of the Individual data
polilis makinig up the monthly zonal means based on the 4 years ut SBUV data. The standard
deviations are shown ats a function Of latitude and presisure and appear considerably

%d.diii eret: from the interaual variability displayed in Figure 3. Minimum standard
devidtionsi OCcur near the: equator and in the summer hemisphere. Standard deviations can
exceed 15Z at high latitudes and result from itubstanitial longitudinal variationks in ozone as
well as changes in the zonal means during the month. The patternsb fur Individual years lock
very siilar to these mean patterns.

Shown in Figure 5 Is an example of the agreement between the five data sets used to generate:
models of the ozone vertical structure from 20 mb to 0.003 sib (-25 to 9U kIIU). Note thatL the

* mixing ratio is displayed on a log bcale to allow accurat representation ci Lte two orders
a' ~of isagnitode variat louI over this alt Itude range. It should be recognized that echcl data t,et

reprCeents entirely different technitu~m of measuring the vertical structure of ozane. Tie
agrimement shown here is fairly representative. Generally tEli ShUV ozone values redetermlined

) with thke improved ozone cross section1 give better agreement with the LIMS and 5Ai.E datda sets
Otha tie earlier version.

Mcnthiy updted tables, including the data refinements ats a function of pressure and
altitude with 100 resolution in latitude, are provided by Keating and PItt* /d/. S)hown in
figure 0 are Lte resultingi ozone distributious Lor Eie equinox and solstice months. From
Lhe tables, detailedi laturoation concerning Lte annual aid ocaldaual varlattviis ut ozonie
are available. For example, Figure 7 shows the annual variation at
',U'S and 50

0
N over the entire range of altitudes from 25 to 90 kim. Notice the asym1metries

between the two hemis~pheresi. Showni In Figure 8 is thie semiannual Variation at 3005 and
Qo N tar the entire range of aEltudes. Note the symawtry IlliEthe low latitude variations in

P 0th two. hiitapikeres and the evidence of vdve propagation from the nesotspiure down into thie
strtatosphe re.

* Shown In Figure 9 is the vertical structure of global mean ozone (weighted by cosine of
1.laitLude) and the m~iaximum and minimum extreme* ut thie values tabulated in Keating anid Pitts.
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COMPARISON OF MODEL WITH BALLOON, ROCKET, AND UMKEHR MEASUREMENTS

It Is of interest to compare the ozone vertical structure model provided here, which is
based on satellite measurements, with ozone measurements obtained by other techniques. The
Krueger ard Minzner annual mean ozone reference model of 45

0
N /5/ based on balloon and

rocket data has proven to be very useful and is included in the U. S. Standard Atmosphere,
1976. Data from rocket soundings in the latitude range of 45°N * 150, results of balloon

* soundings at latitudes froo3 41°N to 47N, and latitude gradients from Nimbus 4 BUV
observations have been Laken into account to estimate the annual mean concentration and its
variability up to heights of 74 km for an effective latitude of 45

0
N. Shown in Figure lOs

iq a compariEon of the vertical structure of the annual mean volume mixing ratio given by
*.- Krueger and Minzner with that of the annual mean determined by averaging the monthly values

at 4
0
0 and 50uN based on the model given here which Is tabulated in Keating and Pitta

/g/. As may be detected, there is good agreement between the balloon and rocket measurement
m del and the satellite measurement model. The satellite-derived volume mixing ratios are
slightly lower below 0.5 mb than given in the earlier satellite model [/1,4/1 due to tire
[up~oved absrption coefficients. Shown in Figure lOb are the percent differences of the
Krueger and Minrzner model from the satellite measurement model. Below altitudes of 0.2 mb,
the agreement is generally within 10%. Above 0.2 mb, differences as large as 45Z occur, but
All differences at all levels are within the error bars indicated in the Krueger and Minzner
2odel. Both models give maximum mixing ratios near 5 mb.

Shown in Figure 11 is a comparison of the annual mean vertical ozone distribution from
n'onesonde data from H{ohenpeissenberg (FRG) (48°N, 11°E) over the period 1967-1985 and from
Thalwil-Payerne (Switzerland) (47 0 N, 70

E) over the period 1967-1982 with the 47.3
0
N zonal

S average annual mean based on the satellite data. Also, the annual mean vertical structure
of Umkehr data from Arosa (Switzerland) (47°N, IO°) 1955-1983 is compared. These data were
generously provided by R. D. Bojkov (1986). Considering that the ozouesonde and Umkehr data
do not represent a zonal average but do represent conditions over a period of many years,
the agreement is very good. Comparisons month by month of the ozonesonde data show better

*than 10t agreement with the zonal mean mixing ratios, but show evidence of local phase
shifts relative to the zonal mean annual variations.

CONCLUSIONS

* Incorporating data based on improved algorithms has improved agreement between the satellite
data sets used to develop the ozone models described here. Good agreement is also shown
between these models based on satellite data and various sets of rocket, balloon, and Umkehr

data. Because of space limitations, only a portion of the material to he Included in the
CIRA ozone reference model is presented here. Updated tables may be found in /8/.
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Tabl e.. Satellite data used fo" Lt"r'in

reference OSGSW models.

Incorporated Incor porated

Instrumcnt Presseue a.zoue TLc InLrcv"l

KIKBUS 7 LD4S 0.5 - 20 mb 1/78 - 5/79

HIjmU5 7 SBUV 0.5 - 20 t 11/78 - 9/82

At -2 SAG
"  5 20 mb 2/79 - 12/79

si' UV5 0.07 -0.5 mb 1/82 - 12/83

Sit I. 0.003 - 0.5 mb 1/b2 - 12/3

HI4,MUS 7 TO1lS TOTA2L 11/78 - 9/82

• .,
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" " m " ." Figure 1. Zoal mean of total column Oooe
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Figure 2. Similarity of ozone vertical structure in N~ovember
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A PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL TROPICAL
REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE UP TO 1000 kni

M. R. Ananthasayanam and R. Narasimha*
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500 012, India

* 'Also National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore 560 017. india

ABSTRACT

Motivated by the need in many aerospace applications for a
meaningful reference atmosphere characteristic of the whole of

' the tropics in both the northern and southern hemispheres of the
globe, a proposal was made earlier by the authors for altitudes
up to 80 km. This proposal is here extended up to an altitude of

1000 km. The proposal is based on balloonsonde, rocketsonde,
grenade, falling sphere and satellite data in the range 0 to 10)
km, and on the MSIS- 83 model from 100 to 1000 km. The proposal
consists of linear segments in the temperature distribution with
values in degrees Celsius of 27, -9, -74, -5,-5, -74 and -80.4 at
geopotential altitudes of 0, 6, 16, 46, 51, 74 and 84.69 km (= 86
km geometric altitude) respectively, beyond which the description
is in terms of geometric altitude. A linear segment between 86
and 97 km with a lapse rate of 0.60 C/km is followed by an
elliptic variation commencing with a temperature gradient of zero
at 97 km to reach at 110 km a temperature of -45 0 C with a
gradient of 15°C/km. This gradient remains constant up to 120 km
where the temperature is 1050 C. Beyond 120 km the temperature
distribution follows a Bates type of profile up to 1000 km to
reach a value there of 760 0 C. A sea level pressure of 1010 mb and
an acceleration due to gravity of 9.78852 ms- 2 corresponding to
the Tropic of Cancer are used in the preparation of the
atmospheric tables.

INTRODUCTION

With the presently available meteorological data it is now
possible to characterise atmospheric conditions typical of a
season, month or even a day. However, a standard atmosphere
representative of the mean annual conditions is still essential
for many aerospace applications. - An International Standard

* Atmosphere (ISA: see /1,2/) valid for mid-northern latitudes
specified upto 32 km, and its proposed extension to higher
altitudes (such as in /3/), have been formulated for meeting
these needs.

% The authors have previously discussed at length /4 to 7/ the
problems of defining atmospheric standards for India and the
tropics, and have shown that it is possible to specify a suitable
Indian Standard Tropical Atmosphere (ISTA) and an International

- Tropical Reference Atmosphere (ITRA), valid up to 80 km and about
"4 30°N in latitude. None of the standard or reference atmospheres

formulated earlier /8 to 15/ for the tropics has covered the
" above latitude and altitude range. In the present work ITRA is

extended to an altitude of li'd km. The subsequent sections
discuss the accuracy and consistency of the data available for
use in formulating the present proposal.
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DATA BASE FOR ITRA UP TO 1000 KM

The present reference atmosphere is developed in four parts,
name ly,

i() in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, using
baloonsoda data,

(ii) in the upper stratosphere, utilising rocketsonde data,

(iii) in the mesosphere, considering grenade, falling sphere and
the NImbus satellite data, and

(iv) in the thermosphere, based mainly on the MSIS-83 model.

Table I shows the details of the available data and their
U ruces.

REMARKS ON THE QUALITY AND CONSISTENCY OF DATA

Troposphere and Stratosphere

As discussed in /7,16/ the post-1970 balloonsonde data of the
India Meteorological Department as also the Monthly Climatic Data
tor the World /17/ for the American stations up to 20 km are
consistent. Further the rocketsonde data up to about 50 kin from
various countries, in particular the USSN and USA which have

* provided the data for a large number of stations /14,18,19/ over
the globe, are consistent and thus can be used for proposing the

% reterence atmosphere. Beyond about 50 km there are unresolved
differences /20,21,22/ among the above rocketsonde data, perhaps
due to the exposure of the thermistor probes to the tree-
molecular conditions around 50 km and above.

Mesoaphere

For the higher altitude range of about 50 to 100 km we have used
the falling sphere and grenade data /22 to 26/. These data are
'jenerally consistent among themselves and possess an accuracy of
about 2 to 3OC. Smith et al /23/ report pitot data as well, but
these lead to temperature values which are about 50 C higher on an
average from the grenade data for the low latitude stations such
as Ascension & Natal (see Table 1); as the reason for this
discrepancy is not clear we have not considered the pitot data.
Ddta in this altitude range are not as extensive as one would
wish but are nevertheless just adequate to propose a redsonable

.r-" reference for describing the mean annual conditions. The most
recent Nimbus data /27/, worked out from the radiance values, are
quite consistent with the present proposal from about 50 to 70 km
as shown in Figure 1. However, beyond this altitude the satellite
values are higher than the falling sphere and the grenade data,
and the reason for this is not yet Clear.

Thermosphere

In this region, most grenade or falling sphere data are available
up to about 100 km. Beyond this altitude the number of soundings
id very s al i. Further beyond about 80 km one has to specify in
any reference atmosphere the varying concentration of the various
species, which have to match with the conditions that may be
specified at about 120 km by a suitable thermospheric model such
os in /28 to 31/. These problems are discussed in greater detail
later. For the present work we have used the MSIS-83 model /30/
for the above purpose.

- e %



THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE FROM SEA LEVEL
TO 1000 KM

r.S sea level up to an altitude of about 85-86 km, air is known
'- te in a thoroughly mixed condition and thus the relative
Cn centritions of the various constituents do not change. Up to
'.1 th3 neignt the atmosphere can be described in terms of the

_z. Iecilhr scale temperature TM, versus the geopotentiAl altitude
'. Us3in the relation between temperature and altitude one can
wnrk jut the pressure, density and other atmospheric properties.

-•evo, 3 about 85 km molecular dissociation commences, and above
-,',i )lecular diffusion predominates, and so air can no longer
be Iret,,d as a perfect gas. It is then necessary to specify at
e~ level the varying concentrations of the different species
1: '.ntutting air. As in /3/, the description at and beyond 36 km

in tecis of the kinetic temperature T, versus the geometri:-
dltitule -. In this region the vertical density profile ni(Z) of
the atmospheric constituent i as given in /3,32/ is

(Z) = ni(Zo){T(Zo)/T(Z)}I(K/(Di+K),H)I(Di/(Di+K),Hi)

.1(#Ci.d InT/dZ.Di/(Di+K),I)I(Vi/(Di+K),I) ... (i)

W-erre I Xy) exp (jf(x/y)dZ)
zo

anJ .) is taken to be 86 km as in /3/. The K and D are

respectively the height-dependent eddy and molecular diffusion
cnefficients; H and Hi are the scale heights for air and each of
its constituents and Oi is the species thermal diffusion
2 oefticient. The first three integrals in Eqn(l) refer to mixing
and diffusive processes. The so-called flow term denoted by the
fourth integral has to account for the complex chemical and
transport processes which occur in the above region of the
atmosphere /33 to 35/. However, in developing a reference
atmosphere that should be capable of being generated easily for
comparison with experiment and be useful for analytical studies,
one has to look for reasonable assumptions which simplify the
appcoach. For this we assume that the turbopause level for the

% a various species terminates sharply at a height of Z The
flow term is more complicated than the mixing and I[ffusion
terms. For this we propose a simple form such as

Vl/(Di+K) - ai((120-Z)(Z-86)}2  ... (3)

where the ai are adjustable parameters to be so chosen that the
particular species concentration values at 120 km are close to
the average values for low latitudes from the MSIS-83 model. The
major constituent N2  is assumed to be in complete diffusive

* equilibrium above its turbopause height. Thus once the
% te-periture distribution is specified the N2 number density

distribution can be worked out. In fact we adjust T(Z) such that
the value for the number density of nitrogen at 120 km matches as
closely as possible with the value from the MSiS-83 data. Thus
the value of its ai = 0. The atomic oxygen is strongly governed
by the chemical and transport processes, but as we shall discuss
% tlnw its distribution is dealt with differently. Thus the ' i

O0 need to be chosen only for Molecular Oxygen, Argon and Helium.

1H-jsnA an altitude of 120 km the various species constituting air
are a'is lmed to be in diffusive equilibrium. The MSTS-03 model in
-ct specifies the conditions of the temperature, its gradient at

this altitude as also the temperature profile from RS km tip to an
D:3, e rie or ic altitude of 1000 km for varying latitude anA

I on1tu d ,, and solar, magnetic, seasonal, daily and hourly

-%.
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conditions; this is used to extend ITRA up to 1000 km.

It the temperature distribution known as the Bates profile /36/
is written as

T(Z) = TE - (TE - T 1 20 ) exp (-sz')

where T., T1 ., are respectively the temperatures at 1000 km and
it 120 km , with

z' - (Z - 120) (R e + 120) / (Re + Z),

- (dT/dZ)z.1 2 0 / (TE - T120"

dnd Re z the radius of the Earth,

then the number density can be expressed in closed form /36/ as

ni(Z) a ni(l20)(Tl 2 ,/T(Z))('+-i+/'Hi').exp(-sz
'
) ... (5)

with H i ' - (ReTE)/(mig(120)),

the argument of g(.) referring to the altitude.

PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL TROPICAL REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE

(ITRA) UP TO 1000 KM

The philosophy adopted by the authors /4,5,6/ in proposing the

retervnce has been that it should

(a) be reasonably close to mean conditions,

(b) within the range of variation inherent in the atmosphere over

the space and time which it describes and the uncertainty in
the data, be as simple as possible,

(c) adopt, where no physical principles are violated, as many of
the parameters in the ISA as possible, and

(d) be dynamically consistent.

Temperature distribution with altitude

Usually straight line temperature distribution with altitude is
used. This is done since a closed form integration for obtaining
the atmoipheric properties is then possible.

As indicated in /6,7/, the proposed standard has a sea level
temperature of 27

0
C and a lapse rate of 6

0
C/km up to 6 km (which

is lower than the ISA value but is characteristic of the humid

tropics) and o.5°C/km (as in ISA) from 6 to 16 kin, the tropopause
height where the temperature is -74

0
C. In the stratosphere, a

single lapse rate of -2.3 0 C/km all the way up to a stratopause
height of 46 km, with a temperature of -50 C, was found to tit the
data very well /6/. Though this temperature is somewhat higher
than indicated by the Thumba value, we consider it appropriate
ibccause of the fact that the stratopause temperature increases
with increasing latitudes. The available data in the mesosphere
indicate that the constant temperature stratopauee extends up to

51 km. Considering the differences between the geopoLential and
yeOluetric height which is of the order of about I kin, it turns

out that the above level for the end of stratopause is more

appropriate than the value of 52 km in our earlier proposal /7/.

I
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In the mesosphere it should be noted that inversions occur during
some months and there are also well known double mesopauses with
different temperature values as well. However the mean annual
conditions can be specified in a simple way as shown in Figure 1.
Due to the sparsity of the data, we have considered stations at
both low and high latitudes, which indicate the latitudinal
varlatLonl and thus help in formulating the present reference
atmosphere for the tropics. tn the present proposal a constant
lapse rate of 3°C/km from 51 km to 74 km leads to a temperature
3t -740C (as at the tropopausel). The Wallops Island and the
nurchIIll data /23/ indicate that the latitudinal variation is

weak (atleast between 50 and 85 km). Further, up to an altitude
of 7d km, excellent agreement exists for the present proposal
with the Nimbus data /27/ averaged over 30 S to 30 N in latitude.
Also the present proposal up to about 75 km is consistent with
the various monthly reference atmospheres for the northern and
southern hemispheres as proposed in /14/,/15/ respectively.

Between 80 and 100 km it is once again expedient to go by the
variations between low latitude and mid-latitude station data.
'tom rFigure I one may note that the Ascension Island data
indicate some kinks but the Kwajalein data are smooth, but beyond
10 km these are based on only three soundings. The MSIS-83
model data show much higher values than the Kwajalein data around
35 km. Thus, considering the latitudinal variations between the
63tation data of Kwajalein, Wallops and Churchill we find that it
I is best to have from 74 km altitude a lapse rate of 0.60 C/km

f (geopotential) up to a geopotential altitude of 84.69 km (= 86 km
geometric height) and later once again a lapse rate of 0.6°C/km
(geometrical) between 86 and 97 km of geometric altitude.

In the altitude from about 100 to 120 km we noticed that the MSIS
-83 data averaged over the range of magnetic index A =0 to 10
and solar activity index F 75 to 225, is close [o.its value
*r A = 4.0 and F 7 = 5- Further the above is averaged over
30 S to 30 N. These averaged model data are also given in Table
1. In the present proposal the temperature variation has been
chosen close to such latitudinally averaged MSIS data which leads
to a value for the number density of nitrogen close to MSIS - 83

'value at 120 km. Thus the minimum temperature in the present
4 proposal in the mesosphere is -80.4 0 C at 97 km and the subsequent

rise in the temperature in the lower thermosphere is described by
an elliptical distribution which has a temperature of -450 C at
110 km where the gradient reaches the value 150 C/km. Subsequently
the temperature increases at the same rate up to 120 km where it

*. reaches a value of 1050 C. Figure 2 shows ITRA between 0 and 120
km. A similar procedure indicates a choice of 760 0 C (-1033.150 K)

% at lIOJO km.

* fintrihution of nitrogen

This is obvious as explained in the previous section since the
temperature distribution from about 74 km up to 120 km his been
i chosen as to match the value of the species number density at
120 km. The assumed turbopause height is at 105 km for this
constituent.

* Distribution of atomic oxygen

A perusal of the data in the literature /37,39,3)/ shows two
things very clearly regarding this constituent. The first is
n at it follows very closely the Chapman distribution whose form

* [0]J [0]m.exp 1/2 [l-(Z-Zm)/SH - exp((Z-Zm)/SH) ]  ... (6)

6%
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where [0], is the value of the peak concentration located at z ,
and SH is the shape factor. Offerman et al /37/ have shown for d
large number of experimental data that the above peak atomic
oxygen concentration correlates with the total column density of
atomic oxygen up to an altitude of 110 km. From their
correlation plot we have interred that the value for the shape
factor should be 5. It may be mentioned that the value from /3/
shown in their Figure (somuwhat away tram the correlation
relation) would require a shape factor of 9.5. Further the above
body of data also indicates Z to be around 97 km, so we c hoose
tiS va lue. Within the limits of the variability of the atOilliC
oxygen as noted in thu various oxpurimentj the above choices tor
SH And Z, seem reasonable to deicribe thu variation of tLhe jtomiC
oxygen between 86 and 120 km.

Distribution of molecular Oxygen, Argon and Helium

These are calculated by choosing suitable values for the various
* in Eqn (1) so that their concentrations match with the MSIS-

m'i model values at 128 km. The assumed levels of the turbopause
for these species are respectively 105, 105 and 95 km as in tne
MSIS-83 model. With a given value of the concentration at 120 kin
it has been noticed by us that any choice of the turbopause
height for the first two species between 95 and 105 km does not
substantially affect their distribution between 86 and 120 km.
but for helium which is very light it seems wore appropriate to
use the lower value namely 95 km for getting a suitable
description. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the various
species in ITRA from 80 to 120 km.

Medn sea level pressure

As discussed in the earlier paper /7/ a sea level pressure of
1010 mb has been choaen based on the southern and northern
hemisphere tropical data from /40/ for the years 1951 to 1960 for
nearly 200 stations. This value of the sea level pressure is
soizewhat lower than the mid-latitude value of 1013.25 mb in ISA.

Acceleration due to gravity (9)

For this we suggest a value corresponding to the Tropic .5
Cancer, which from Lambert's formula in /41/ is 9.78852 ms
(truncated to five decimal places).

TABLE 2: DEFINING PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS FOR THE PROPOSED ITRA

Geop Alt (kin) 0 6 16 46 51 74 84.69

Temp (°C) 27(6.0)-9(6.5)-74(-2.3)-5(0.0)-5(3.0)-74(0.6)-80.40

Geom Alt(Km) 86 97 110 120 1000

% Temp (°C) -80.4 (0.6) -87 * -45 (-15) 105 "* 760

The bracketed quantities denote lapse rate in 
0
C/km. The (*)%denotes an elliptical variation of temperature distribution,

commencing with zero gradient at 97 km and ending with a gradient
• of 15°C/kin at 118 Kmi and (**) indicates a Bates type of profile

commencing with a gradient of 150 C/km at 120 kin and ending with
% ~1000 kmn.

Sea level pressure = 1010 mb

Acceleration due to gravity - 9.78852 ms
- 2
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Constituent N2  0 02 Ar He

z t 1 105.0 - 105.0 105.0 95.0

n(120)/m 3  3.261+17 8.80+16 2.90+16 1.10+15 2.40+13

The molecular weight, the ratio of the specific heats of air,
the gas constant, and the other constants for the transport
properties are assumed to be the same as in /3/. The atmospheric
properties for the proposed ITRA are provided in an abridged form
in Tables 3 to 6.
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TABLE 3: ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF ITRA (SI UNITS)

Z.GEOPI PRES TEMP PRESSURE PRESSURE DENSITY DENSITY SONIC UNIT REY
ALT ALT RATIO RATIO VELCTY NUMI R
(,m) (m) (OK) (rnb) (kg/m

3 ) (m/s) (s/m

-2000 -1890 312.15 1.262 3 1.250 0 1.408 0 1.202 0 354.18 7.402 0

00 30 300 .15 1 .010 3 1 .000 0 1.172 0 1 .000 0 347 .31 6. 3 4d0
20.2 1940 288.15 8.010 2 7.930-1 9.684-1 8.261-1 343.29 5.412 0
40'30 3840 276.15 6.290 2 6.227-1 7.934-1 6.769-1 333.13 4.54 0

6)00 5740 264.15 4.886 2 4.838-1 6.444-1 5.497-1 325.61 3.856 0
8000 7640 251.15 3.750 2 3.712-1 5.201-1 4.437-1 317.70 3.240 0

10000 9540 238.15 2.837 2 2.809-1 4.150-1 3.540-1 309.36 2.700 0
1203 11430 225.15 2.113 2 2.093-1 3.270-1 2.790-1 300.80 2.228 0
14003 13410 212.15 1.547 2 1.532-1 2.540-1 2.167-1 2QI.99 1.81Q 0
16000 15520 199.15 1.110 2 1.099-1 1.942-1 1.657-1 282.90 1.457 0
18000 17660 203.75 7.914 1 7.836-2 1.353-1 1.154-1 286.15 1.002 0

20000 19760 208.35 5.684 1 5.628-2 9.503-2 8.107-2 289.36 6.908-1
22000 21820 212.95 4.112 1 4.071-2 6.726-2 5.738-2 292.54 4.800-1
24000 23860 217.55 2.995 1 2.965-2 4.796-2 4.091-2 295.68 3.362-1
26000 25870 222.15 2.196 1 2.175-2 3.444-2 2.938-2 298.79 2.373-1

* 28000 27860 226.75 1.621 1 1.605-2 2.490-2 2.124-2 301.87 1.686-1
30000 29820 231.35 1.203 1 1.192-2 1.812-2 1.546-2 304.92 1.207-1
32000 31770 235.95 8.988 0 8.899-3 1.327-2 1.132-2 307.93 8.697-2
34000 33700 240.55 6.750 0 6.683-3 9.776-3 8.339-3 310.92 6.307-2{,36000 35640 245.15 5.097 0 5.047-3 7.244-3 6.179-3 313.88 4.602-2
36000 37590 249.75 3.869 0 3.831-3 5.397-3 4.604-3 316.81 3.378-2

40000 39550 254.35 2.952 0 2.923-3 4.043-3 3.449-3 319.71 2.494-2
42000 41510 258.95 2.263 0 2.241-3 3.045-3 2.597-3 322.59 1.h51-2
44000 43480 263.55 1.743 0 1.726-3 2.304-3 1.966-3 325.44 1.381-2
46000 45460 268.15 1.349 0 1.335-3 1,752-3 1.495-3 328.27 1.036-2
4d000 47470 268.15 1.046 0 1.035-3 1.359-3 1.159-3 328.27 8.034-3
53000 49480 268.15 8.110-1 8.030-4 1.054-3 8.988-4 328.27 6.230-3

?2000 51500 265.15 6.284-1 6.222-4 8.256-4 7.043-4 326.43 4.926-3aj54000 53530 259.15 4.845-1 4.797-4 6.512-4 5.556-4 322.72 3.957-3
5bOO0 55560 253.15 3.712-1 3.675-4 5.108-4 4.350-4 31R.96 3.162-3

%,59000 57600 247.15 2.826-1 2.798-4 3.984-4 3.398-4 315.16 2.514-3

60000 59630 241.15 2.137-1 Z.116-4 3.088-4 2,634-4 311.31 1.988-3
62000 61680 235. 15 1.605-1 1 .589-4 2 .378-4 2.029-4 307.41 1.563-3
64000 63720 229.15 1.197-1 1.185-4 1.819-4 1.552-4 303.46 1.221-3
66000 65770 223.15 8.850-2 8.762-5 1.382-4 1.179-4 2q9.46 9.4632-4
68000 67820 217.15 6.492-2 6.428-5 1.042-4 8.885-5 295.41 7.312-4
730 698P 3 211.15 4.721-2 4.675-5 7.790-5 6.645-5 291.30 5.519-4
72000 71940 205.15 3.402-2 3.369-5 5.777-5 4.929-5 287.13 4.255-4
74300 74030 199 .15 2.428-2 2.404-5 4 .247-5 3.623-5 282.90 3.208-4
6000 76100 197.95 1.722-2 1.705-5 3.031-5 2.585-5 282.05 2.301-4

7,i309 78150 196.75 1.219-2 1.207-5 2.158-5 1.841-5 281.19 1.647-4

10000 b0170 195.55 8.609-3 8.524-6 1.534-5 1.308-5 280.33 1.177-4
312000 82160 194.35 6.068-3 6.008-6 1.088-5 9.278-6 279.47 8.391-5

f . 400J0 84120 193.15 4.267-3 4.225-6 7.697-6 6.566-6 278.61 5.969-5
1h 4 )0 84790 192.73 3.776-3 3.738-6 6.824-6 5.822-6 278. 31 5. 303-5

l- .
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TABLE 4; ATMOSPUERIC PROPERTIeS OF ITRA (SI UNITS)

PRESSURE GEOPT NUMBER MEAN MEAN KEA N DYNAMIC KINMATIC THERMAL
ALr DENSITY PARTICLE COLLSN FREE VISCTY VISCTY CONDVTY

SPEJ13 FR'jQ PATH(mo) (m) (m-3) (Ms-  )  (a - ) (m) kg/(m.s) (m 2/s) W/(m.K)

1.010 3 00 2.437 25 4.684 2 6.758 9 6.931-8 1.847-5 1.575-5 2.626-2
8.500 2 1500 2.114 25 4.614 2 5.774 4 7.990-8 1.804-5 1.774-5 2.55-2
7.000 2 3130 1.802 25 4.535 2 4.837 9 9.376-8 1.757-5 2.027-5 2.479-2
5.000 2 5820 1.366 25 4.403 2 3.559 9 1.237-7 1.677-5 2.St3-5 2.350-2
3.000 2 9610 9.029 24 4.195 2 2.242 9 1.871-7 1.551-5 3.,71-s 2.151-2

2.000 2 12360 6.502 24 4.036 2 1.553 9 2.598-7 1.455-5 4.653-5 2.002-2
1.500 2 14190 5.152 24 3.926 2 1.197 9 3.279-7 1.390-5 5.609-5 1.902-2

" 1.000 2 16610 3.612 24 3.829 2 8.186 d 4.676-7 1.332-5 7.tbb-5 1.814-2
5.000 I 20790 1.723 24 3.919 2 3.998 8 9.803-7 1.3b6-5 1.072-4 1.89c-2
J.000 1 23990 9.990 23 3.988 2 2.358 8 1.691-6 1.426-5 2.9uJ-4 1.95u-2

2.000 1 26610 6.481 23 4.042 2 1.551 8 2.607-6 1.459-5 4.682-4 2.008-2
1.000 1 31260 3.092 23 4.138 2 7.574 7 5.464-6 1.517-5 1.020-3 2.098-2
5.000 0 36140 1.475 23 4.236 2 3.699 7 1.145-5 1.576-5 2.221-3 2. 190-2
2.000 0 42940 5.548 22 4.369 2 1.435 7 3.045-5 1.b56-5 6.206-3 2.317-2
1.000 0 48350 2.701 22 4.427 2 7.078 6 6.255-5 1.691-5 1.302-2 2.374-2

5.000-1 53760 1.394 22 4.358 2 3.596 6 1.212-4 1.650-5 2.461-2 2.307-2
2.000-1 60470 6.043 21 4.186 2 1.497 6 2.796-4 1.546-5 5.318-2 2.143-2
1.000-1 65200 3.212 21 4.061 2 7.719 5 5.261-4 1.470-5 9.518-2 2.025-2
5.000-2 69640 1.707 21 3.939 2 3.979 5 9.899-4 1.397-5 1.702-i 1.913-2

/ 2.000-2 75130 7.300 20 3.809 2 1.646 5 2.314-3 1.320-5 3.759-1 1.796-2

1.000-2 79140 3.695 20 3.786 2 8.279 4 4.573-3 1.306-5 7.350-1 1.775-2
5.000-3 83100 1.070 20 3.763 2 4.165 4 9.034-3 1.292-5 1.437 0 1.755-2
3.776-3 84690 1.419 20 3.753 2 3.153 4 1.190-2 1.287-5 1.885 0 1.747-2

4'.
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TABLE 5: VARIATION OF SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS (m
-
3) WITH ALTITUDE

ALT TEMP NITROGEN ATOMIC MOLECULAR ARGON HELIUM
(km) (OK) OXYGEN OXYGEN

86.00 192.73 1.108 20 2.907 16 2.972 19 1.325 18 7.435 14
87.,10 192.13 9.353 19 5.961 16 2.509 19 1.119 18 6.267 14
88.00 191.53 7.893 19 1.054 17 2.114 19 9.432 17 5.274 14
89.00 190.93 6.657 19 1.650 17 1.777 19 7.939 17 4.425 14
30.00 190.33 5.612 19 2.339 17 1.488 19 6.668 17 3.699 14

91.03 189.73 4.728 19 3.056 17 1.242 19 5.586 17 3.079 14
92-10 189.13 3.982 19 3.736 17 1.031 19 4.668 17 2.551 14
93.00 18.53 3.352 19 4.325 17 8.529 18 3.889 17 2.1612 14

94.00 I17.93 2.820 19 4.788 17 7.020 18 3.230 17 1.723 14
95 . 167.33 2.372 19 5.110 17 5.750 18 2.675 17 1.406 1,1
96. 00 I6.73 1.993 19 5.294 17 4.689 18 2.210 17 1.312 14
97. 00 I96.13 1.675 19 5.351 17 3.808 18 1.820 17 1.23', 14

98.00 186.29 1.401 1? 5.301 17 3.069 18 1.490 17 1.155 14

9) .0J 19 6.77 1.170 19 5.166 17 2.462 18 1.216 17 1. 076 14
10.). 00,  17 .58 9.766 1B 4.967 17 1.969 18 9.900 16 9.9811 13
101 010 168.73 8.143 1 3 4.723 17 1.570 18 8.044 16 9.242 11

* 1,2 .00 190.24 6.785 18 4.452 17 1.250 18 6.528 16 8.531 13
10.0 192. 15 5.652 18 4.165 17 9.937 17 5. 293 16 7.R62 13

104.00 194.50 4.707 18 3.873 17 7.900 17 4.291 16 7.239 13
1,5 0.1 1)7.36 3.920 18 3.583 17 6.283 17 3.479 16 6.660 13

106I i . 200.83 3.280 18 3.302 17 4.924 17 2.665 16 6.129 13
107. 0.) 205.08 2.745 18 3.033 17 3.861 17 2.035 16 5.643 13
1086 .00 210.38 2.294 18 2.778 17 3.033 17 1.556 16 5. 117 13
10) 00 217.38 1.913 18 2.539 17 2.385 17 1.192 16 4.785 13
110. 00 22A.15 1.579 18 2.317 17 1.865 17 9.073 15 4.385 13

111.00 243.15 1.294 18 2.110 17 1.454 17 6.898 15 4. 013 13
112.00 258.15 1.073 18 1.920 17 1.154 17 5.338 15 3.683 13
113.00 273.15 8.999 17 1.745 17 9.304 16 4.198 15 3.415 13
1 14.0 0 294.15 7.615 17 1.585 17 7.611 16 3.351 15 3.190 13
115.09- 30 3.15 6.500 17 1.438 17 6.310 16 2.710 15 3.000 13
116.00 318.15 5.590 17 1.305 17 5.296 16 2.219 15 2.841 13
117.00 333.15 4.842 17 1.183 17 4.495 16 1.836 15 2.7O6 13
1 la.00 348.15 4.220 17 1.072 17 3.853 16 1.535 15 2.590 13

1 114.0 0 363.15 3.700 17 9.715 16 3.331 16 1.295 15 2.19 13
1 120 .00 378. 15 3.261 17 8.800 16 2.900 16 1. 100 15 2.4-0kl 13
2 99. 00 ' 25.92 3.525 15 4.515 15 1.869 14 2.530 12 8.346 12
3.0.0 10J 21.28 1.459 14 7.023 14 4.988 12 2.812 10 5.063 12
4,00.00 10 1.75 8.10 1 12 1.341 14 1.838 11 4.576 8 3.334 12

'0. 0 10 32.97 4.)95 11 2.731 13 7.626 9 8.613 6 2.23I 12
-)00.00 1033.13 3.345 10 5.830 12 3.476 8 1.823 5 1.521 12

* 700.0J 1933.15 2.420 9 1.301 12 1.731 7 .1.30fl 3 1. 0.5 12

800 .00 1033.15 1.8 4 8 3.027 11 9.371 5 1.130 2 7.255 11
" 0. 00 1033.15 1.574 7 7.332 10 5.500 4 3.280 0 5.09 11

1000.00 1033.15 1.407 6 1.846 10 3.487 3 1.048 -1 3.60.1 11

.1-
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TABLE 6: ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES OF ITRA FROM 86 TO 1000 KM

ALT TEMP ACCN PRES NUMBER MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN
GRAV SCALE DENSITY PARTCLE COLL vKEE muL

(kn O ) I- T 3 PE L) t ~ R 'Q P A I'd
(kin) (OK) (m -2 ) (ki) (m

-
3) (iai y) (a -) (,1)

86.0 192.73 9.526 5.81 1.419 20 375.4 3.152 4 1.191-2 28.96
b7.0 192.13 9.525 5.79 1.198 20 374.d 2.o5u 4 1.410- 2d.
b n .0 191.53 9.522 5.78 1.011 20 374.3 2.240 4 1.671- " 2d. 1
b- . u IO0.93 9.519 5.76 8.529 19 373.8 1.887 4 1.981-2 2U.93
'- . 190.33 9.510 5.75 7.190 19 373.4 1.519 4 2.350-2 . 1'l
"uI.0 1n9.73 9.514 5.74 b.056 19 373.0 1.337 4 2.7 0-2 2d.ob
'2.0 1b9.13 9.511 5.73 5.098 19 372.6 1.124 4 3.314-2 2.04
ij.0 188.53 9.508 5.73 4.287 19 372.3 9.448 3 3.941-2 2d. 7 j
54.0 187.93 9.505 5.72 3.602 19 372.1 7.934 3 4.690-2 2b.74
vs 5.0 i17.33 9.502 5.72 3.025 19 371.9 6.65b 3 5.5bb-2 2b.t7
-r ..0 186.73 9 .499 5.71 2.537 19 371.8 5.584 3 .o5b-2 2d.60
97.0 186.13 9.416 5.71 2.127 19 371.7 4.680 3 7.942-2: 28.53

. 18o.29 9 .493 5.74 1.776 19 372.4 3.914 3 9. 515-2 28.44
9'.0 186.77 9.490 5.77 1.480 19 373.4 3.272 3 1.141-1 28.35

100. 6 17.58 9 .487 5.82 1.233 19 374.9 2.736 3 1 .370-1 2 .2o
101.0 1i8 .73 9. 44 5.87 1.027 19 37o.7 2.29 3 1.64o-I 28.It0 102.0 190.24 9 .481 5.95 8.546 18 378.9 1.916 3 1 .977-1 2t.Uu
103.0 192.15 9.478 6.03 7.115 18 381.5 1.607 3 2.374-1 27.96
164.0 1'J4.50 9.47t 6.13 5.927 18 384.6 1.349 3 2.850-1 27.85
16".C 197. 36 9.472 6.25 4.941 18 388.2 1.135 3 3.419-1 27.73
100.3 200.83 9.4t9 6.39 4.129 18 392.5 9.592 2 4.092-1 27.60
107.0 205.08 9.4tb 6.56 3.454 18 397.5 8.128 2 4.891-1 27.47
I uod.U 210. 3 9.4b3 6.76 2.b91 18 403.6 6.907 2 5. 844-1 27.34
109.0 217.ju 9.4o1 7.02 2.417 I 411.3 5.885 2 6.989-1 27.20
110.0 22b.15 9.458 7.41 2.006 18 422.6 5.01d 2 6.421-1 27.0
111.0 243.15 9.455 7.95 1.658 18 437.6 4.293 2 1.019 0 26.8b
_ 11. .58.15 9.4.2 8.50 1.386 18 452.2 3.710 2 1.219 0 26.73
I, 11 .0 273.15 9.449 9.04 1.172 18 4o6.4 3.235 2 1.442 0 26.58

1i4.0 28i.15 9.44 9.59 9.995 17 480.3 2.841 2 1.690 0 26.45
115.0 303.15 9.443 10.14 8.597 17 493.7 2.512 2 1.965 0 26.33
11 .0 318.15 9.440 10.68 7.447 17 506.8 2.234 2 2.269 0 26.23
1 17.0 3J3.15 9.437 11. 23 6.493 17 519.5 1.997 2 2.602 0 26.13
llu.U 348.15 9.434 11.78 5.b93 17 531.9 1.793 2 2.967 0 26.05
119.0 363.15 9.431 12.32 5.018 17 544.0 1.616 2 3.367 0 25.98
120.0 378.15 9.42d 12.86 4.443 17 555.8 1.461 2 3.803 0 25.92
200.0 925.92 9.199 38.93 8.238 15 954.9 4.656 0 2.051 2 21.50
300.0 I021.28 d.924 52.67 8.583 14 1094.1 5.558-1 1.968 18.06
400.0 0i01.75 u.ool 60.34 1.458 14 1153.7 9.953-2 1.159 16.41
500.0 1032.97 8.410 66.70 3.005 13 1195.2 2.126-2 5.622 4 15.Jl
G ,00.0 1033.13 8.170 77.40 7.384 12 1269.0 5.546-3 2.288 5 13.53

* 7uu.0 1033.15 7.939 101.37 2.348 12 1431.6 1.990-3 7.195 5 10.67
u1 u u.o 1033.15 7.718 147.65 1.028 12 1703.5 1.037-3 1.643 6 7.54
900.0 1033.15 7.507 207.53 5.822 11 1991.7 6.864-4 2.902 6 5.51

1 U00.0 1033.15 7.304 256.39 3.789 11 2 183.7 4.897-4 4.459 6 4.59
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ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE BETWEEN 80
AND 120 km

J. N1. Forbcs and G. V. G roves

D)epartmrent of Electrical Conrlpoti'r, 'I'l! Si iltfli I Il~itiOBO~tont

Loucrti. /oson MA 02215, U.S.A.
* I~~~~~~~~~cDpacrment of P/t)'.us andc Avronomt(ffv, Umvm'c~ilv C oilti.e I~~~Londo, iii'

0~c E~ o11 r, bU.K.

ABlST RA CT

16icctt progress in lodeilitg tire terriperat tre, density, and pressure specifica~tionis lotwent 1,0 andi 100 kill is

Icorv Tile dat a base conisists primarily of rocket arid incoherent sca tter mteivurenlerits of Ietiniptra uire.

kin mtiaivtii- pol 'lniial schemec is described whereby smooth transition' with tabulationis below% (1 klin anl
he Ni . lst-S3 modeil above 120 kmn are obtained. Evaluations of the quality of fit to thle dat a aoli possible

dirt- tis for fiuture Aork are also presented.

LN TRO(DIC TI ON

Spi itic recommtrendationis for thle rtew C R A inade in I19S4 %e re that / I/

dTa lmilat ions betweeni 80 and 120 kil should represirit zonally- averaged %,allies, anid

ii Tlie teniperat tire, density arid p resshire specificat ions between 80 and 100 kirn should pros ide a smtoothi

* *traisti with zoltly-averaged satcellte data below' and NISIN-83 /2/ above.

TI is piqir reviews work in progress to mneet these recomkmendat ions.

ME:THOD OF TEMPERATURE MODELLINiG

Nlit hlv t etmperatutre c ross-sec tions in height and latitude have been iletermuined that nict the foliosvitg

ri[ittions (Fig. Ij

I1j A monothI transition at 13(0 kin to the temperature profile of NISIS-83 for roid-niontli dates and icnei

so~lar activity, of F 10.7 =120 units, A p =10, longitudinal and diurnal (also semri-diurtial ariid terdiurnal)

d. pti1di.nces being neglected.

-2 ; ioothI transition at 70 k it to the tonial tmian temperatures of thle miont hly mtean models to S(O kito

prev iuly prepared /3/. The mtodels to 8O krti art- taken to represent toesosplierie struc ture for triall

% ~olar conditions (F 10.7 = 120 units) as their dlatahase extends over years for which solar actitl avrages
to about this level.

3 A cotst ra ned Irest - 'uiiar-, fit to observed temperature differences (from an initial tenpewratutre tuidc)

thr ittiposeil cotiraitit icing that the ratio (partial pressure of N, at 130 ktn(/(partial pressure of N,

;it 701 k110il tfat Is calctilateil for h.ueltd tetmperature profile should uqttal the samti ratio a.s calculiitd

frito the pre'sore valies provided hy the uipper arid lower miatchinig tmoidels.

ni rai lutal ;iroceiiure is to ex press the reciproc a! of tettperature T (or mrore precisely g/ r. g iieitig tire

4ra% it y arceia tt i as a piolynomtial in hecight, thietn by integration the in(,N2 - pressure ratt ii) may also hie

0 *-sprr-sii a, at polytiottial in height and tire riefflirinits rchoseti to satisfy (3) above. TetuiperAtore data1 (70

!,) L30 kttu( that. have beenr uttitted for (31 itbove are.

at) The temperature data previously utilized in the construction of CIiA 1972 /4/, and
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:,ub-~.queiit data. re ielled in /1/, which have been obtained eithter byrocket techniqueb or incohiervilt

,, ittr I.Z,. ) ileas-ure1IItb itsIIe tatter beintg the 1101111j surce uf data daboe IOU kin.

'F;. i.,, hervia scat ter data utiliied were frout:

Ti. \iillstone Hill model (/S/, Table 1) for F 10.7 = 120 umts, A =10.

t' e I' . LL Santa tiudel (/6/, Table 1) which ts% applicable for Kp-?. iwe Ap=7, an~d sl~ich wasb evaluated

i,,r Fl0 7-s 120 ujuts.

Ai, Arecdbu itldcl based ont observations, fur 1970- lu7 k, ie. frut; soular ti..=\11.Ui to solaf iol11t.1Uiil.

(Icoo d be taken to replresent nicati solar cuiidit .oi.n

Aid ual teti,crture profiles that were uti hzed we-re froti rocket Iallouc11h C~ Xlit. ,8 .i Ver a %i de ran~ge

I ars uodslar conditions . These alUe-s %.%ere processeli wit tout ii'.kt at;)~. curcctiut to litall bUldaI

,,dtoisto aidiividual profiles ith S iiiloil tilt . anp nt hisli dcejtntdunt- wuld a'tra Out 11, tlt' overall

:.c Inoutilly tabulations of observed temliperature ditfertezit hlave beent prepared frontiltle abouve soorceb of
aci k ill height i iterval fromn 70 to 130 kill and each 10' latitude nitcr~ta] front pole: to pole. In the

s-c-Of 'latd, values arc used front the NISIS-63 moidel wich extends dowi, to K~ kin. Very lttle southern

i..pi-,,.vrc data are- vakilablv but if all observed temperature ditretice Av.re available at a N. latituode for

i.- -iii, ciL-on it wulid be i aketi to apply atL tie soin S latituode n tit absrvi of lilty data there.

coias(01eijueiice of tlike polynioial fittling procedure, each mnthlly it-t ptrat ure cross-section lias tilt all-
.. txcal rt 1 )rteriittioti anld Iivait zonial temperature itay be rcaly CalCUlaited for aniy height and latitude.

!, iu tr atty date by initerpolatiung betwteem ruose c u tt,olt hs.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN MODELS AND DATA

At L.* Lmntudes

.\ oSt Ibtij kiti te main sources of data are (1) the iltohereztt scatter Ineasorcliertt Over Are-cibo, Puerto

P , 15LN, 67-W) and (2) the Kwajailuixt (O~N, 168-E) Reference Atinospheres, 1979 /7/ wh]ich are based

L1,r,) ktl data- The open and tilled-in circles in Fig. I bhow April data frott these sources %~heii corrected

1, 10N latitude The point of interest is that the protile satifaLctorily fits thie data while sitiultaticously

-,t .,tywg~i the N2-presbure consbtrailit. The bate can also be said of tile data below 100 ktll, tuzst of which

are Niltl teilieruture profiles. Differences between temiperature data atid lte calculated prohles Lave been

rIage I~ ur 11 mniolit at 5 kin hiteght intervals As houwn tit Fig. 1. 1 Symtbols imay be plotted ju-,t, abi)ve or

1, te heigh t to %. hi ci they rcler for reasonsl of clarity).- Ott averaginig these liticati Wali i weIghIts according

I"iii, i, uiiber of obsevrvatiotuti on which t hey are based lte line profile sitowl tit Fig. I is ohtainvd for thteir

siidaverage, w.hich does ntot getecaly dtffer sigitifiraitty frontl zlro. Ttis ledd to lte coniclusiont that

to 1ir...luctioll of thle N2-pjressurc cotstralint lita lIto biasecil thke fit to Lith temperature data oriiote

%%0 r'ls tinl Lilt- uppetr andl lower itudel:s carl be inatclied ti a wax- that is, cotiistett V.iti the tenitl,ratori
1ie H itt-riela hieight rcgioil.

kk Cii;]a51t also mtade it Fit. I between the fitted ptrofile and N l-3.At 1 15-120' kill, the proifile

1. io S r t emperatuores, thani Nh S-83 IIt All mlon tiis, the ditferetice beiig greatest ti April anid rear hiug 40
so.In ii g I A cort.htarisotl1 be!Veen MISb'-83 arid observed valuesb is showi tit Fig 2 aid NISIS-h3

ol u6 ohsrved Values Ii n'u't Illontio, V.iercab thle new pirofile for (V'N liesb mulch closer thoanlth5 to
6~11 .. l w Ja1ltl data for ahl, 11111! I an~d Lte Iew 18'N profile lies closer to lte Arecib~o data thii 1%1-IS-b3

as er.Ae. hel~re are houwever coutsideratiotta thtat tell against tite ready acceptanice of the Ilew profiles
raS l~l-~3temilperaturs 'fullow the bunl', being I or !'K highter At 161N thari At 9-N Iti umer Aiit

* s1-11. V'UlilUX IL&AxIlnd, Lithe new prohila sitw a cohlbtseitt equatorwardsi temlperature decrease throughout

I I, )ca; thiat averageb 15 K betweens 18N Ititd V N and htas all i jtai variationl withi na-xlima cund intininiti
a' r:,sCUtVe equltiOXebL Without any clear onderbtaldhig of tite pliysiCal OrIgtnI of buch vafriatiolN at lowA

Iit udes, lte possibility fIl~t rernain open that Lte dttferettces betweit tht KwaSjalein And Arec ibo data

6 1,,'.a dependence other than Lte latttudintal one whicit thts analysis Ii set up to moudel. Cozidcrattoit is

rulr~ittly beirng given to theC beat way tw utilize tiAe data froir these two low latitude bit-S.
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% At Middle Latitudes

Fig. 3 is for 4&N and shows both January and July profiles and mean deviations of the data from the
model for each site averaged over winter months (DJF) and summer months (JJA). The main result to be
noted is that for both seasons (and also for other times of the year). observed values are consistently higher

-.. than those of the profiles calculated. This bias arises from the imposed N2-pressure constraint, the fall off
in pressure between the 70 km value of the lower model and the 130 km value of MSIS-83 being greater
than that implied by the temperature observations at the intermediate heights. It should however also be
noted that NISIS-83 values between 105 and 125 km are even lower than the new profiles and are therefore
still lower than the observed values.

Consideration is being given to possible revisions in the modelling technique that might lead to a reduction
in the bias that is apparent at all heights in the mean deviations (Fig. 3).

%, One possible revision would be to exclude the Millstone Hill I.S. data as these values are noticeably high.
Fig. 4 shows the results obtained when Fig. 3 is reworked without the Millstone Hill values; and it is
seen that although the biases are reduced they are still significant, particularly from 85 to 105 kin, and the
matter warrants futher consideration.

At High Latitudes

Fig. 5 shows the January and July profiles determined for 70°N and also the mean deviations of the data

from the new profiles for each of the three high latitude sites averaged over winter months (DJF) and
summer months (JJA). In this case the mean deviations do not show any consistent bias, but no definite
conclusion is possible with the limited data samples available.

It is of interest to note that a July mesopause is obtained at 88 km with a temperature of 155K (Fig.
5), which agrees with the discussion of McKay /8/ who states: 'Moderately low mesopause temperatures
(150-160K) are a consistent feature at 60N during summer. These temperatures are the result of adiabatic
cooling associated with rising motions in the general circulation. There is an additional cooling effect which
can occasionally lower the mesopause temperature to 130-240K. This effect persists over timescales of weeks
and during this time NLC will be seen'. It therefore follows that if observations are biased to the time
of NLC, the lower values of close to 142K which are shown by CIRA 1972 /4/ and Air Force Reference
Atmospheres /9/ are more representative of these times of additional cooling, whereas the present profiles
which match upper and lower models represent mesopause conditions without the addtional cooling.

TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY

-N % In addition to the mean deviations of observed temperatures from the calculated profiles that have been
shown in Figs. 1,3,4 and 5, the RMS deviations from these means have been calculated with averaging over
all months and these are shown in Fig. 6 for low, middle and high latitude grouping of sites. Fig. 6 shows
that at all latitudes the RMS deviations increase with height except possible at 100-105 km at middle and

* high latitudes where values may decrease slightly before increasing again more rapidly up to 130 km. At
low latitudes data are lacking above 95 km but there is an indication that a more rapid increase begins at
85 kin. A likely origin of these variations is the upward propagation of tides and gravity waves. Theoretical
tidal amplitudes (/10/, Fig. 14 and /11/, Fig. 11) indicate that the increase above 85 km at low latitudes
might be associated with the diurnal tide, that above 105 km at middle latitudes with the sime-diurnal tide
plus a possihle smaller contribution from the diurnal tide and that above 105 km at high latitudes with the
semi-diurnal tide alone. At lower heights, the variations are likely to arise from a spectrum of gravity waves
and the slow rate of increase of amlitude with height would be indicative of wave breaking with the possible
extinction of most of the energy of these waves at 100-105 km. In this 'gravity wave' region RMS values
increase noticeably from low -u high latitudes. At 80 km, for example, RMS values are 8, 12 and 16 K for
the low, middle and high latitude data.

DENSITIES AND PRESSURES

At the present stage of this work, profiles have been constructed for temperatures and partial N2 pressures.
The calculation of the latter is based on the equation of state and the barometric law and accoount is taken
of the transition from a mixing region at 70 km to diffusive conditions at 130 km using the relations from

IMSIS-83. The effect of this transition in the case of N2 is particularly small as its molecular weight of 28
lies very close to that of air in the mixing region (28.96).

.a'
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Attention has yet to be given to the vertical distribution of other gas constituents and to the possiblity of
making these continuous with the upper and lower models at 130 and 70 km respectively. The final step to
the modelling of total densities and pressures would then be a relatively simple one.

It may be recorded that mean pressure distributions have now been extended upwards to the 0.005 nib (83
kin) and 0.001 nib (91 kin) levels by Koshelkov /12/ and are in the height range of interest.

DISCUSSION

A theoretical and numerical anlysis is being developed for modelling atmospheric structure between 70
and 130 km for mean solar conditions. Monthly profiles have been analytically generated for all latitudes
and heights from 70 to 130 km in temperature and partial N2 pressure which have a smooth transition to
MSIS-83 at 130 kin and an 18-80 kni model at 70 km. Attention will be given to the modelling of other
gas constituents and to the possibility of combining the three models for the height regions 18-70, 70-130
and above 130 ki to provide an analytical model for all heights above 18 km. Treatment of the 70-130
krni region is however limited by available data and there are important variations that have yet to be
considered. These are with (i) solar activity, (ii) longitude. (iii) time of day and (iv) seasonal asynimetry
between N. and S. hemispheres. Although the present analysis extends over both hemispheres, the small

4seasonal asymmetry generated via the upper and lower matching models at 70 and 130 km lacks direct
observa.ional support on account of the lack of S. hemisphere data.
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ABSTRACT

A substantial quantity of wind data have been assembled from radar systems since CIRA-72 was
*.- formed: most of these radars include height ranging, and operate on a regular and even con-

* - tinuous basis. Systems include meteor and MF tmedium frequency) Radars: an MST (mesosphere-
stratosphere-troposphere) Radar (meteor mode); and an LF (low frequency) drift system. Lat-

itudes represented are near 200 N/S, 350 N/S, 450 HIS, 500 N, 650 N/S. In all cases tidal
oscillations were calculated so that corrected mean winds (zonal, meridional) are available -

the meridional was not included in CIRA-72. Means for groups of years near 1980 are avail-
able, as well as individual recent years (1983, 1984) to allow assessment of secular trends:

revised and improved analysis has been completed for several stations.

Height-time cross-sections have been formed for each observatory: heights are typically -75-

110 km, with time resolution of 7-30 days. Such detailed cross-sections were almost unknown
before 1972. Comparisons with CIRA-72 are shown, and these emphasize the differences between
hemispheres (NH, SH) in the radar winds. Other new winds from rockets and satellite radi-
ances are contrasted with the radar set. There are important differences with the satellite-
derived geostrophic winds (1973-78): possible explanations involve secular trends, longitud-
inal variations, and ageostrophy.

INTRODUCTION

The number of radars providing winds in the upper middle atmosphere has increased signiFi-

% cantly in the last decade. Depending on the technique, these systems fill the data gap be-

tween 60 km or 80 km and -110 km. Below 60/80 km small rockets have provided wind data
directly /l/, and since -1973 satellite radiance measurements have been made, enabling geo-

* strophic winds to be calculated /2/. Above 110 km larger rockets and incoherent-scatter
-N radars provide temperatures and winds. The radars include MF radars or partial reflection

systems giving data from 60/70-100/110 km; and meteor radars (and MST radars operating as
meteor radars) 80-110 km. We show or discuss here data from 14 locations, which represent a
good Northern Hemispheric (N.H.) North American chain (18-651N, -90°W), an Oceanian chain

(78°S-35
0
N, -140

0
E) which is mainly in the southern hemisphere (S.H.), and some Western Euro-

pean data (44-68'N, -O°E): data are still being obtained at 9 of these locations, including
two new Antarctic stations. The methods of data analyses are discussed in detail elsewhere
/3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10/. Generally tidal oscillations have been removed from days or groups of

days, and the remaining mean winds and longer period oscillations plotted as height-time con-

tours. Time resolution varies from 10-15 days to seasonal.

In earlier papers involving this global radar set /11,12/ composite cross-sections from the

years 1978-1982 were formed so that only the major temporal features remained. However, here

more recent individual years are also shown, in several cases using refined analysis. This
is to demonstrate the reliability of our earlier conclusions /11,12/, and illustrate inter-

annual variability. The wind contours from MF radars are compared with satellite-derived

geostrophic wind contours, because of the considerable overlap (10-20 km) between the two

types of data. Latitudinal cross-sections for two solstitial months are then shown that en-

able comparisons between zonal winds frow CIRA-72, the radars and satellite-derived geostro-

No 0 phic winds; and also meridional winds from a compilation of G.V. Groves /13/ and the radar
set. Tabulations of monthly mean values for most stations appear elsewhere /12/. The sign
convention is as follows: for the zonal winds, positive winds are from the west (west or
westerly winds, called by some "eastward") and negative winds are from the east (easterly
winds, or "westward"). For the meridiona' !nds, positive winds are from the south (south or
southerly winds), and negative winds are nu.th or northerly winds. It is also convenient to

- describe these latter as poleward or equatorward winds. The figures are consistent for the

' (10)143
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Fig. 3 Poker Flat, 1980-84, 65°N, 147°W: 30d means.

most part, but any differences are mentioned in the captions.

GENERAL MIDDOLE-, HIGH-LATITUDE (35-650) CHARACTERISTICS

The main features of zonal (EW) and meridional (NS) flows are evident in the 4 year compila-
tion (1979-82) for Saskatnon (521N, Figure 1): rocket data from Primrose Lake (50) have hu)cn
added. Time resolution is 10 days and 30 days respectively /14/. The summer-centred months
are dominated by a strong, smoothly contoured easterly flow from 20-90 km. The SO contour
from CIRA-72 /15/ is very similar, although its easterly maximum and zero line are 5 km
lower; and its westerly flow near 100 km is stronger due to tidal contamination /16/. During
winter-centred months the westerly flow is weaker than CIRA, and there is much more structor-
ed, repeatable variability, due to planetary waves, stratospheric warmings (STRATWARMS) /11,
and long period (12 6-mth) oscillations /14,16/. CIRA-72 winds were almost discontinuous
at 60 kin, due to STRATWARMS in different years in each set of data, and winds above 60 km in
February were quite unrealistic. The summer meridional winds (Fig. 1) demonstrate polewird
flow 20-80 km and above 95 km, with equatorward flow between: this latter has btor identilied
at all Longitudes near 50/60°N /18/, at lower latitudes, and both hemispheres /12,15/. For
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December-March there is poleward flow from -50-85 kmn, with reverse fluw abuve and below. The
CJL!tuur6 of Groves /15/ differs significantly, as they are dominated by a larger and strong-
er (-25 m/s) summer-centred equatorward flow. This difference will be discussed in Mort: de-
Lail liter, when all stations are discussed. To demunstratc the Small interanillaal variabil-
ity, and for Comparison with other new contours, Saskatoon radar winds tor 1984 are also
shown in Figure 2 /19,20/.

A long series of EW/NS contours from Poker Flat (Ek5 0N) are shown in Figure 3: these are from
an MST radar (meteor detection mode), /8/. Only contours for 1980-1982 data were shown be-
fore /11,21/. The zonal features are similar each year to Saskatoon. but tike strengths of
b~lbtitial cells near 60 km are about half as large. The summer zero line is also near 90
kil. There is much wore variability in the NS flow, but 95 km summer flow is always strongest
anid equatorward; below it is usually poleward - very similar to Saskatoon.

Anl important re-analysis of meteor winds from Durham (43 0
N) has been completed (Figure 4),

Which a llows EW wind shears and reversals to be accurately represented (earlier a linear wind
variationt was issumed /11/). Data from 1978/79/84 are included. Thle sunaser shears trom 80-
sO km are nouw higher (20 in/a) than earlier (10 ms-

1
), and more couiparablv to thoac at Saska-

toon ( 50 ms- 1
) and Poker Flat (35 mn7'). The Durham zonal wind reversal height is now at 7b

kmi. Overcll the contours are more realistic, and now quite similar to the French data from
LGarchy /11/, which also had a large easterly spring tongue and a low reversal height (-82
ku.i) . There is much less difference in thie new NS con-our, and as before, the bunanr flow is
eq~Uatoreard but not strong or focussed in a cell.

A new analysis has also been completed for Kyoto (350N): contours for 1983-1985 are shown in
Figare 5. The analysis is now quite similar to that used by MF radars, with harmonics being
ritd to time series of hourly mean winds at each height. The changesC! are actually small,
moU.t obviously thie summer westerly flow is stronger than before /11/. Comparisons between
the new Kyoto MST radar, the Kyoto meteor radar and the Adelaide HF radar (35'S) are pro-
ceeding. At this point however, it appears that the summer easterly flow reversal occurs
be tow 82 km (Figure 5), by extrapolation near 80 kin; in contrast Adelaide's is near 85 km and

* L ike flow is more mid-latitude in form /11,15,21/. Near 35'N, Atlanta /11/ and Kyoto may both
bhiow negative easterly flow in fall and early winter, with strong westerly flow in late
buadier - features quite similar to CIRA-72 at 201 /11/. Stratwarn effects are evident at
bioth locations /6/. Meridional flow at Kyoto (Figure 5) is mainly equatorward, with maxima
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in summer centred near 92 kin: quite similar to Atlanta and other northern hemisphere
stat ions

Finally, new data from Kurschner and Schminder for central Europe (52°N) are shown. The new
method involves the use of modulation on low frequency radio signals to obtain height from
the LF drift method /22/. Contours for two years, 85-110 km, are in Figure 6, and should be

Collim L.F. Rodor

a Ss S 0 Is a S a

sI

85 S 10 .35 0 a 0T 1% 505 0 a 1
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n0" 5 0 0 5 155 0
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M A J A S0 N Dl F A J i S
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Fig. 6 Collm, 1983-84, 52°N, 15
0
E.

compared with Saskatoon (521N) (Figures 1,2). Similarities dominate: the summer westerlies
above -90 km, winter westerlies; and easterly flows in fall (September-November) and the
spring. The latter, however, demonstrates the largest differences: the tongue is wider both
years, including June in 1983, and February and March in 1984. The meridional flow is very
similar in positions and strengths. Longitudinal differences appear quite small on the basis
of this comparison.

1979-1982
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN MY RADARS AND SATELLITE DATA

In Figures 7-9 we show zonal wind contours from Saskatoon (52
0
S; 1979-19b2), Christchurch

(4 4
0
S, 1978-198U), and Adelaide (35

0
S, 1978-1983) each compared with satellite-derived geo-

strophic winds /2/. Wind shears (75-80 kin) and heights of summer maxima are compired in Fig-
ure 10. In these figures individual locations are being compared with zonal means; however
the amplitudeb of standing waves 60-80 km are quite small, especially in summer /2/, so this
should not be an important factor /23/. At Saskatoon, the geostrophic summer cell is 5 km
lower in altitude, while winter values are similar; shears are similar (Figure 10). However
the years do not completely overlap, and while no obvious ttend is evident at Saskatoon 1978-

i Zonal Winlds Goostrophi¢ 45*S

MA a 0A 0 O

60 60

""56 56

52 5248 46

.p'

44 44

." I F MA M J J A 5 0 N D
G"ome 1. kmJ (Geopoten'ail kin)

I, Fig. 8 Christchurch (1978-80, 441S, 173
0
E) and geostrophic (satellite) winds.

"''?,
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-6 66

. 20 64 64

60- 60
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48
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Fig. 9 Adelside (1978-83, 350S, 1380E) and geostrophic (satellite) winds.
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- 1984 (/14/, Figure 2) significantly weaker flow Zona Wind Sheor -T5-Om)
was observed near 1975 /24/ using a limited data t0
sample. At Christchurch (Figure 8) the geo- Df ,.5..
strophic summer cell is at a similar height, but
slightly weaker, and the shear (75-80 km) is E ,0 A

much weaker; winter ", similar in general
strengths, but agad.: the geostrophic wind - s I

(based on months) lacks planetary wave or even -
S J.¢ :C

annual/semi-annual influences /15/. The slope .
of the zero line is quite different in fall and % so*n,4v *1319,

spring, and the radar winds show much greater I-.,)

wind shear, especially in the latter half of ZA
February. These results are consistent with 9,0 t _

stronger latitudinal temperature gradients. HeighiloMoxornum SiommrEsierly wino

Averaging intervals partially overlap. Finally
at Adelaide (Figures 9,10), with some averaging
interval overlap, the agreement Ls quite good, 17 o .....
although the height of the radar summer maximum 0.! 70 -

cannot be seen. However Adelaide contours for
1973-77, /21/, based upon a more limited data -
sample from Meteor and HF radars (80-100 km),
indicate secular trends, and markedly poorer

agreement with the geostrophic winds (1973-78) Fig. 10 Radar and geostrophic wind
e.g. the summer 80 km radar values were near 0 comparisons.
ms

-1 
and not -30 ms

-1
. Thus putting aside

temporarily the possibility of ageostrophy, there is some evidence at Saskatoon and Adelaide
for secular trends, so that identifying years for contours may be important.
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LArITuUIlNA.L CKOSS-SECTlUNS

jVie cuapdrisoli betwecen CIRA-72, the radar winds and satellite gcostrophic winds is well ill-
cr,- I in ighL-l"Eitadc cross-sections (Figures 11,12); and we bihow here December (an

-ily -l.Lt: ic,111.11, clear ot N.H. stratospheric warminga, but early sunamer in the S.11.) and
iltor -,JU'W in [tht: N.H., and -14U0 E in the S.11. However Kyoto (l3b'E) has also been in-

cl-1-i with Nil. Jata. From CIinA-721, July (June 15 -July 15) and January ( cceaber 15
J.,iiary 1)) arc skown. The time

Iten a changte IUC quite biall in RADAR -Satellite Comparison (80 kmn)
ti-oann o that conclubn 11 ion 5IC M JA**m,-"

Lir.,.ni I-re are ouual ly typical 0f? 0 1
bn o lesl4tit tl beasono.

ni. y I.C Iecru. cc.nicurs , andI max- 20 ~ 1
I:11. are slcwii lur CIRA- 'o 0, .0 s~ It L L. i . i

2.AllI data are uplated since
- - . l> l_// . The lack or hcemi- 5 .

n~nen~coyw try co iaiilediately *.-40*O~,
.Anuv~nn I_-n t Iinei radar windisI thle Z, 0**~N~S 77w I n I- r~ .i areEUnt alike and een Wnlc, Ni- Qecambe .. net

ti11 Le N.H. zero line is -5 km >0
highIer (allowing for the compari- ,40

-i etwezen early winter (Decea- E.V
L.)adILIJd-W:Iiter (July) , re- 3t 10-

-- F h~~~il-tinn6 nialler poleward te.mp- 0 A L L~~50 70 .a 30 40 10 20 .0 0 iS C 5 40 5U 0 O 0
,r~ture grolients there. Com- A

,~ / .. uI-H~ withU ClRA-72, two other .--
4'.~~~I fnnn eieg. he upper zero -40-

.tnnes wer-e lict available for that ___________________________

0 mild;and there is .on easterly
tropiical cell above d7 k-m which Fig. 13 Radar and geostropinic 80 km wind comparisons:
In [nit evident at our four low other stations, K, Kiruna; M. Nonpaziur; PRg, lPuerto Rico;
l,,Ijide statioLnS. For thie T, Townsville /21/.

nnnhrthese stations again do
not. nave tie easterly flow above 87 km., which ia shown in CIRA. The other main summer diff-
ercrnces between the S.11. and N.H. at these longitudes, are due to the consistent Westerly
flow at and above 80 km revealed at Durham (410m4 ), &tat (340%) and Kyoto (3501%), and the
iniginer reversal heights in Oceania. Note that in the N.H. near 90"W, thle systematic reduct-
Iun inl tine ineight of the zero line with decreasing latitude 065-35 0 N) is now quite similar

to that shown by CIRA-72. Over France /11,12/ the zero line varied from 8.k km (Carchy,
471N, 1 970-76) to -87 km (Nonpazier, 44

0
N, 1975-80) indicating some possible secular and

longit~udinal variations. These values and differences between the stations are confirmed by
rcent asnalys is.

Winds from tlie Antarctic summer mesosphere (Mawson, 68 
0
S; Scott Base, 7805; MF radars) /25,

2o,15/ and for the winter (Mawson) have recently become available, and Mawson values have
beein added to Figures 11,12. These summer data and other S.H. 1,W rad~r data were compared

* elsewhere with CIRA-72 and a new SAL. model
RELATIONSIPOf RADR WlkD (V 1 ) AN CZWS (4-1 by Koshelkov based on rocket data /26,15,27/.

'. J, ,,, ~From Figure 11, and considering Scott Base
*P (78'S) and Poker Flat (650N, Figure 12) also,

Fp ClKA-72 had the high latitude suommer maximum
and zero lines as much as 20 km too low.

V Koshelkov's model is in better agreement,
F ~showing the upward tilt with increasing lati-

* 05s i,.as..~ tude of the easterly peak and the zero line,
* 6' but they are -10 km lower in height than

%1F, radar winds from 20-78
0
S. There are also im-

P~ ~ 0 .0~. portant differences between Koshielkov'8 model
* and the radar winds in winter at medium lati-

'0~..n...'.tudes /15/. An updated model due to Kosliel-
S .~.M..*Inkov has recently been produced and compares

Fig. 14 Saskatoon radar and satellite wind with thie radar winds more satisfactorily.
oL01nlirisons /23/; Vg, radar wind. Forces:'o. oprngwt h estohcwns

Fp. pressure term balancing coriolis torqueNocmprnwihtegsrpi id,
on geostrophic wind (V;;Fdue to cr overlap occurs at 80 km for Meteor radars,

(Vc; F, crt and 60-80 km for MY radars. 5.11. values are
olistorue n VR Ff frctio Coponnt. quite similar fur both seasons although there

are some differences at Townsville (20
0
S). and much stronger geostrophic winds at 68'S in

winter. For the N.H. there are also significant differences, e.g. in winter there is a geo-
Stropic wind maximum near 350 which is not seen at all by the radars; and in summer the
geostrophic wind is easterly at all latitudes, whereas westerly flow is seen at 3 radar
stations (04-431N) having substantial data. This comparison is summarized in Figure 13 for
80 km data, where European data have been added. In the S.H. agreement is quite good for
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recent radar data apart from the 200, 68J differences just mentioned; but an earlier more
li ited data ample which overlaps better in time (Adelaide -1975). does not agree well. For
,le I. . most radar stations have smaller westerly values (-50%) in wiiner (ia.katoon show-

Ing a trend 11971-19s11), while in surnler staLtis equatorward of 500 have much lower easter-
ly values, which may even become wehterly.

-there are manv possible reasons for the differences between the measured and geostrohic
winds: a) TIere is some evidence for secular trends in the winds, so that intervals involved
sho'r.d always he stated. Unfortunately increasing the overlap does not always help the co-
par iia, b) liere is evidence for some longitudinal differences (above, and /2/). However,
t.es are Iull and suggest that comparisons such as Figures 11/12 probably indicate real

?,,r es. c ) There may be height and temperature errors or biases in the satel I ite data.
I' T'ie winds from v0-80 km may be significantly ageostrophic.

T7e 'ast possibility has been discussed in detail recently /28/, and significant ageostro;,hc
jJ !- nd u;, t , tO kin. Studies of mean winds, EW and NS, and gravity wave (4) intensities

: "',.ot Sak.itoon /29/ and Adel aide /30/ have shown that there is significant (1W monsn-
.;!Ip,,sition In the region h0-90 kin. At Saskatoon near 90 km in sumizaer (Figure 1,2) this

a sa calances th, coriolis torque on the NS flow (-100 ms- 1 
per day), Near 80 km the

-ac1r 1 : i in :,'r.c: r is small or insignificant, while in winter quite large accelerations
r ro: I D-90 " 

kn (50-100 msn per day). Recent comparisons of satellite geostrophic and

r,.Lir wilIs , boh at Saskatoon (1978-1982), have confirmed this /3/, and also shown that
staTLdr_ planetary waves lead to considerable ageostrophy in fall and winter. The "friction"

Mend onal Winds Meridionol Winds
0|' lIes Summer Summer Jsnt /Jusy Winier
D /00- ..... ;.

.
90  90 - - -o

80 60

60

"N 7 0 3 10 Io 30 50 7u *5 IN 70 50 30 10 10 30 o 70 S

iiii'1e, Deeenbe, Summer 5.- e, .1.1y W,nitr

.. ... '.,o .... .. ... .. .
cs-*., .,-os R,

L 'N'. 0 Ne . .

/o - o -..

so- 80 *.O

-T 5

N "0 50 3 i0 0 50 50 0 S IN
PF

r  

5 0 AIX PR T" A C w PF S 0 A/K PR T A C III

N.H. 90*W S.H. .40'E N.H. 90W S.H. 140E

Fi. 15 Rdar and Groves /13/ meridional Fig. 16 Radar and Groves /13/ meridionail
IIwind cm,.irisns: December. wind comparisons: July.

ter-m due to G,; interact ions effect ively turns the wind vector into the low or out of the

h gh pressuri region just as in the troposphere near the ground (Yig. 14), and reduces the

zesnal component of the wind when compared to the geostropic value. The heights at which
this ageostrophy occurs will vary with latitude, depending on GW characteristics and mean

winds O-hO km. This effect could explain some of the differences seen in Figs. 7-13, e.g.

the large winter geostrophic winds at 80 km. Possible errors II the calculated geostrophic
ind are evident from a perusal of in analysis by Groves /31/. Using alternate tropospheric

dita and mtthods based on rocket calibrations, Groves produced values which differed from
Barnett and Corney /2/ by 5-60% from ?6-80 km.

finally we show meridional height-latitude cross-sections (Figures 15,16) as for the zonal

wind, but compare here with Groves' data /13/. For July, the general agreement is quite
good, apart for the fact already noted, i.e. the N.tH. summer equatorward flow is weaker and

6: ' '-% % -- . °" "% g % 5# ~ TW, " -u# '''"''.. -, " , -# .
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a..ar. restricted in height than Groves. December's patterns illustrate some hewiipheric
-n vyretry, although the S.H. summer flow is again more restricted thin Groves. The contours

of te N.H. winlter flow are quite difterent from Groves, although overall there X4 consider-
.ble poleward flow within the mesosphere.

CONCLUS ION

W inds from the Global Radar Network for recent years have confirmed the basic climatological

patterns shown in earlier radar studies. In addition the winds reveal sowe secular trends
over the last decade, as well as small longitudinal variations and hemispheric asywetries.
Ciparisons between radar winds and satellite-derived geostruphic winds reveal substantial
.izmil~rities. however significant differences do exist near 6O kin, especially during the NH

1wintcr, and in the Nit summer equatorvard of 50
0
N. In the Sit differences exist near 200, and

aL hiih latitudes (dO° ) especially in winter. Possible causes include errors or uncertain-

Lien in the analysis of radiance data, winter planetary wave activity and ageostruphy due to

.lallueary and gravity waves. This latter was demonstrated by a particular study at
' S, kA oon.
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% n LONG PERIOD WIND OSCILLATIONS IN THE
80-110 km ALTITUDES OBSERVED BY THE
KYOTO METEOR RADAR IN 1983-1985

T. Tsuda,* S. Kato* and R. A. Vincent"
,.. 'Radio Atmospheric Science Center, Kyoto University. Kyoio, Uji 611, Japan

"Physics Department, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001

ABSTRACr

During the KAP period, the Kyoto meteor radar has almost continuously monitored the wind
fields in the 80-110 km altitudes. Wind oscillations with various periods ranging from 2 to
20 days are detected. The period of the quasi 2-day wave in 1983 was 2.2 days in summermonths but became as short as about 2.0 days in autumn. Antisymmetry in phase profiles is
detected by comparing the behavior of the quasi 2-day wave simultaneously observed at

O- Adelaide and Kyoto.

RESULTS

Using 60 days of data, we have determined an autocorrelation function with a maximum time lag
of 30 days. By shifting periods of the analyses, a moving spectrum of eastward wind
oscillations with periods longer than I day is calculated as shown in Fig. 1. An oscillation
with a period of 1.4 days is regularky recognized in summer months such as in July-September
1983, June-July 1984, and June-August 1985. The quasi 2-day wave is dominant in summer in
1983 and 1984. Its amplitude in 1985 is smaller than in the preceding two years. In 1983
and 1984, the periods of the quasi 2-day oscillation are longer than 2 days in summer and
tend to become shorter than 2 days in September. Oscillations with periods of about 3 days
are enhanced in August-September, 1983 and April-August, 1984, and their periods tend to
increase in autumn. In 1985, an oscillation with a period of 4 days is recognized, and it
seems to split into two oscillations with different periods. Longer period oscillations with
periods ranging from 6 to 8 days do not seem to have regular seasonal variations.

KYOTO METEOR RADAR DSTARO COMPOENT

2

M J J A S 0 N 0 J F M A M J J A 5 0 N 0 J F M A M J J A S 0

1983 1984 1985
MONTH

0Fig. 1. A moving power spectrum of the eastward wind component observed in
1983-1985 by the Kyoto meteor radar. Each spectrum is determined by

'Vr: calculating an autocorrelation function with a maximum time lag of 30
days.

"The quasi 2-day oscillation has been extensively studied both experimentally /1.2/, and
theoretically /3,4/. The wave becomes dominant in summer months /5/, and has various periods

(10)155
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such as 51 hrs /3/ or 48hr. /6/. Fig. 1 suggests that the period of the quasi 2-day wave
ranges 2.1-2.5 days in summer, and becomes as small as 2 days in other seasons, although
there is relatively large year-by-year variation.

Fig. 2 shows the frequency spectra determined every 15 days usipg 60 days of data observed in
1983. The frequency resolution of this analysis is 0.017 day- , corresponding to 1.6 hra at

around 2-day period. The wave period was 52 hra in June-August, then rapidly changed to 47.5

hra in September. This change in the period of the quasi 2-day oscillation might be

attributed to variation of the background condition.

SEP-0Ci

o AUG-SEP

LO 200 
X

E 0
160 JUL-AUG M
120 /

U
c 80 JUN-JUL

a
0
S 0 UAY-JUN

U- 0.400 0.450 0.500 0.550
a Frequency (day-t

V)

Fig. 2. Power spectra of the eastward component of the quasi 2-day wave.
Each spectrum is calculated every 15 days by using 60 days of data.

The quasi 2-day oscillation has been theoretically explained by assuming a fundamental Rosaby

mode with a zonal wavenumber of three, and determined its period as 53 hrs (2.25 days) /3/.

Another theoretical study has shown that a jeL stream in the lower atmosphere can excite the
quasi 2-day wave /4/. By assuming either mechanism, the wave period is affected by variation

of the background atmosphere. Therefore, the observed evidence of the change of the periods
in sumer and autumn is not inconsistent with the models, but is interesting in clarifying
the behavior of free oscillations.

Because the quasi 2-day oscillation becomes dominant in summer in each hemisphere,
simultaneous observations of the wave in both hemispheres are rare. Simultaneous
observations of the quasi 2-day wave at Scheffield (53N) and Townsville (19"S) in August,

1980 have been reported /7/, although the enhancement of the wave was not detected at
Adeaide (35"S). This phenomenon has been explained as leakage of the intense quasi 2-day

wave excited in the northern hemisphere into the southern hemisphere /7/.

Fig. 3 shows height profiles of Amplitudes and phases observed in the period of January 18-
31, 1984, when large amplitudes of the quasi 2-day wave were observed at Adelaide /8/. The
amplitude and phase are determined at each altitude by using a least squares fitting of
sinusoidal curves with a period of 48 hr.. The amplitudes observed at Kyoto are roughly 1/4
of those at Adelaide. Although the amplitude of the zonal component detected at Adelaide is
larger than the meridional one by a factor of two, there is not a large difference in
amplitudes at Kyoto. Phase profiles agree well between the Adelaide and Kyoto results,
although the zonal sad meridion4 ones are out of phase and In phase, respectively,
suggesting dominance of an sntisyinetric mode.
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2-DAY OSCILLATION
* KYOTO
N ADEAIDE

EASTWARD COMPONENT
110

80 4 -
0 10 20 30 40 0 90 180 270

AMPLITUDE (/s) PHASE (deg)
NORTHWARD COMPONENT

110 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

100

I- *

80, 1803e

0 10 20 30 40 0 90 180 270 360
AMPLITUDE (a/3) PHASE (deg)

Fig. 3. Amplitude and phase profiles of an ocillation wth a period of 48
hra observed by the Kyoto meteor radar on January 18-31, 1984.
Simultaneous observations at Adelaide are also ahown (from /8/).
Phase values of 0' and 180 correspond to 0 LT on even and odd days
in January, respectively.

14-AUG-1984 07:58:13- 14:04:40 LT 15-AUG-1984 08:02:11- 14:08:52 LT

60 It 60 .

-50 0 50 -50 0 50 -50 0 50 -50 0 50

WIND VELOCITY (m/sI

Fig. 4. Wind profiles in daytime observed on (a) August 14, 1984, and (b)
August 15, 1984, respectively. Thin and thick curves correspond to
the KU radar measurements using turbulent scattering and meteor
echoes. Square symbols correspond to the Kyoto meteor radar
observations.
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Fig. 4 show daygim mean wind proie observed on two successive days in August, 1984 /9/.
The meridonal wnd have opposite directions. and the zonal ones show large difference
betweente tha the d Fid i th ue mevarheren ow the zorul wend component after
filtering shorter variations than 32 hra at several altitudes observed by the Kyoto meteor
radar. The quasi 2-day ouci11atioa was dominant in the middle of August. Comparison of wind
profiles in Fig. 4 in accidentally done on two periods corresponding to the minimum and
maximum of the oscillation, which gives a large difference in mean wind profiles. It it.
suggested that the wind fields in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere are affected by

the long period oscillations which have neither definite oscillation periods like tides nor a
regular seasonal variation. Therefore, it seems inappropriate to determine the mean wind
profiles using less frequent sounding of the wind fields.

106 .

102

98 -

VELOCITY - -- -"'-90

40 86
20

8 0 12 14 16 18 20 22

AUG 1984

Fig. 5. Eastward wind velocities observed In August 1984 by the Kyoto meteor
radar after filtering out short period components less than 32 hrs.
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A GLOBAL MODEL OF CIRCULATION AND
TEMPERATURE FOR THE UPPER
MESOSPHERE - LOWER THERMOSPHERE
REGION

Yu. I. Portnyagin and T. V. Solovjeva

The US. S. R State Committee for Hydrometeorology and Control of tie Natural
Ent,ironnent, U.S.S. R.

ABSTRACT

The zonal mean model of zonal and meridional wind for the Northern and Sou-
thern Hemisphere based the analysis of meteor radar wind and partial reflec-
tion drift data for the 70-110-km height interval is constructed.
The height-latitudinal cross-sections of vertical wind are calculated from
data on the latitudinal structure of a meridional wind field using the con-
tinuity equation. The temperature field cross-sections from the zonal wind
model using the thermal wind equation are derived.

For some three decades ground-based techniques: meteor-, partial reflection..
and, more recently MST-radars have produced a considerable body of experi-
mental data on the atmospheric parameters (wind data especially) at 70-
110-km. These data ultimately provide the basis for the development of more
detailed global wind and temperature model than previous models like CIRA-
72 and others.

We have tried to construct a revised version of a zonal circulation model
at upper mesosphere-lower thermosphere heights using data measured at twen-
ty seven meteor radar stations and at six station which carry out measure-
mentu by the partial reflection method. General list of references can be
found in /1,2/.

The two-dimensional zonally averaged wind model includes height-latitude
cross-sections of the wind field for all seasons of the year and covers
practically all latitudes of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The
method of constructing these models is described in /1/. The cross-sections
are shovm in Fig.1. When analysing these we can deduce that for different
seasons there are characteristic global circulation structures. The des-
cription of their main features are available from /l/.

The height-latitude cross-sections of the zonal wind field permit the con-
struction of the detailed height-latitude cross-section of temperature
fields using thermal.wind equation. Fig.2 present the temprerature cross-
sections calculated for some months of the year.

Assuming that the meridional wind field is formed due to processes provi-
ding vertical momentum transfer, the eddy meridional wind field is proposed
to be parametrized in the following way

t(-0 dz~b d)(20r..ose)" +kt (1

where u, is the coefficient of the vertical macroturbulent momentum exchan-
ge; k. is depend on height, latitude and time (i.e. the month of the year)and k, is a parameter depending on height and time.
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When choosing the form of kZ and k+ we used the meridional wind obtained
for many years by the meteor radar and partial reflection methods at the
following sites of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres: Heiss Island
(B0.50 N), Obninsk (550N), Saskatoon (520N) Poker Flat (65ON), Durham
(430N), Christchurch (440S), Atlanta (34°N),- Kyoto (350N), Adelaide (350s),
Townsville (200S), Mogadishu (20N) and Molodezhnaya station (670S). kz and
kt have maximum values at 95-100-kn. kz maximises in middle latitudee and
decreases toward the poles and the equator with the kz values twice as
large in summer as winter. As far as the seasonal variations of kz are con-
cerned in the periods of stable circulation (winter, summer) kz is approxi-
mately twice as large as it is in the reconstruction periods. With allo-
wance for there estimates kz and kt proposed to be parametrized in the
following way

k (tZ.0) km(e.tlexp[-a,(z - Zz,)'] at Z - z,.x (M S-1)
I km (et)ep [-a(z- ZmaofJ at Z 4 Zmax

km(e,t) 21/2 kmi,(t)( - C040) at 00 < 8< 900,
1/2 kM2 (t)(1 - cos40) at 900< 6 < 1800, (2)

km,(t) - b,(C, (t-7) + + COS(-r(t- 1)) "103

km(t) - b2 (C2 (t-7) + d + COS(5(t-l)) "0

k(z,t) . fcos(- !(t-5)) exp(-f, (z-zmaxz) 2 ) (m")

106~ K 0
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Fig. 3. The heiht-latitude structure of the meridional wind field
I (Cm s - ' ). a) December, b) February, c) March, d) April, e) June,

f) August, g) September, h) October (positive values are southerly
wind)
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Where t is the month order number (January - tal, February - t=2 etc.);
z,,a, is the height of the maximum values of kz and k • -
Our model usea the following coefficient values: a -0.2 10", as .0.01 10",

b, a1.1, bx -1.0, c, u-0.02, cz .0.03, di -2.5, di -2.4, fa -8 at
00 < 8 < 900, fo n15 at 900 c 8 4 1800, f1 .0.04 at z > Zm=r, f, =0.003 at

. 2 z Zmam zrnax'98 krm.
In equation (1) the first term on the righthandside seems to describe the

contribution of large-scale inhomogeneties connected with baroclinic insta-
bility in the ageostrophic meridional wind. The second term parametrizes
the contribution of smale-scale turbulence caused by destruction of internal
gravity waves in the region where their saturation is observed.

Using the above parametrizations we calculated ageostrophic meridional wind
fields. For the equatorial (150N-150S) latitude region the equation (1) is
not true, therefore to estimate the meridional wind velocities in this re-
gion we used polynomial interpolation. Fig. 3 shows the height-latitude
cross-section of the ageostrophic meridional wind field for some months of
the year obtained by the above method.

The values of the vertical wind velocity component wo were estimated from
the calculated results of a meridional wind using the standart numerical
integration of the continuity equation. Calculated results for the vertical
wind field w. are given in Fig. 4. As seen from the figure, in the meteor
zone there are large-scale structures of ascending and descending flows
which can significantly influence the temperature structure of the mesopause-

* lower thermosphere. The zones of ascending and descending wind, alternating
in latitude, are indicative of global circulation cells in the considered
height region.
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F~ig. 4. The height-latitude structure of the vertical wrind field
(cm s-I ). a) January, b) March, c) July, d) October.
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PLANETARY AND GRAVITY WAVES IN THE
MESOSPHERE AND LOWER
THERMOSPHERE

R. A. Vincent

Department of Physics, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5001

ABSTRACT

Planetary and gravity waves contribute significantly to the variability of atmospheric
parameters in the middle atmosphere. In the mesosphere and lower thermosphere the wave

fluctuations are sufficiently large to often mask the prevailing or mean state of the
atmosphere. This review summarizes current knowledge about the motion, temperature and
density fields associated with both large and small scale waves and stresses improved
understanding that has come from recent ground based, rocket and satellite investigations.

INTRODUCTION

Rocket, ground based and theoretical studies of the mesoaphere and lower thermosphere show
that waves play an important role in the dynamics of the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere. It is now believed that the level of gravity wave activity in particular
determines the mean state of the mesosphere. The waves manifest themselves in wind,
temperature, density, pressure, ionization and airglow fluctuations in the 80 - 120 km
height range and the amplitudes are so large that they can dominate at these altitudes so
that the basic state can be extracted only after considerable averaging. Rockets have
enabled the density and temperature structure to be measured with excellent height
resolution, while long term studies of wind motions using MST, partial reflection and meteor
radars and, more recently, lidar investigations of temperature and density, have enabled the
temporal behaviour of the waves to be better understood.

To illustrate the spectral range of motions evident near the mesopause Fig. I shows a
composite of power spectra of wind motions measured at widely separated locations and
illustrates how wave energy is distributed as a function of frequency. The spectra show
three distinct parts, viz. (i) a long period section corresponding to periods longer than 24
hr, and associated with planetary scale waves, (ii) a section between peaks associated with
the semidiurnal and diurnal tides and (iii) a section at periods less than 12 hr where the
spectral density decreases monotonically (except for the 8 hr tidal peak).

The purpose of this paper is to summarise the salient features of wave activity in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, with particular emphasis on wave amplitudes and spatial
scales and where possible to provide information on the seasonal and latitudinal variations
in these quantities.

PLANETARY WAVES

Tropospherically forced planetary waves are confined primarily to the winter hemisphere.
Satellite observations show that the waves reach their maximum amplitudes at or just above
the stratopause, with maximum temperature fluctuations of the order of 6 K reached at
latitudes near 60* /47/. R~adar observations at Adelaide give maximum wind variations of

about 25-30 ms
"
1 in mid to late winter at heights near 65-70 km. The amplitudes decay to 15

as
- I 

above 80 km. Amplitudes may be larger in the northern hemisphere. Under favourable
conditions in the northern hemisphere, planetary waves with periods between 5 and 30 days
have been observed to penetrate up to heights near 110 km, producing oscillations with
vertical amplitudes of between 2 and 10 km /42,43,44/. In summer, forced planetary waves are
excluded from the upper atmosphere by the stratospheric easterlies but it is possible for
planetary scale transient motions associated with normal modes or with baroclinic

instabilities of the stratospheric jets, to be observed in the mesosphere. The narrow
spectral peak located near 48 hr in the Adelaide data in Fiq. I is a manifestation of the
quasi 2-day wave, which is one of a series of travelling global scale waves which have been
discovered by long-term wind measurements made by ground based radars. Spectral analyses of
long data sets suggest that the transient wave energy tends to maximize in local summer
/3,5/. A range of wave periods has been identified, but the most commonly reported periods

(10)163
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Fig. 1. Power spectra of the maridional and zonal wind components observed at
- ''".Poker Flat (65- N) ,Adelaide (35'S. 1180E) " Townsville (00aS, 147*E). The

"*k"Poker Flat data are is after Carter and Balsley /1/.

fall into three well defined intervals which are, 10 - 20 days, 4 to 7 days and 1 .9 to% r 2.2 days. hese are often referred to as the 16-day, "5-day" and 2-day" oscillations
. respectively, although precise determination of the periods involved is often not

possible. Comparative studies made at different longitudes indicate the waves are
westward travelling, with the best determinations of waven-mber being made for the 2-

,and 5- day waves. The inadequate length of many data sets have necessarily restricted
p studies of the -16-day" wave although, an continuous radar observations become

, %available, this situation will improve. Table I summarizes some of the features of
% those waves which have been extensively reported but it should be noted that waves of

other priods (e.g. 1.6 to 1.7 days) have been reported /15,16/.

~TABLE I Characteristics of Transient Planetary Waves

Period (days) Amplitude (ms- ' Vertical zonal
wavelength (k) Wavenumbe r

10-20 5-10 100 1 (7)
4- 7 5-30 25 to > IGO0.9-2.2 10-50 50 to > 100 3

It is usually assumed that these transient oscillations are caused by Roseby-gravity
normal modes generated in the lower atmosphere. These modes are evanescent in the
vertical except in height regions with westward winds (easterlies) and equatorward
temperature gradients when the waves can be locally propogating. S41by /19/ has
recently reviewed the characteristics of normal modes.

Each mode hda a well defined structure with repc o latitude and longtitude but, in

practice, it has not always been possible to make a positive identification from
observations in the 80 - 120 km region because of Inadequate geographic coverage.

SHowever, association has been reported between a 5 wind oscillation in

i. mesosphere and a westward travelling wavenuaber-one wave in the stratosphere /8/.

Satellite radiance studies show evidence for both 5-ay wves with temperature

amplitudes tending to maximize in the lower mesosphere /17,18/ with values of about 0.5-

0.8 K.

The dost extensively studied oscillation is the '2 day' wave and the seasonal nd

spatial behaviour is nop wel eetblished. The wave io usually observed in fte ummer

hemisphere reaching maximum amplitudes ¢ tabout 90 dfe in July/ ust in the northern

hemisphere /11,12/ and in Janay in the outhern hemisphere /9/. oth radar wind

avaiabl, tis stuaionwillimpove Tabe 1sumarizs sme f th feturs0o

tho% w"ve which haebe&Zenieyrprtdbti hol ntdZhtwvso
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Fig. 2. Amplitudes of 2 day-wave as a function latitude, (after /5/).

measurements and satellite observations show that the wave amplitudes are maximum in the
southern hemisphere /5,12/. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the mean
meridional and zonal wind amplitudes plotted as a funcion of latitude; it is evident
that the maximum response is in the meridional component at southern low-to-mid-
latitudes. The wave amplitudes can be so large (50 ms-1 ) that the wave appears to be
non-linear /48/. A hemispheric difference in wave period has also been noted, /5/ with
northern hemisphere observations giving periods near 51 hr /11,13/ while periods nearer
48 hr are reported for the southern hemisphere /9,10/.

GRAVITY WAVES

Wave Amplitudes Figure 1 shows that at a given location, the gravity wave amplitudes
have about the same magnitude in both the zonal (u') and meridional (v') wind components
although some anistotropy has been observed at Adelaide /49/ with v' greater than u' by
aboyt 29%. 2 The spectra show that the energy density (proportional to
V
' 

- u + V
' 

I follows a power relationship f-k as a function of frequency, f. The
exponent k, lies in the range 1.5 to 2.0 /1,2/ but may change with latitude and season
/20/. Averaged over the period range between 1i hr and the Vaisala-Brunt period (about
5 min) the rs amplitudes are about 15-20 ms- in each component /2/ although if the
spectrum is assumed to extend out to the inertial frequency (the theoretical lowest
frequency for gravity waves) then the rms amplitudes are about 25 ms- .

Vertical velocity motions are not as easy to measure as the horizontal components but
measurements made over a range of latitudes with vertically pointing narrow beam radars
give rms amplitudes of the order 1-2 ms /5,20,22/. Vertical oscillations near the
buoyancy frequency are particularly evident (periods - 5 - 15 min).

Temperature and density fluctuations induced by gravity waves have been extensively
studied by rockets /23,26,27/ and recently by lidars /28/. Figure 3 shows vertical
profiles of temperature and density. Amplitudes are of the order of 0.05 to 0.1 in
fractional density, values which are consistent with those inferred from the gravity
wave motions /2/. The figure indicates the very wide range of temperature variations
which can be observed at high latitudes with the greatest wave activity occurring in
winter /45/ with amplitudes as large as 30 K; at mid-latitudes the temperature
fluctuations are about 10 K.

Seasonal and geographical variations in wave activity are not well known in the 80-120
km height region buc what observations are available indicate an annual variation in
temperature fluctuations at high latitudes (Fig. 3), with maximum amplitudes occurring
in winter, and a smaller variation at mid-to-low 1atitudes with a semi-annual variation
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occuring in the tropics /5,6,20,23,24/. These observations are in general accord with
studies of wave activity in the stratosphere /25/.
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Fig. 3. Rocket measurements of temperature in Summer (a) at Barrow, Alaska (71*N)
after /45/, and (b) Winter at Kiruna (68ON) after /26/. (c) Vertical profile of
neutral density fluctuations /26/.

Recent radar wind measurements at a few sites are producing a better understanding of
the variability of mesospheric wave activity. At Saskatoon and Adelaide, clear minima
in wave intensities are found at times around the Spring and Fall reversals in zonal
wind direction, as shown in Fig. 4.

Mas 3" " W 16 In '6 ' " bow U , ' ' ' ! I [  "/; / / / / d / //
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Fig. 4. Mean square zonal amplitudes of gravity waves with jperiods, less than I
hr observed at Saskatoon /51/ and (b) tot al mean square aplitudes of gravity
waves in the 1-8 hr period range measured at Adelaide /49/. The shading
indica tea regions of westward (easterly) winds.

It is emphaaised that the amplitudes quoted above are long term averages. on a time
scale of a .few hours or so there can be quite sign icant changes in wave amplitude in

t~he mesosphere /26,29/.

Wavelengths and Phase Velocities. The profiles shown in Fig. 3 indicate hat the

vertical wavelengths (A.) of gravity waves in the mesoophere are greater than a few
kat. Philbrick /27/ using rocket techniques found that the inimum vertical scale
increases from about 1 .5 kat near 60 ks to about 3 ka near 100 km despite th~e fact that
scales smaller than 0.5 km could be resolved. TAie increase in the minimu m vertical
wavelength is also ilustrated in Fig. 5&, where values scaled from rocket vapour trails
and te=mperature probes are plotted as 4 function of heightl the chainge in Az with height
is ascribed to eddy and molecular damping effectsi /30/. Typical values tor 1 z range
from about 3 km to about 40 km in the So - 120 ka region; mean values are about 10 to 12
kJm /2,4,26/.

Tbere are relatively few direct measurements of the horizontal wavelength* (kh } and
phase velocity (c). What inforlmton is available comes from photograph* of noctilucent

clouds and air-glow emissions /31-34/. indirect estimates have also been made with

radars /2,21,29,35,3.6/. Figure 5b is omposite of wavelengrth observations measured by

N/
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Hou'sitlol Wvtlenth vs Observed Period
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Fig. 5.(a) Vertical half wavelengths observed in small scale wind fluctuations
/30/. (b) A plot of horizontal wavelength versus period 50/.

a number of techniques, summarized by Reid /5/. The diagram shows a systematic increase
in the mean Xh with increasing period. The inferred phase velocities do not q how any
significant change with period but typically lie within the range 10-100 ms- These
results should be treated with some caution for at least two reasons : (i) for the
longer periods only indirect estimates are so far possible and, (ii) most values of
Xh and c are derived from observations of quasi-moochromatic wave motions which may

not be representative of the mesospheric wave-field as a whole, which often appears to
consist of a random superposition of waves.

Finally, it is important to note that it is the phase speed of the waves relative to the
mean flow (Ic - 5 1), that is the important quantity rather than he velocity relative to
the ground, c. Estimates of this instrinsic phase speed can be made by using the

- . gravity wave dispersion relation, which for this purpose, can be approximated
as: Az - 2n I c - 5 IN where N is the Vasiala-Brunt frequency. Since A typically
lies in the ranqe 5-20 km in the mesosphere, this means that Ic I is probably in
the range 15 to 60 ms

-

Energy and Momentum Fluxes. It is frequently found that the gravity wave amplitudes do
not grow sig.Ljicantly with height, which means that the wave kinetic energy density,
given by po V decrease§.,Ldth increasing height /2,6,21,24,40,41/. Here po is the
atmospheric density and V the mean-square perturbation velocity. The energy decay
is of the form exp(-z/ho ) where the height scale hO, is typically 5 to 12 km although
there may be some seasonal variation /6/.

The energy-density decay with height is usually taken to indicate either that the waves
are saturating (breaking) and/or that they are being externally damped by eddy and
molecular processes. Evidence for wave breaking may be seen in Fig. 3b which shows
temperature gradients approaching the adiabatic lapse rate. Whatever the situation, the
dissipating waves contribute to the energy and momentum budgets of the upper
atmospheref Estimates of the energy dissipation rates of the order of 0.01

O to 0.2Wkg- have been given /2,6,40,41/ but more knowledge is required of the energy
fluxes into the mesosphere and lower thermosphere before the full contribution to the
enerqy budget can be established. An analys4s o 50-60 min period waves observed in
noct~lucCnt clouds gave fluxes - 7.10 - W-- /37/ and an estimate of about

10l'Wm- was derived from radar measurements averaged over all seasons and wave periods

/5/.

Dissipating and saturating gravity wves also contribute to the momentum budget of the
S mesosphere. Recent theory has stressed the role that gravity waves play in balancing

the Coriolis torques induced by the mean meridional circulation) gravity waves are now
believed to drive the mesospheric circulation. The theory and observational
requirements are summarized in /38,39/. Radar techniques have been developed to measure
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the upward flux of zonal momentum (Uw*) and the few results 2 to date show that fluxes
are in the correct sense and of the right magnitude (- 1-5 m s -2 ) for the wave 'drag'
to act in the manner suggested by theory /29,35,39,51,52/. Observations suggest that
quite short period waves (less than I hr) carry a significant fraction of the energy and
the momentum fluxes despite the fact that, as rig. 1. shows, it Is long period waves
which have the largest energy densities /2,39/. To date, there have been few reported
measurements and other potentially imporjant fluxes such as u'vl but observations at
Adelaide give magnitudes of up to 50 m

2 
s /49/.4..

DISCUSSION

Considerably more observations are required before the structure and the roles played by
atmospheric waves in the 80-100 km region can be fully elucidated. Further information
is needed before the modal structure of transient planetary waves can be determined and
compared with theory. Similarly, more information is required about internal gravity
waves and especially about the zonal components of wavelength and phase velocity and
momentum fluxes /38/. At present there is an inadequate geographical coverage with most
observations coming from the aid-to-high latitudes in the northern hemisphere. There is

%l a need for a wider coverage in the southern hemisphere and especially in equatorial
regions where waves may play a very important role in determining the mean state of the
atmosphere.
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kBSTRACT

easurements of turbulent energy dissipation rates and eddy diffusion coefficients have been
collated, and mean height profiles of fundamental turbulence parameters in the region 80-120
km are presented.

INTRODUCTION

it in generally agreed that there is significant turbulence in the region 80-120 km,
although there is still some debate as to its temporal and spatial morphology. The main
sources of turbulence are probably gravity waves and tides, and these generate turbulence by
processes such as non-linear breaking, shear instabilities, convective overturning and

*.. critical-level interactions /1,2.3,4.S/. Measurementa of turbulence have often shown
d turbulence to appear in horizontal laminae of thicknesses of a few kilomtre., interspersed

with non-turbulent regions /6/, and it appears that turbulence is both spatially and
temporally intermittent. Turbulence appears to occur in patches /7,88/, and /8/ have
presented data to suggest that turbulence occurs between 30% and 80% of the time, with the
lower percentage occurring at lower heights. Generally though, turbulence ti important to

% an upper altitude of somewhere between 95 and 110 km (the exact limit varies with time
within this range), whereupon the atmospheric viscosity becomes so large that it quickly
dasps any tendency for turbulence to form. This transition region in called the

% "turbopause".

Turbulence Parameters

Turbulence affects its environment in two main ways, it may heat the fluid in which it
exists, and it causes diffusion of momentum, heat, and matter. Turbulence occurs on a wide
range of scales, but in this work most discussion will be concentrated on small scale
turbulencet that is, scales less than about 5 km in size, where turbulence is at least
quasi-isotropic, and can truly be called three-dimensional turbulence.

Energy dissipation A general feature of three-dimensional turbulence is the energy transfer
direction. Some large-scale feature such as a wind shear or a temperature gradient becomes
unstable, and generates smaller scale cyclic motions. These new motions generate smaller
rotational random motions, and these in turn cause others. Eventually extremely small
scales are reached, at which the small scale shears are so large that molecular viscous
forces become important and energy is deposited as beat into the atmosphere. The rate at
which heat is deposited per unit mass will be donated by "€" here. In fact energy is lost
at all scales, although the majority of the heat loss does occur at the smallest scales.
Some energy can also be lost at larger scales by the weak radiation of buoyancy waves. This
process will not be parametarlsed here, but it is important to note that it does occur
/9,10,11/.

Turbulent diffusion Diffusion occurs in both laminar and turbulent flows, but is much more
rapid in the latter. In laminar flow, the rate of diffusion of momentum is represented by
the viscosity v, and the rate of transfer of heat by the thermal diffusivity Kt* In that
case, diffusion occurs due to random molecular motions. in the case of flow involving
fluctuating fluid motions, the momentum and continuity equations can be written in terms of
manadfutaig.,mpnns After suitable rearrangement, a set of equations which
involye term like U w occur, where u represents the fluctuating component of the zonal
wind., w represents the fluctuat4, verticel component, and the overbar represents a
suitable average /12/. The term u w represents vertical flux of horizontal momentum, ad
this term multiplied by the density p represents a so called *Reynolds's stress*. In
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molecular flow, the kinematic viscosity is defined by the relation 9 - -p v.Cdi/dz) where f
is a drag force per unit area. in the case of flow with fluctuating motions, the Roynold,
stress acts like the viscous drag, and a 'turbulent coefficient of eddy viscosity" is

defined through the relation
d-Z

by analogy with the definition of molecular viscosity. Ke is also called the "turbulent
momentum diffusion coefficient'. Likewise the analog of the thermal diffusivity, Kt , is the
turbulent heat diffusion coefficient, K The rate of diffusion of minor (inert)
constituents is also controlled by Kto

One must be careful, however, not to carry the analogy with molecular processes too far. As
an example, if a cloud of gas is released in air, and expands by molecular diffusion, then

%" the mean square radius of this cloud expands according to a law of the type r
2 - 2vt, where

% t represents time. However, this is not true for turiulent diffusion, for in that case the
cloud expands according to a law of the type r 2 at . This occurs because as the cloud
expands, large scale eddies become important in the diffusion process /13/.

The ratio of the molecular viscosity to the thermal diffusivity, v/xt, is called the Prandtl
number, and for air is about 0.7. Similarly, a *turbulent Prandtl number', P r - K/Kt is
defined for turbulent processes, and often it is assused that the value of this turbulent

Prandtl number in also 0.7, although this is not always justified. For example, /9/ has
V.. made rocket masurements which suggest that Pr may have a numerical value of 2 or 3.

.Recently, physical reasons have been advanced to explain why Pr might be quite large when
considered over long time scales /94/. Often, Kt and Y, are treated as a similar
parameter, usually denoted by K, despite the fact that Pr * 1, and given the accuracy with
which these parameters have been measured in the mesosphere, this has not been entirely
unreasonable. Recently demands for greater accuracy in the measurements of Kt and K-, have
arisen, and the need to consider these parameters as distinct parameters may be more

"- important in the future.

There is an assymmetry in the rate of diffusion as a function of the direction being,e.. considered. The vertical diffusion coefficient, which parameterizes the vertical diffusion
rate, is often denoted by Kz2 to 'distinguish it from the horizontal ' diffusion
coefficients, 1,. and X In most of this paper, the effects of turbulence at scales less
than about 5 km (small scale) will be examined. At such scales, the rate of diffusion is
approximately independent of directionj the rates of diffusion in the vertical and
horizontal are at least similar to within a factor of 2 or 3. The eddy diffusion
coefficients obtained at these scales are also appropriate for calculation of vertical
diffusion rates at larger scales, since buoyancy effects limit the vertical extent of

ieddies, and mot of the energy of turbulence occurs in eddies with vertical scales less than
about 5 km. Horizontal diffusion rates, however, can become quite large at larger scales.
Some very preliminary estimates of horizontal diffusion coefficients have been made by
/14/. As mentioned earlier, in this work it is primarily the vertical and small scale

Adiffusion coefficients which are of interest.

Th ere is one more analogy with molecular processes of note. For the molecular case, the
viscosity and thermal diffusivity are proportional to the product of the molecular mean free
path and the mean molecular speed. It is usual to also regard 15 and Kt as a product of a
typical scale and typical velocity, and for approximate calculations it is common to write

a K,t - La- vL (2)

where L is a *typical' scale, and vL is the eddy velocity associated with this scale. Nore
will be said of these "typical' scales later.

Finally, although equation (1) represents perhaps the best formal definition of K, other
I les formal formulae are often used in practice. For example, equations like (2) are often

applied in experimental situations, whilst in numerical modelling 'K" is often a term
introduced to simply close the equations (e.g. /95/). Some of the various estimates of K

'. have been compared by /46/.

Kolsoqoroff Theory

No. Many of the measurements of K and c presented in this paper ware deduced under the
or assumption that the turbulence being observed obeyed the classical Kolmogoroff theory of

* inertial-range turbulence /15,16/. Many authors who used this theory commented on the
possible inappropriateness of it to the lower thermosphere, but due to lack of alternative
theories ware forced to use it.

Indeed, it would be surprising if the Kolmogoroff theory did rigorously apply in the lower
thermosphere. For example, the upper part of the region generally has a very stable
temperature profile, something like that of the stratosphere, so buoyancy forces could well

%
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I. important in producinq anisotropic turbulence. However, high resolution measurements in

the stratosphere /17/ have shown that in any turbulent layer, there is some part of the
spatial spectum which obeys the k-5/

3 
spectrum predicted by Kolmogoroff, and the smallest

and largest scales which obey this relation also agree nicely with theory.

A more serious difficulty for the thermospheric case in the separation of the smallest and

largest scales, or, equivalently, the value of the Reynold's number. For Kolmogoroff's

theory to apply, it is necessary that the Reynold's number be very large /18/. Tihe
Ikeynold's number for the atmosphere is defined as

Re - !:LL (3)

in analogy with flow in pipes, where LB is a typical *outer scale", and vL is the velocity

associated with scale LB. In the troposphere, V - 10
- 6 

W
2 

s
-

, LB - loo - 1 km

and vL- 1-10ms
- 1

. Hence Re - 10- 109, which is satisfactorily large. However, in the

lower thermosphere v - 1 m2 *
-

I, (e.g. Fig 3a) whilst L B and vL are similar to the
tropospheric values. Hence Re can be less than 100, and this may not be large enough to

maintain an inertial subrange.

Nevertheless, the little experimental data available suggests that the turbulence at least

tries to td to an k-5/3 structure /19,20/, at least in conditions of weak to moderate wind

shear. For stronger wind shears, other theories (e.g. /21/) have occasionally been invoked.

The region 80-120 km is a difficult region to study. It is too low for insitu satellite

measurements and too high for balloons. Measurements of c and K must be made by somewhat

indirect means, and are therefore difficult. Given the apparent tendency for the atmosphere
to at least try and approach an 'inertial' spectrum, it will be assumed in this article that

the Kolmoqoroff theory may be approximately applied. This may mean some systematic errors
in some of the profiles presented, but certainly the profiles should be accurate to at worst
a factor of 3. It is freely admitted that the Kolmogoroff theory may not be an exact

% description of thermospheric turbulence.

RELATIONS BETWEI K, t AN THE SCALES OF TURBULENCE

?he inertial range theory of Kolmogoroff applies between two scales, L. and to. The first

(larger) is called the outer scale of turbulence, the second the inner scale. within this
range, viscosity has negligible effect. However, at scales less than La, energy dissipation

- Sue to viscous forces becomes important. The so-called =Kolmogoroff microscale
=

, n, is a

scale well within this range of viscous dissipation, and is defined by
-- J n {v3/t 1/4 .  

4

it can be shown that to - 7.2n /22/. it can also be shown that the outer scale is a
function of c, and is given by /11/

LB-CI /2w B - 3/2. (5)

Here wB Is the Brunt-Vaisala angular frequency, and /11/ has suggested that

c, - 211/0.62. Plots of LB and to as a function of altitude have been presented by /23/.

Finally within a turbulent region K and E can be shown to be related by the expression

K . c 2 E/WS2 (6)

and various authors have suggested values for c2. While /11/ suggested that c2 - 0.8,

/24/ suggested c 2 - 0.33, and /25/ took c 2 - 0.6. It appears that c2 lies between 0.2 and

1.0. Both equations (5) and (6) only apply in conditions of static stability, where .B >0.

The three equations (4), (5) and (6) together with the expression t o - 7.2 form the main
relation to be used in this article. However, it is also useful to note that

LB/n - (e)3/4, ()

where R is the Reynold's number (see (2)). Thus the separation of the inner and outer

scales ?a a very simple function of Re -

THE TURBOPAUSE

The molecular kinematic viscosity v increases exponentially with the increasing height in
the atmosphere, and at some height it becomes greater than the eddy viscosity K. The height

at which K - v (or equivalently, the Reynold's number Ba - 1) is the turbopause. When this

occurs, it may be seen from equation (7) that LF - T. Hence near the turbopause, there can
be no inertial range of turbulence whatsoever. The scales at which turbulence generation

- SA4k
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could occur axe comparable to those at which viscous forces are important, and any mechanism
which attempts to induce turbulence is very quickly damped. The height of the turbopause
varies because c varies. At the turbopause v - K. so that C - v w 2. Larger values of
Sallow larger v values, pushing the turbopause height up..

The turbopause ws first observed experimentally vith rocket vapour trail measurements. The
trails appeared turbulent up to the turbopause, end then quite suddenly became laminar above
that height. The reason for the rapid change lies largely in the exponential increase in
v with height. Whep a vapour trail forms, it first diffuses by molecular processes, until a
tJime t v - (- 12--) after release. Then the trail begins to appear turbulent. The
kinematic viscosity increases exponentially with height, " near the turbopause, this
transition time say typically increase from less than a ainute to greater than 2 minutes in
less than about 5 km. Thus the trail appears l aminar for considerable time at the higher
heights. This, coupled with higher damping which turbulence experiences due to the larger
viscosity, results in the appearance of a rapid transition to laminar flow in the vapour
trails. Careful observation has shown that there can be evidence of weak turbulence up to
altitudes as high as - 130 ka /26/. Nevertheless, the turbopause does truly represent a
level above which turbulence plays only a minor role.

The turbopause shows a large degree of fluctuation in height, both in day to day variation

and seasonal variation, and /27/ has oollated a large set of measurements of this height,
largely acquired with rocket measurements. There is large scatter, and no clear trend as a
function of season is apparent. However,/27/ did find a negative correlation between the
turbopause height and the temperature at 120 ka sltitude. because of this large scatter,
and the lack of any clear seasonal trend, this parameter will not be discussed any more
extensively in this article.

METHODS Or DETFRNIMATION Or c AND K

Determination of c and K values can be broadly classified into two types:-

i) measurements of mall scale notions (Q 5 km) by direct observation, and

ii) large scale studies of the balance of heat and
inert chemical species in the atmosphere.

DIRECT DETEUINATIOM OF C.

Host direct measurements of c in the height range 00-120 ko have been made either by rocket
measurements or radar, with one or two measurements by airglow techniques.

Rocket Techniques

Host measurements of c via rocket techniques have involved release of chemo-luminescent
compounds from a rocket, and then watching these *valve with time. These have either taken
the form of explosions which produced luminescent clouds, or slav burns' which released the
reactive components slowly as the rocket progressed, resulting in a long trail of
luminescence. High resolution photographs of these clouds or trails were then recorded for
several minutes after the release. The mean drift of the cloud gave the wind velocity, and
the grovth of the cloud gave Information concerning the turbulence. Generally, the trails
grew first In & laminar wy, with the trail *radius" r (see shortly for more concerning the
definition r) increasing approximately in the manner

(r-r0 )
2 
- 2vt, (a)

t-0 being the time st which molecular diffusion begins and r0 the radius at tume "O.
Then, after a characteristic time T _- (--) 112 turbulence sets in, and the trail expands
more rapidly. Theory suggests that &he retation

2 3
r A C t (9)

should be obeyed /13/, at least over distances r which are less that LS. The constant 8 is
known from theory, so one method by which £ can be obtained is by examining the expansion of
the trail according to equation (9) and thus finding t. Notice that it is not possible to
define a "diffusion coefficient" at scales less than LB , because a law of the type (8) does
not apply. At scales beyond Le, (r-re)2 is again proportional to t, and a vertical
diffusion coefficient can indeed be defined,

There are problems with this method. One such problem occurs In defining sero time, the
trails and clouds expand initially by non-diffusive mechanisms, such as heat gradients and
explosive motions /28/. Problems also exist in defining the trail *radius*. The most
rigorous definition of r would be to use the trail eutocorrelotion half width, but this was
often difficult to find and was not always used.
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JRather than use equation (9), /26/ exam'.ned the trail expansion to find th time T when
the trail expansion changed from molecular to turbulent diffus-on, and used equations (8)
and (9) to determine when the cloud was in each state. They then found C via the
relation E - v 1 * Nevertheless there are uncertainties in taking this as an *quality.

Rather than using either of these methods, /19/ used a more precise formulation similar to
equation (1) which required detailed knowledge of all three components of velocity and their
spatial gradients. It is not clear whether adequate accuracy of these velocity components
was actually attained.

By measuring both winds by cloud releases and temperature profiles by grenade experiments,
/8/ were able to calculate the Richardson number as a function of altitude. Tropospheric
observations of relations between Richardson number, wind 1peed, and turbulence intensity
were applied to estimate the mean square eddy velocity, < w >. Then use was made of the

relation

< - w B (10)

to estimate r. Later /29/ suggested that the relation should more appropriately be

2 (1
E 0.4 < w >wB 01)

and all the values of /8/ have been corrected to suit equation (11) in this text. /65/ used
theoretical relations between viscosity and the minimum vertical wavelength of gravity waves
/19/ to help extract turbulence parameters, and another method used involved calculations of
structure functions from high resolution winds /81/. Mtore recently /96/ have made high
resolution measurements of electron density to infer turbulent energy dissipation rates.

It has at times been claimed that rocket measurements of turbulence are unreliable, because
the rocket itself could induce the turbulence /82/. This does not appear to be the case,
since rocket results show good agreement with remote sensing measurements such as radar
observations, which do not suffer from this possibility.

Radar Techniques

The main two radar techniques involve (i) observations of meteor trails and (ii)
observations of radar fading times. The former method was originally implemented by /30/,
and involves firstly measurement of velocities transverse to the meteor trail alignment, and
thence formation of the structure function

D tt2 . < IV tl Wx V t  ( x + r 1 2 > '( 2".2-(I x - v>C, *(12)

v t being the velocity perpendicular to r.

According to theory,

2
. A CV

2  
2/3 

(13)D 3 V3 2

in the inertial range, and recent measurements give Cv - 2.0 /31/. However, /30/ assumed

2 2/3 r
2 / 3

Dit - 4.82 C . (14)

For this paper, values presented by /30/ have been corrected to satisfy the former
formula. /32/ also applied this method and E values obtained from there have been similarly
adjusted. more recently /33/ have also applied a similar meteor method.

When a backscatter radar with a narrow beam is used, it is possible to measure the mean
square fluctuating velocity of the scatterers by utilizing the spectral-width of the
received signal. Both /34,35/ and /36,37/ have applied this technique, and have used a
formula similar to equation (11) to obtain c. It is important to remove other contaminating
effects such as *be&&-broadening" when applying this method, and these authors did this.

However, /36,37/ used a very wide polar diagram, and as pointed out by /34,35/, this can
lead to contamination from larger scale horizontal fluctuating motions (e.g. gravity waves),
particularly in conditions of weak turbulence. Thus the values recorded by /36,37/ are at
best upper limits on c, and must be treated with caution. In this paperthe results of
/34,35.36.37/ have been adlusted so that equation (11) is obeyed.

Another way by which energy dissipation rates can be obtained is to esamine the decay of
gravity wave energy with height and this has been done by /36,37,38,39/.

.Yr
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for profIles involving ans fo 36,37/, II for kmoCkbng /35/, for oli per /30,68/,
for Jatue /69,0,71,72/, for Lloyd e a /73/wer a dded ato /26/, V fo
profiler wnvolvng vincent, /38A3,44/ for asote /6,74,75/ and C for cAvanoy
/32/.

'tYtPICAL PJIIGY DISSIPATION RATES

JAll techniques discussed above have so.. form of possible error., be they resolut.ion
problems, contamitnation by gravity vavee or uncertainty as" to the values of certain
constainta. Neivertheless, mst methods axe modrately sound in principle, and all resu'eq
obtained by such methods are shoyn in Figure 1, to)gether with plota of the mean and medians
(where possible) for the latitude bands O'-2O0 , 21o-50 e and 51-90. The means were taken
at 1 km intervals, whilst mediea refer to 3 km bands. The horizontal lines represent a one
standard deviation for the mean. Oiqinally, the data were alsoe divided into three seasons!
summeor, wintr and equi~nox. At. 210-S0', £ appeared to be largely independent of season, end

below 200 there were insufficient data to consider each season separately. Thus the three
seasons for these latitude belts have been merged. if there was any trend for 21-50, It
was that summer values were greater than winter which were greater than equinox at 85-90 km.

* .4- - - .*.~4*.'-~V
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7 , the total variation was lose than a factor of 3. This is a different seasonal trend from
,hat found by /30/, and it is felt that there is too little data to place any emphasis on

it. it is possible that the seasonal trend found by /30/ was unique to that year of
, aervation. Using a very similar techniqu,/32/ found no seasonal trend.

Notice that medians have also been plotted for the band 210-500, since there were sufficient

data to do this. The mean may not be the best way to describe these data, as one large

value of C can seriously affect the mean. The straight edges surrounding the medians

represent the lines below which 16% and 64% of the data lie, respectively (i.e. 66%-67% of

the data lay within the outlined region). Notice that at times c values as large

as 1-2W kg-
1 

have been observed, but generally c is of the order of O.iWkg.

Above - 95 km the means and medians agree fairly well, but below this height there are some

discrepancies. The median is probably a better measure of -typical c at these heights.

In the 510-900 region, all the data were due to /8/ for tw stations at 606N and 700N, and

/36,37/. The two extreme left profiles in Figure 1 are those due to /8/ for summer. In the

extreme left profile, these values get very low in value, although it should be noted that

below 80 ka (at 75 - 80 km), the values recorded by /8/ rose somewhat to values of the order

of .01 Wkg
- 1

. Hence all that can be said is that the typical values at 80 km

are - .005 - .02 Wkg
" 1 

in summer.

The values due to /36,37/ for summer were a 0.1 Wkq
- 1

. if the values duo to /8/ are taken

as a reference, then it appears that the values from /36,37/ may be contaminated by

horizontal gravity wave motion as discussed by /34,35/. Thus they have been ignored in

forming the summer means. However, during winter, turbulence is much stronger (according to

/8/) to that values due to /36,37/ are therefore probably more reliable, and have been

included. it appears that there are larger seasonal fluctuations at high latitudes.

it should also be noted that the eans above - 100 km are almost certainly an over-

estimate. Much of the time this region is above the turbopaume, and so is laminar, but

only E values corresponding to turbulent conditions have been included in these means.

Thus the profile above - 100 km only represents occasions when the turbopause is high.

Figure 2 shows the median values of E for all data collectively, together with 16th and 84th

percentiles. The broken arrows on Figure 1 (201-500) and Figure 2 are meant to indicate

that often the turbopeus. exists at heights as low as 95-100 ka, and often c profiles

actually follow the broken lines rather than continue up to - 115 ks. The diagonal line in

Figure 2 represents the line c - VwB
2 

. If t lies to the left of this curve, it means

that turbulence cannot develop (or at best can develop only weakly) as this means that the

molecular diffusion coefficient is greater than the turbulent diffusion coefficient (see

equation (6)).

ENERGY DISSIPATION (GLOBAL)

= median

120, -67% of data

0

110.

100V
S..

90

8004- 103 101 10-' 1 10

Energy dissipation rate (W/Kg)

Fig 2. Median profiles for all data. The dotted region represents the region between 16th

and 84th percentile. The dashed lines at the top emphasize fhat often a turbopause

exists lower down, and the diagonal line represents C V W .

%- %
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DETERMINATIONS OF K

Whilst a few attempts have been made to determine K from experimental observations, they
have not been frequent. /9/ tried to obtain K and Kt separately from detailed measurements
of wind velocity, and from observing the oscillation amplitude of eddies. Another attempt
to determine K directly was tried by /40/ who used rocket measurements of temperature to
solve the equation

/ cz
Kt " We / dzs  {

0 being potential temperature and wl the vertical fluctuating velocity. Additionally /38/
have looked at gravity wave decay with height, although this method has Large inaccuracies
due to uncertainties in determining 'typical' vertical wavelengths for gravity waves. /41/
also made rocket estimates of K, and /42/ used studies of the transport of water vapour to
give estimates of K.

more recently, /43/ has proposed a formula which relates the vertical diffusion coefficient
to the mean square fluctuating velocities of gravity waves. This formula has arisen from
his work on non-linearity in saturating gravity waves, and takes the form

K -E wy (a) (16)
a 2H kw

where w7 (m) is the mean square fluctuating vertical velocity of gravity waves with vertical
wavenumber a, H is the scale height, and w. is the kunt-Vaisala frequency. The parameter
k is a 'typical* horizontal wavenumbor for waves of vertical wavenumber a. Preliminary

estimates of K using variations of this formula have been made by /44,45/. It should be
noted that the formula does require the existence of a saturated gravity wave spectrum. The
gravity wave approach for estimation of K has been compared to the eddy diffusion approach

in a recent review by /46/.

some early estimates of K made by Observing the rate of expansion of clouds of vapour
release have not been included in the data used in this paper. These are those data which
were calculated under the mistaken belief that turbulent diffusion should give a rate of
expansion as a function of time like that described in equation (8), Am has already been
noted, a cloud spreading under turbulent processes will follow an expansion as a function of
time described by equation (9), and by assuming an expansion like the molecular case, an

over-estimation of K will result.

Direct measurements of K do not represent the major means by which K has been determined.
more commonly, estimates of K have been made from global temperature and density profile

considerations. It was noted /14/ that the temperature gradient at 85-110ka is not as steep
as it should be if only molecular diffusion acted, and so /14/ concluded that turbulence
must be acting to transfer the heat down from the regions where photodissociation (and

therefore heating) takes place to the lower regions where Co2 radiation can occur. Working
from this premise they wre then able to obtain approximate estimates of the expected eddy

diffusion coefficient. In a somewhat similar vein, /48/ noted that observed ratios of the
concentration of 02 to that of 0 at 120km were higher than might be expected. They

postulated that eddy diffusion could mix the 0 down from 120 km to - 90 k, where the mean
free path is less, and so allow greater 02 concentrations in the 90-120 km region. These

authors also made estimates of K.

These last two techniques form the basis of many subsequent estimates of K. Successive
authors have included temporal variations /49,50/, and have looked at latitudinal and

seasonal variations /51,52,92/. It was also pointed out /50/ that some of the earlier papers
had assumed that turbulence existed above the turbopause and therefore were in error.

An interesting question arises from this work on energy and oxygen balance. Turbulence

produces both heating and diffusion, and it is not at all obvious which process dominates.

The rate of diffusion of heat depends on both the turbulent diffusion coefficient K and the

vertical temperature gradient, the latter being caused initially by solar heating. Both

/52/ and /54/ pointed out that the rates of diffusion and heating are very similar. The

question arises as to which is most effective - is diffusion more effective, so that

turbulence actually diffuses heat across the heat gradients formed by solar effects faster

than it causes heating itself (and thus cooling the mesophere), or is it more efficient at
depositing heat, thus heating the mesophere? It turns out that the answer to this question

lies in the value of the constant c2 in equation (6).

*, The reason for the dependence on c2 can be seen by examining the Richardson number Ri.Ti in given by

i /< [ u 2 > " 
2 
/E/K), (17)

02,d.
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Fig 3a Collective of all eddy diffusion coefficient profiles from all relevant
references. No distinction has been made concerning latitude end season. 7be
dotted region represents K - v. v being molecular viscosity. Syawols used are X

* for Kenosha& at al /67/ and Kenosha and Zimmerman /50/, J1 for Johnson and Wilkins
/47/. C for papers involving Colgrove /48,76,/ 0 for Johnson and Gottlieb /52/, S
for Shimazaki /49/, N for esatvedt /51/, W for Wofay and McElroy /77/, T for
Teitelbaum and Blamont /41/, E for 2>ol /14/ , * for Chandra /25/, Z for Zimmerman
end Keneshea /40/, + for Gibbins et al /42/, B for slum and Schuchardt /78,92/, S
for Justus /9/.

Fig 3b Envelope of profiles from Fig 3a, together with c/wB
2  

d 0.5 t/ 8
2 

profiles
deduced from Fig 2.

since E K [] 1/9/. Here du/dz is the vertical shear in the mean wind. Thus
Km  c2 E , where C2- i. is the mean Richardson number of all turbulent patches. /53/
showed that the rate of transfer of heat through the mesosphere wae F _ nHPo 2K, (where n -% 7/2, H - scale height, p - density), whilst the rate of lose of heat over one scale height
was p . (Tj-4 jow

2 
K. Thus P/F - ML n)'l. Clearlv heating dominatesif Ai S 0.28, and diffusion if Y i 2 0.28. /53/ claimed th.t for turbulence to

occur, R, must be less than 0.25 so heating should dominate, whilst /54/ claimed that
whilst Ri must be less than 0.25 to initiate turbulence, turbulence may then persist for
values of Ri as high as 1 .0. Thus /54/ claimed T is nearer 1.0. The estimates suggested
earlier (equation (6)) would imply diffusion dominates. Recently /25/ has presented a more
rigorous treatment of estimation of eddy diffusivities to bring into account c 2 , and assumed
c, - 0.6, end /55/ have concluded that the answer to the question of whether turbulence
heats or cools the atmosphere depends on the height gradient of K, and claimed that
turbulence heats below about 105 km and cools above.

%w One problem with theme theoretical estimates of K is that they do not consider the effects
of vertical winds. For example, atomic oxygen from 120 km could be brought down to 90 km by
vertical winds at one location, and lifted back up by vertical winds at another. The
possibility of such 'cells' of circulation has not be included in any of these analyses.
Thus, in principle, all prior estimates are upper limits of K.

The relation (6) offers a means of converting the c profile of figures 1 and 2 to K
profiles, but a possible problem arises because the lower thermosphere is not always
turbulent. This being so, it may be that whilst the relation (6) controls d1ffusJon across

. turbulent patch, it may not control diffusion across the whole region 80-120 km. Rather,
the rate of diffusion might depend partly on the temporal and spatial frequency of1" . occurrence of turbulent patches In a manner similar to that proposed by /56/ and /57/ for
the stratosphere. This is a point which needs further examination in the future, but for
the present the relation (6) will be utilized.

In figure 3a all the relevant K profiles due to all the mentioned authors have been
presented. These include both theoretical and experimental ones. The approximate molecular

eviscosity has also been marked, and turbulent viscosities have been stopped when they
kP encounter this region. In Figure 3b, the shaded region represents broadly the range of

Values In Fig a. The solid lines represent K values deduced by applying equation (6) to
10 .
II.
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5 .SN AiD LArITUDINA.. VARIATIONS

ies.r ,,,.ts of the ratio of the dertitire c 02 to 0 at 2o z k have LOen uvej to etmate X
as a f1tl':o; of seatcn /'5 ,92/. bou! KJ. l .tic:s 'K laz p.r'fieb and in . rticular
both find a ,xiinum in 5. in 6"wer at mid to hqh t t- . ,e ol.er ra, 14!
obtainre0 a ,aximum in K duri.rn w-nter at -J.-4Ju 6LIttndle. '.,,t aV.LhUt.l eli;; tav S l'eS,
made to obtain seasonal and lar:atuJina vUzict¢v, U 4ev are at t- e. ry a V : n tn e

included in this review.

SCALES OF TJRBULENCE

ba4sed on the profiles derived earlier, it is i ~sbie t4 elCIgt E, :_: t Uevr

altitudes. At 80 ko, to - 10-20m, whilst at 90 kin, to - 2u-4,) a. -:,e 0.tvz b>C±I L is
generally between 400 and 2000m at all altitudes. Between u...e bahac, tr.!. ci.uhld
be largely isotropic - at larger scales strong art trr may u.T in. 'l. aze a-io

consistent with experimental observations of tC /20/. More detalled , , r ,t;.e..

of L, and to have been presented by /23/.

CONCLUSION

Curves of e, and X vs. height have been presented. One po-,, . .!.early ein.:ge, in

that there is a scarcity of experimental data, and more effort . . -ct.on is stror.gly
urged, so that a clear global and seasonal picture of turbulence va. - v- built up.
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A THEORETICAL THERMOSPHERE MODEL
:. FOR CIRA

D. Rees and T. J. Fuller-Rowell

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower
Street, London WCIE 6BT, U.K.

ABSTRACT

Theoretical and Serri-empirical descriptions or the solar and geomagnetic driving forces
affecting the terrestrial mesosphere and thermcsphere have been used to generate a
series of representative numerical models of the thermcsphere, covering a wide range of
solar and geomagnetic activity levels, for all seasons. These numerical mcdels are
ccmpared with observations, and with the most recent experimental and semi-empirical
mcdels of the thermosphere. The theoretical models thus give a direct record of the
magnitude of the major driving forces which affect the thermosphere as a function of
solar and geomagnetic activity parameters. These resulting models can thus be used to
evaluate, in a self-consistent way, the covariance of thermospheric structure and
dynamics, and evaluate the behaviour of regions which have not been widely explored by
ground-based or spacecraft techniques, such as the lower thermcspheric regions.

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical three dimensional and time-dependent global models of the earth's thermcsphere
solve numerically the primitive equations of energy and momentum as applied to the
thermosphere, with appropriate boundary conditions /1-3/. Global simulations of the
structure and dynamics of the thermosphere require realistic values of the energetic input
from the UV and EUV components of solar radiation /4/ and of the heating efficiency /5/.
A realistic description of the global therffosphere also requires the inclusion of the

a' highly variable energy and momentum inputs from the solar wind via the earth's magnetosphere
/6-8/. Model simulations have been tested by comparison with the wind, temperature and
neutral composition data sets from spacecraft such as Dynamica Explorer /9-12/, from
ground based facilities such as the incoherent scatter radars /13/, and from ground-based
optical instruments such as Fabry-Perot interferometers located at several high latitude
stations /114,15/. It has also been possible to compare theoretical predictions with
empirical models such as the MSIS 83 model /16/.

Compzrisons with data and with empirical models show that the major diurnal, latitudinal
A and seasonal variations of the middle and low latitude thermosphere, in wind velocity,

1 temperature and density of the major species, can be successfully represented in
theoretical models for a wide range of solar and geomagnetic activity levels /1,9,11-15/.

The thermospheric response resulting from intense energy and momentum sources associated
with geomagnetic forcing can be simulated by the inclusion of a polar ccnvection electric
field, and by the self-consistent enhancement of the polar ionosphere and the polar energy
Input resulting from magnetospheric precipitation /9,11-16,17-20/. The wind, temperature
and composition structures of the thermosphere resulting frcm these simulations are in
agreement with both large scale and local observations of the thermosphere, even during
its highly time-dependent response to major georagnetic disturbances /114,15/. In this
paper, the seasonal and latitudinal structural variations of the thermosphere will be
described at the Decemter and June solstices for geomagnetically quiet (Koi"' 1), average
ccnditions (Kr 2) and mcderately disturbed geomagnetic (K

' 
4) conditions. Solar EUV

input appropriate to average solar maximum conditions (F1O.7 cm z 165) will be used.

The polar energy and momentum sources resulting from magnetospheric forcing are complex
and are still not well described in the form required by global three dimensional and
time-dependent models. During disturbed periods, the local heating rates and momentum

% transfer rates from magnetospheric sources can be two orders or magnitude greater than
those due to the low latitude solar UV and EUV heating, and an order cf magnitude greater

JksIk 7: 10-H 1)8
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In quiet periods. The structure and dynamics of the polar thermosphere is thus strongly

modified ty the slgnatures cr magnetospheric processes, even during relatively quiet
geomagnetic periods. The ?ISIS 83 empirical mcdel includes longitudinal ard UT variations
/16/ in thermospheric structure, even during quiet geomagnetic perioLs, which can be
attributed to the signatures of magr.etospherlc energy ard momentum forcing. Thecretical
models provide an excellent means of understanding the causes of these signatures.
However, since the magnetospheric convection electric field depends or. the structure ind
time-dependence of the IMF /12, 15,21/, a-prlorl modelling of the thermosphere depends
on, at best, real-time cbservations or magnetospheric electric fields and precipitation.

THEORETICAL MODELLING OF THE THERMOSPHERE

The UCL-3D thermospheric model simulates the time-dependent structure of the vector wind,
temperature, density and composition of the neutral atmosphere, Ly numerically solvinF the
non-linear equations of momentum, energy and continuity /1/, and a time-dependent mean
cass equation /2/. The global atmosphere is divided into a series of elerrentb in
geographic latitude, longitude and pressure. Each grid pcint rotates with the e.rth
to define a non inertial frame of reference in a spherical polar coordinate system.
The latitude resolution is 2 degrees, the longitude 18 degrees, and each longitude slice
sweeps through all local times with a I min time step. In the vertical direction the
atmosphere is divided into 15 levels in log pressure, each layer equivalent to one scale
height thickness, from a lower boundary of I Pascal at 80km altitude.

The top pressure level varies in altitude with changes in the temperature profile from
around 300km during extremely quiet periods at low solar activity to altitudes In excess
of 7JOkm ('uring disturbed periods at high solar activity. In all cases the range of

9pressure levels covers the thermospheric regimes from below the mesopause, up to and
including the altitudes where the neutral velocity and temperature cease to have any
vertical structure, in the vicinity of the exobase. Similarly, the pressure or

altitude range covers the ionospheric E and F regions, although the simulations described
here dc not model this environment self-consstently, but rely on empirical descriptions
of ion density 1221, with appropriate enhancements to effectively simulate periods of
disturbed geomagnetic activity.

The time-dependent variables of southward and eastward neutral wind, total energy density,
%_ and mean molecular weight are evaluated at each grid point by an explicit time stepping
Nr numerical technique. After each iteration the vertical wind is derived, together with

temperature, heights of pressure surfaces, density, and atomic oxygen and mclecular
nitrogen concentrations. Interpolation to a fixed height is possible for comparison
with experimental data.

The momentum equation is non-linear and the solutions fully describe the horizontal and

vertical advection, i.e. the transport of momentum. The transformation to a non-
inertial frame of a rotating spherical atmosphere Is complete with the exception that the

radial centrifugal component is absorbed within the gravitational acceleration, g, which
i assumed constant at 9.5 m a-2. This transformation results in the curvature and
coriolis effects which are fundamental in realistic simulations of atmospheric dynamics.
The momentum equation also includes horizontal pressure gradients, described exactly by
gradients in the heights of the pressure surfaces, horizontal and vertical viscosity, and
ion drag. Similarly, the non-linear energy equation is solved self-consistently with the
momentum equation and describes the three dimensional advection of energy, and the

transfer of energy between Internal, kinetic and potential energy. The solutions also
describe the horizontal and vertical heat conduction by molecular and turbulent processes,
heating by solar UV and EUV radiation, cooling by infrared radiation, and heating due to
the ohmic dissipation of ionospheric currents, known as Joule and frictional heating.

The composition equation, which describes the rate of change of mean volecular weight,
is solved self-consistently with the momentum and energy equations, and defines uniquely
the concentrations of atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen. The numerical solution

describes the transport of these major species and their relative diffusion by molcular
and turbulent processes through the three-dimensional atmosphere. Photo-dissociation of
molecular oxygen and chemical processes In the lower thermcsphere are not treated
explicitly. Evaluation of the respective time-constants, and comparison with
experimental data, show that these assumptions are generally realistic. Mclecular
oxygen density follows nearly the same height variation as mclecular nitrogen, and is
nearly de-coupled from atomic oxygen, due to the relatively long recombination tlme-

-; constant.

The separation of the geomagnetic poles from the geographic poles causes photolonisation
in the polar regions to have a large diurnal (UT) variation In both hemispheres at any
season due to the diurnal rotation of each geomagnetic polar region about its respective
geographic pole. This causes the ion drag and frictional and Joule heating rates in the

r ~~~~ ~~~ 'r r . -- % % %_.% .S
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;:far regions to have a large UT dependency by modulating the load on the magnetospheric
. namo. The UT modulation is larger in the souther.- nemisphere due to the greater
.eparation between geomagnetic and geographic poles. The seasonal variation or solar

*- nolo-lonlsation in the polar regions appears to cause a similar seasonal / hemispheric
* ,riation of the geomagnetic energy and momentum inputs as, with increasing F region

c:nduCtivity due to Increasing solar illumination, the ionospheric load on the magnet-
cspneric dynamo is increased /12/. Under any conditions other than close to equinox, the
.symmetric solar illumination ard photo-ionisation between the two hemispheres causes the
geomlgnetic dissipation rate in the summer hemisphere to exceed that in the winter
.emisphere by a considerable factor 112/.

.%der steady solar and geomagnetic conditions, a time dependence in the structure and
,ynomics of the polar thermosphere is induced by the diurnal rotation of the entire

- ge.m,,netlc polar regions each UT day about the geographic poles. The diameter of the
, roral oval also expands and contracts under the influence of the changing conditions in
tne solar wind, with an associated modulation of the electric potential across the polar

* cp twhich causes higher or lower ion drift velocities, ion drag and frictional and Jcule
.N.7 reating). Regions of magnetoapheric energetic particle precipitation roughly covary
%. witr, convection patterns, varying the location and magnitude of the signatures of
%" magnetospheric processes dramatically /9-15/.

4in the real thermosphere, tidal and gravity waves propagate from sources within the
troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere 123-25/. The propagation of these tides, and
of planetary wave features associated with lower atmCspherlc metecrology cause significant
;erturbatlons within the lower thermosphere, and can be traced at upper thermcspheric
t.elgrts (300 km and above). There are still few observations above about 120 to 140 km.
wrere meteor radar (80 to 110 km) and incoherent scatter radar data have contributed.
.tre energy associated with the dissipation of such tides and waves from the lower
atmosphere (of the order of I erg cm-

2
) has a considerable effect (10 - 30K) on the mean

temperature as well as on winds within the upper mesnaphere and the lower thermosphere.
The thermosphere also shows a violent time-dependent response to intense geomagnetic
forcing during major disturbances. Some examples of this direct response to, and of the
recovery from, intense geomagnetic disturbances are discussed in /20,26-29/.

THEORETICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE THERMOSPHERE FOR STEADY SOLAR
AND GEOMAGNETIC INPUTS

The seasonal and geomagnetic variations of thermospheric structure and dynamics are
described in this paper with reference to 'steady state' simulations for the June and
December solstices. Three levels of geomagnetic activity will be represented in these
simulations, in addition to an Illustration of the significant effects of the 'Y'
component of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). In total, some 30 individual
glotal simulations are available as a data base, from which the subset of representative
O.odelS shown here have been selected. Purely for illustration, the figures shown
illustrate structures and variations at Pressure Level 12 of the model. This corresponds
roughly to an altitude of about 320 km (average conditions) ard Is representative of
processes in the middle F2 region of the ionosphere. It is also a region which is well
s sampled by satellite borne cbservations, by radars, and by ground-based Fabry-Perot
Interferometers.

Figure la, represents the global wind and temperature distribution at the June 1 solstice,
Northern hemisphere summer / Southern hemisphere winter, at low solar (F 10.7 cm flux

Sof atout 80) and low gecmagnetic (Kp" 1) activity. In figure 1b, the mean molecular
weight, total density, atomic oxygen density and summed molecular oxygen / molecular
nitrogen density are shown for the same conditions. The geomagnetic Input is represented
ty a 30 KV cross-cap potential, on a contracted auroral oval, and with no particle
precipitation, and the glotal use of the Chlu Ionospheric model.

Figure 2a,b, represent the global wind and temperature distribution and composition (etc)
at the Dec. 21 solstice, Northern Hemisphere winter / Southern Hemisphere summer, for a
condition of moderately high solar activity (F 10.7 cm flux of about 165) and average
geomagnetic activity (Kp"2 ). The E2/A2 polar electric fields /15,21/ have been used,
with the global Chiu ionospheric model.

both thtse models are illustrated at 18 UT. There are significant geomagnetic signatures
in both longitudinal and UT effects, even at the low activity level. For example, the
enhancement of thermospheric winds around the auroral oval and polar cap (Figure Wa) Is
quite clear in both summer and winter hemispheres. The diurnal rotation of the entire
geomagnetic polar regions about the geographic poles causes, in addition to the physical
translation of the polar regions, a diurnal (UT) modulation of the solar photo-Ioniaation
within the polar and auroral regions of rapid ion convection and of the enhanced
magnetospheric particle precipitation. This UT modulation of photo-lonisatior. throughout

" % / " %"" "' """" "' /" ,,,.
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the geomagnetic polar regions causes quite considerable diurnal and seasonal / latitudinal

changes In polar conductlvltie3, ion drag and ohmic dissipation at all seasons and activity

levels.

To simulate (Figure 3) a level of higher geomagnetic disturbance (Kp, 41), the same polar
electric field (2/A?) is used as for the simulation shown in Figure 2 ab. The lonising
and heating properties of magnetospheric energetic electrons /6/ appropriate to mcderately
disturbed geomagnetic conditions have also now been Introduced. There is considerable .4
direct heating caused by these particles, particularly by soft electrons which are
introduced into the dayside polar cusp region, and into the polar cap. These particles
also enhance plasma densities 114-15,17-19/, Ion drag momentum coupling from the polar
convective Ion flow, and frictional and Joule heating throughout the entire auroral oval
and polar cap.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate the major changes which result from the seasonal and
latitudinal variations of solar insolation. Under both quiet and disturbed geon.agnetic
ccnditions, the summer polar region of the upper thermcsphere is several hundred degrees
K hotter than the winter pole. As the solar activity level increases, the diurnal and
hemispheric temperature amplitudes are very close to proportional. As the geomagnetic
input Increases, the ratlo of maximum summer polar temperature to the minimum (winter,

high eld-latitudes at O L.T.) also increases. In the model, this is due to increasing

load on the magnetospheric electric field due to the back-ground E and lower F region
plasma densities. The real thermosphere appears to respond in a similar way, although

5,' the empirical data base does not provide enough information to confirm whether the
Increased power demand resulting from the higher plasma densities in the summer, sunlit,

polar cap, can be met by magnetosphere capacity. It is thus not clear that the correct

mecnanism is fully understood.

In the winter polar region, mid latitude and equatorial regions, atomic oxygen is the
dominant atmospheric constituent of the P-region. In the summer polar region, however,

..4 atomic cxygen and molecular nitrogen are of roughly equal number densities. A detailed
* analysis of the compositional and temperature variations as a function of Universal Time
*.' and geoeagnetic activity shows that the enhancement Is closely associated with the summer

%" geomagnetic polar region 1121. The light atomic species (0, He) are enhanced In those
regions where there Is persistent downwelling, such as in the winter polar night region
/30/. There is a complementary strong enhancement of heavy species (Nt, Ar, CO%) In the
summer polar region, which Is permanently sunlit for some months around the solstice,
where there Is persistent upswelling. Significant geomagnetic heating enhances this
trend. Thus the simulations of more disturbed geomagnetic conditions show the greater
enhancements of molecular nitrogen, and complementary depletion of atomic oxygen, in the
summer polar region.

The influence and signatures of the high latitude geomagnetic inputs of energy and momentum
are relatively easy to identify. Strong anti-sunward winds blow over the geomagnetic

polar cap. a cross-polar cap wind of about 200 m/sec would exist due to solar heating
in the absence of any high latitude geomagnetic input. This wind is augmented by a
combination of ion drag acceleration over the polar cap, and the convergent sunward winds

-- in both the dusk and dawn parts of the auroral .oval. The sunward winds in the
- dusk and dawn parts of the auroral oval, which are stronger in the dusk than dawn part of

the oval /9.17,181, are induced by ion drag. There Is an Intensification of these sunward

winds by a factor of 2 - 4 between the 'quiet' and the 'disturbed' models. At the same
time, tne cross polar cap winds Increase from 250 to more than 500 m/sec.

Geomagnetic heating, increases the high latitude heat inputs for relatively disturbed

conditions, which creates increased diurnal mean merldional wind components from the
5,mmer to the winter hemisphere, of the order of 30 M/sec at middle latitudes /12/.

The figures which display, respectively, the quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions
for the June or December solstices, show the enhancement of polar winds, and the

0. intensification of temperature and composition changes with increasing geomagnetic activity.

oLocallsed regions of particularly strong temperature and density increase can be associated

% with the dayslde polar cusp. In the summer polar region, under disturbed geomagnetic
. conditions, the enhancement of heavy species (N?] anid depletiorn of light atomic species

01GO is such that atomic oxygen becomes a minor species. This has a malor effect causing
.f. average plasma densities in the sunlit summer polar region to be rather lower than those

in the dayside sunlit winter polar region /31/. This process presumably Is caused by the

change from atomic Ions t0 ) in the winter polar region to molecular Ions (N0 , 024) in
the summer polar region, resulting in an increase 1,n the effective recombination

coefficient.

% Figure 4 a,b shows the significant changes In wind and temperature patterns (which are
also seen in composition and density) resulting from a switch of the 'Y' componfnt of the

%' IMF. for otherwise similar levels of geomagnetic and solar activity. Maximum anti-

% %
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sunward winds are found on the dusk (A2) not dawn (82) polar cap, while the temperature (and

"an mole: lar weight) maxima have similar changes. Parameterination of georrapnetic effects

reqaires more than a simple description of the global geomagnetic activity level if the

resulting simulation is to be reasonably representative of local as well as global mean
tnermospheric conditions. Comparing Figure 4 (00 UT) with Figure 2 (18 UT) shows the

extent of UT modulation of the polar regions in the intervening six hours.

In the future, using fully coupled self-consistent thermospheric and ionospheric models

/32/, if the global geomagnetic input can be described with realism, it will be possible to

carry out a moderately accurate prediction of thermospheric conditions. The polar ion-
05ph.ere/tagnetosphere/magnetopause/solar wind coupling has yet to be completed to the level

of thermosphere/ionosphere coupling, but some interesting early results are now being

obtained. Lastly, thermosphere models are now capable of including terms such as the

coupling of tidal, gravity wave and seasonal latitude variations of mesopause. These cause

relatively minor effects in the upper thermosphere, but do make significant changes to wind,
temperature and density structures within the lower thermosphere /23-35/.
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SEMI-ANNUAL VARIATION OF THE
THERMOSPHERIC DENSITY

L. Sehnal

Astrononical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Ondiejov,
Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

Thermospheric densities were determined from the orbital data of four
satellites covering a height rangi of 266 to 500 km during 1975 to 1982.

-" Using three different thermospherio models (DTM, MSIS, C), the index
charaoterizing the semi-annual density variation was computed and analysed
with respect to height and time using a re ession by Fourier series.
A general formula for the semi-annual density variation was derived.
The new formula gives results similar to CIRA 72 at lower heights but
displays a greater range of amplitudes at higher altitudes and a shift
of extreme with growing height towards later days.

INTRODUCTION

The study of the semi-annual density variation is based usually on the ana-
lysis of the ratio of the observed density versus the modelled density
corrected for all other known physical effects. The variations of this
density index are often fitted by a curve drawn through the values by hand.
To avoid the subjectivity in this process we ised regression curves given

,* as Fourier series of, the second order*

*-, DATA, REDUCTION METHOD AND RESULTS

We had at our disposal the orbital elements of four satellites i ANS (1974
70A), Interkosmos 10 (1973 82A), Interkosmos 11 (1974 34A) and Interkosmos
14 (1975 115A). The densities were determined from the observed drag effect
by the formulae of King-lsle /1/s The data covered the period from 1975

'p to 1982 and the height range from 266 to 500 km. The models used for the
determination of the density index were DTX /2/, MSIS /3/ and the C model
by Khnlein /4/.

*The semi-annual variation of the density index D was decomposed into the
annual and semi-annual component according to

V 2
N D . A, sin Ui 27r (d - W))

* where d is the day count in the year, Ai and wi are the amplitudes and
phases to be found.

The data gave actually 11 sets of the yearl changes of the density index
for each model used* The 33 individual results for Ai and tpi are given
explicitely elsewhere /5/.

The values of A and W, were then subjected to linear and quadratic
*regression to find thei possible height dependence. The final formula

for the semi-annual density variation was found to be

*~ (1)9
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l jSA og 0 . (0.01004 + 1.375lO- 4 h) con ((0 (d o 30,94)) + Weo
-7 h2of ext

+ (-0.3208 + 1.443xi0 "4 h + 7.714xi0 " h2 ) (1) give

coe (25 (d + 101.45 - 0.0927 h),

where ) 2 IT /365 and the height h is given in km. Eel

The formula inoludes the height dependence of the amplitudes and also the 2
haight variation of the phases of the som±-annual term# whioh gives rise 2
to the shift or the extroma with height. 2

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

The formula (1) can be compared to those by Jacohia /9,10/. Pirst, it is 3
the formula inoluded in the CI.U 72 model and seoondly, the formula very
similar to ore but having the phases oonstant in time. Figure (I) shown
the changes at 400 km as given by the three expressions.
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Pig. 1. Semi-annual oomponent of the variation of the upper--atmosphere as
ddnaity at the heiht of 400 ka. The ourves given by Jaoohia (J) /9/, 440
Jaochia -olland () /10/ and Sehnal (this issue)
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Semi-Annual Variation of T'hrmosphcric Density (111)20

+) To cheoked the data as given by some other authors to find a possible shift
of extrema with height. Papers by Walkr /6/9 Moore /7/ and Boulton /8/

(1) give several individual values mumarised in Table I*
7,h), Table 1 Dates (in day count) of extrema

d also the Height Jane. mn. Apr. max. Junem. o ot* max. Author

.'gives rise 245 51 110 215 304 Walker /6/
240 18 98 198 331
232 18 77 201

' 213 48 303

:.rat, it is 335 13 93 203 310 Moore /7/
..rmuia very 335 51 128 208 301
" (i) shows 335 23 103 213 303

335 5 102 197 301
335 42
310 92
280 217
340 314
340 28 82 202 302
340 13

430 235 352 Boulton /8/
430 33 113 215 320
420 25 144 206 305
407 13 96 197 353
407 35 93
390 210 324
375 7 88 208 277
350 39 115 186

The above values were then subjected to a linear regression* The situation
Is shown on Figure (2) where we see the individual data as well as the
regression lines. Moreover, the shift as defined by equation (1) is
included, too. We can see a good agreement of the slopes of the shifts
of the April maxima, June-July minima and of the Ootober-November maxima,

65 too. An interesting situation appears at the January minimum where
- 3mosphere a decrease of the time with height was found* The times of January minimumtJ) / /, as derived by equation (1) would be first growing to a height of about

440 kin and then deoreasing*

4

I

%3

2

',,1 500

Pig. 3. Rise of the ratio of the October maximum to the June minimum
Ansity values. Individual values (dots) and the regression c ve (I) through
.3r /6/ them are given. Line C corresponds to CIBA 72 and curve S to the'ilashed equation (1) of this issue.
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The equation (1) define aleso a faster rise of the range between the
extruma with height* Yigur (3) shows the ooursu of the ratio of thedensity index of the Ootober-Novombr maximum to the June-Ju.ly minimum
with height. The individual valuem found by the authore quoted are
included, too.
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MODELS OF THE THERMOSPHERE TOTAL
DENSITY FOR SATELLITE DYNAMICS

L. Sehnal
*r Astronopmical Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Ondiejoc,

Czechoslovakia
ton,
and

ABSTRACT

Mathematical expressions for models of the upper atmosphere total density
distribution and variation, to be used for the analytical determination of
drag effects, are developed. The models are computed by a transformation of
the other model values of the thermosphere and from the observed data.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper consists in establishing a model of the distribution
and variation of the upper atmosphere density which would be suitable for
the analytical description of the artificial satellite motion under the
drag effects. The model should be simple enough to allow the necessary
mathematical treatement and be complex enough to express the density values
with sufficient accuracy. Then, if we succeed with the analytical perturla-
tion theory and the changes of the elements will depend on the constans of'
the atmospherical model, the process may be reversed to determine the
constans from the observed perturbations directly.

'Basically, such a process is used to construct the models of the Earth
gravity field (Earth models). However, since the present drag theories
compute the perturbations using just a simple atmospheric models one has to
compute the density first and to derive the atmospheric models by adjust-
ment to the density values instead to the perturbations directly

IMATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF THE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

First, we express the density distribution over a spherical surface using
the spherical harmonics functions. This is essentially the same procedure
uced in the aeronomic models of the atmosphere (ISIS, DTM, etc.) except
that they consider the densities of the individual atmospheric constituents
separately. Following that pattern, we shall try to express the density
distriLution s over a given surface as

A, (F-7) + A2 7 + A3 Kp + A 4 P 1  + A 5 P2 +A 6 P4 +

+ A7 sin (A d +A 1 ) + A8 sin (2i'C d +.fl 2 ) +

+ A R A' sin (.2. d +. ft + A RW sin 2id +.4) + M

A1 P, sin (cL t + ci ) + A1 P asin 2 2 i t + L2Y ) +

A 14 RW PI1 sin (Z t +Z,3 ) +

+A1 RW P2 ain 22 t + c4 ) .

4ee ,nd 'C'is t e solar flux for day - 1 and mean solar flux, resp.
(in 1C)-'... Wm- Hz-') A is the geomagnetic index and Pm (tp) are the
1.egendre polynomials anR associated functions of the latitude if. Also, d

Ilk ini th .• daty count in days (41 = 2Wr/365) and t is the local solar time in
hour's (cZ= 2V-/24.)

(WI)203 Alo d
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At this point, the method reminds that of Marcos and Champion /1/, over a total
curtain spherical surQface. OLaw mo

Height dependence was chosen with respeot to the usual exponential law of the CIlA
de I ity dcrae with altitude. Supposing the coeficient e of ? change good to
wit'.,hi t in an exponential manner, we selected a series of eipre8ions orbital
(1) as the mode

5(7o ) (k) ()number.. exp k-s(k (2) determi.

,"1llite d

wl'weru (k) corresponds to (1) with changing coefficients A . z and
z ru lti tudes and the constant H should be chosen so thAt
kh wsulJ correspond to the values of the real density scale heights within
t.- L.iht interval in question.

:-hTUi BATI ON THEORY

i .. principal question is the transformation of J for use in the equation
.or _,.u cg..Les of the orbital elements: e. g., in case of the semi-ajor

, 2 (1 - e cosE 1/2

where e and E are the excentricity and the excentric anomaly, resp., and
ij t". coefficient containing the physival constans of the satellite and
the effect of thu rotation of the atmosphere.

The transformation is then to be done by formulas known from the celestial
much.nics, wlhich change principally the parameters used in the definition
Of the density 5 , eq. (2), into the orbital elements and time dependent
tucnrn. Then, we can integrate over one revolution of the satellite to get
the h h.els of the semi-major axis. Since the definition of ? contains the
coefficients A in linear form,,?--.? (A4 ), we can reverse the procedure
to g-t the chaues of a again a. a funcltion linear in the coefficients AV

a -- 4 a(A). Using thij formulation, we would be able to construct th
1:,dul of to tAl density directly from the perturbatiois of the orbital
-lun:,ents3 without the intermrediate determination of the density values. The
ProceS of the reverse transforiiation might be very cumbersome, therefore,

the uo:pute' algebra minipulation is to be recomiended.

1-li

1,2
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' ;"ig. 1I Annuual changes of the thermospheric density (kg/m) a5

.- , given by OthA 72 and MTD) transfor~mation model.
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5/ Models of Thermosphere Totl Density (m)20

alti- MODELS OF TOTAL DENSITY

First problem of this whole method is to justify the description of the
a total density by eq. (1) and (2). Therefore, we determined the

a coefficients A. by the least squares method, using the data from several
known models, t. g., CIRA 72 /l/ and DTM /2/. Examples of the results
usinf the CIRA 72 model are plotted on Figures 1 and 2. The agreement of

o of the C-RA values and of our MTD (Model of Total Density) is sufficiently
e good to approve the usage of eqs. (1) and (2) for observed data. The
ons orbital data od Patellites 1973-82 A and 1974-70 A were uued to determine

the model MTD 2. In this case, however, much greazer differences appeared,
due to the imperfection of the initial density data and to their limited
number. Nevertheless, the method proved its capability to be used for the

(2) determination of The total density model and its use for solving the sute-
llite dynamics problems.

and

10-11
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Ji
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jor

0 6 K
Fig. 2. Variations of thermospheric density (kg/ms) with the

,nd J geomagnetic index K., as given by CIRA 72 and MTD model.
nd

:tial 5
-'ion
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A t
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.j ore,
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Fig. 3. Height changes of the thermospheric density (kg/m3 )
compared to the MTD models, derived from the observations (o) or
from the CIRA 72 values.
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AIISTRAC7

A inipuier movdel ill the global. tiinic-depende ni . hermospheric horrital lector neut ral irid ind rreu I r.o I rein i rre t"

has [li 111iiisrUicid haled 'iii 1iI)LI1 front lire NCAR ihiciriiisphetic geiieral circuli rn iiivl i INCAR f~*~ Thc m i,i Idi
is clcsecl hi vector sphe ri, al haiv'inic VS1 I Iex~pansioin in ihe horizointl I. a fourier exspainsin in L' i% s rsl Ii inic. ad i

po'liniiual expansiorr in aiiiudc lThe global temiperaiure field reprecntiiin differ% iii that a iar ptIii~koili
C lanri Sii It u sed in ihe horitionial and A (taies, miwcic inprcriture pri 'I I i used in alr itutdc A setoi ii i hi) o-t cd slco J

Il 11 ILk ICII It.411,11s ( he wid and temriperature dcscri piion fi i a diurrall I rupnrduc ibl nin tif the NCA R IG(CC I lii % ',I
nridJel is codsed in a FORTRAN subrirutine that returrs vecitor wind and] nempeiire values fra given U.11. gcogr.piu hstalii.o
And all iud. file model has Appl ic ability fsir studies cfr1iherniiisphecrrc arid. or iono splreri ph> SIc S herei ii a i n

4 ~~~~dt pcride il nii'UIr vsItiii aridd iolwirraturc values ,rre of interest The rorutine is n,,vl sice 10riable ci inptilel 4i''d
p ~hrirrlisplicric: wind ficids hive noii pre% iously been available no researchers The curreni versiono iiihe niirrlei is saud trsuriar
-. trial ilim~m um. lPeceniber solmice only. althorugh ihe model can be extended i0 any season arid specific sei of tmjly i~ i rdl in

IoiiL h I lit N resultr are aa ale. Re~iul is i milic V SH coripulcr iuric I are prese iiced locimnipare w ith ( . .c sv nol
.1 r~~~miacirlcw~, iisiii the DsNiianiis I pluiiert F-2) sacici The Argreement beiween fi clinipuiermnodcl rtsuins .iiid datirui
lotl 1,1iduil orhis of lIE.2 is goxd. indicaing ihai the modlel proiivdes reasirnable: Aind values. havingz ihe alipriql.ic

c hiraocri slic lat itudinial,. diurnal, and U nr ersaiil Tune -Lcpirdcnri sigiriures, observed Irom I be s~mire at I d UI llI cil iSr l
4 d~~~~lmiii I s f(ie iv SiI the riiiisplicri t e liperaiire values are in genera I agreemn wrc it h kISIS-8 X3 Icniperriirc, bul ilii ittaic

srii1iICr sLc hiiruiinlal temiperature siructure% ihan are resrolved by MSIS.K3. owing it) the larger nunrhecr of spectril ha~rrioiic%

I INTRODUCTION

S i ii i iin pruigre ss hall becen miade over ihe lai several years in ihe mnodelI ng and empiricail desc:ripliton (if ihe giumbi Iimcnmmisplicr ic
nc lx I s idrn I npirl r 5 icirThe Dy nainiic I:iluirer If i 2i spicecratfi in pari c ulair. wis instrrumented il Incas ire ihe

ritiiiisphlcri C vetr wind and temperature along ihe track of the polar-orhining spacecraft /1-3/ Published results Iriri tis
miissionr harve served to characterize ihe global-scae ihcrnrirsphtmi wind fid lot the solar rmaimum oindiiiins liiaiiig lii tiic

19 1l I- 110hI period .3-9/. [it aidditioin it) ihe new infoimat~ion provided hy Ire DI.- 2 spacecrati aiid ioiher eqlicriicili lciiics .% tie
Ilhi.-c111 r1ii)rMIursia iidig i f ihe roospheric moniIrs hasl prigressed raprdl y V ariious therical mxinneI exSist ihai caii srimulIaite tie
ii / xi inll re spolnse oft Ihe upper aitiuispheric for a sanei y of geophysical condit ions. In pan icular, iwo ui iie i gc ii ll
ciii ulmiiir imcls. ihe NCAR- IGCM 1.1, I IIand ihe UC.GlYM I 2d hdrvehad a large measure ol success in cakurlaiiiij %%ind

S ~~~~~~~aildicililauic li rids siimimlar too thiise imscrsed lroii DI,.2 6,. 9. 13-17/ The spicirat moidclo ofminreit l/ I9/ihjas.ls0i risiul
signiifir .ni additionalr insighi iito global-scale thermospheric dynamrc%

I it spite of (hewe recent iheoiretLil Mordeling effims no simple "user- frrendIy- ciimpuier modsel of ihe gloibal ihcrnmosplicric vlmni
hed has, hrcn prey ii iras ly Li iisMCil iii enable necutral winds it) be cionvenienitly used in oilier theiiret icai I si e or in

sr idirt~rw rdcom~ri snswibh new cuta a eis The underlying reasons, for ih is siituation inivolv e ihe siophisircation ,iiid rmllickvii
i, Il h it' Ms aiid i he large physical sie o uthIe daia arrays necesisary iiicirrialii ilic nuiiir icall I-simriulaied oiiid fiields NI i cisci.

thliruis mlar) iiaiunc kit(tic glirbal siale wsiiid mcasmrreirents c:iilarcd io) date ;roi/ ill experlimreitl siiurc haisploiril tie
.ion-truicoom oirf I purely emipirical momndel 1-or ihcrrnmisphermc leinperaturcs. ilie ituaiil is belter in [hiti %enii-cmipmor. al imisislcl
skic h as rlre NISIS-93 moudel iof Iedin /19,, rave. for nmany year-1. pirosrded. rescirm with reliable values lilt icmrintis~lcitml
is iilritures , imiorirrat ig en pI iii depenrdenIces uin geonragiieiic Activity, soliar aiit> and searsiin

The prirpisco itihis reportl is to dccribe a new computer mmnnlel of the gliibal. horizontal. ihenimopheric veeiirr wind arid rieuiral
lr-nipicrai re struciture I ri n 1 10 ioNX~4im Alt itiude . We call it l[he VS H nmodel . soic It Cioita irs a descript ion il iltc v i iilti hIl loin g
,coo jisilictiil albrrirriric Fhc ncvo mininl is hised on a specirail exnsiion 0 file p irhed oiutputl %kindl aniid icirrI1 l.iiulc fCietis
pINus~ iulcdu spccifil, runso utihe INCAR.T(N As such. ihe physical descrpirm pirovided by the VS1I nmodlel is drctririncit b, ilie
lihysilil. Lhernical anul dynamical proccooes coniained within the NCAR-TGCM siructure The VSI imoidel liiiiiiit~il W\i iliwsIii
as yci, insludle anexplicit dependence on season. solarcycle uigirngr luc I .mivIy les It kliWS, luuuCs-cr. allow lilt slik i1 CilCsLI
it i b- canlcild lt thiriiugh geniitio ill icvparrai c st Of VSf Moii delIun 0Cficin% elisech of which describecs sec itic red eupli>sic a
ci rail inud shares a umrinun ret rieval oiubroui ine

lrec VSII rrnmdcl is coided in A IFORTRAN iubrouine ihai reiarns scrir windl and ieimperauri vAlues, fur A givcn I IT, peumruphic
I ii n antI i alni ride It. (herc Iore, has appl ic abi lily for many siuudies (tif lhrienuipleric andrirr ionospheric phlsics wohere
ri-is inible, UT 1 dependlent neira ~l w indt priotiles or oliFlIc- puint values are iil intees ik e note Owil pi lilcOiliiiiribm sl'cc 1,isl I
iticriiiisliic wind fields have not ireviiiusiy been available to reseirstiers Ithe VsIf I ninll icnilwrarii s, Ark -l l iltiicIslt

iil re aso ns Fir rsIy , lirey e nuble the ic rrni irre prorduci urns ut (ti cA Ro -T6CM iii Ire miaul generalily ava ilable lilit ciruarmin
wih nucisrirenrenls and verm-eirrical models Secondly, since lthe number ot spec ral ceicicents retineurd in litc \,.If

representiori is large cimparcd with M 5. S-h 3 and oiher semi -emrinprlal modecls. lilt VSI Itre rixnr ariure fuis i, nil~o ii ii uiicu
Ii1 roieiein struciure%,. such as iui 1Crilpcrilireenhance Iilil 5. liar are coinnll n lu licred ,ui ofi thiese liii -eiiif i a I,-I\cI This

"vIai cetrie. utf counrse. comre% An ihe expense of computer time (%Cc beloiw)
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File 1 urrcni version of the VSH model is valid for solatr maximum. Deemiber solstice conditions only. although the model can be The coil)

tC de tollJJI anly sea&son and aniy set of SupiiysiL.tl cutidluo~s for whichi I UL'NI iicsuii aic ailAdble. The loitiUlatioti oh the VSIItl .11

ii-lc I has beenI deigne t aflo* fo cal C~im.i.lal d~ata to bse iIud~L iii the I igt p1 uilcditc. ettabii lil file Iutuic de~ c lulm f re solufa
scii-eilpliical niodel of therniosphecric winds tough the suitable nterging of expericieal mteasurifeents with the TGCNI grilildl that eiii
picd.1Iitiii. hot ilill

Simtply c

III sctown 2, we describe the lomiulation of the new computer mnodel In secion 3. we p(CeiiI reCSUlts flront the ittodcl or 4 sold
mas.tiiuii, lJX%iiibcr sobLiCc ase cone xmnvitng to mouderately active geoliagnili condttium. amid cumlare these with 1) Subiltiu

".bt ~ale wanld Iticaauieillicnh frtom the DL 2 :lpaecrat i anid 2) tell petc uW ilt CS 101 the NIIS IS-f~3seiIie ~ii ittsdel. s- Ic ed
in cioii 4 we sumiilOe u results 4111j disc USs the Uti lityo U(lie \eSil 1 ii 0IC ailutu IUaiC le d)JIIC e lojill ICitl 11,it .

ti I lit

2. VSH- NIODLL F~ORMULATION 
i11,")114

1  
I

rue ijI s I or tile V S II If tudelIN N5. spctral c apan sion of ut put from the NCA R-TGCM The e xpa its Ion i %Ns p rlted as p.01 of the isc&u 1i

IILS I Il 1AIlotC package; ciLesstb;;d by KillI .1"An Roble/21.k. Vre brict IIyfistuis tile 'IGCM wil!di pk;e ic output usedj in Ltc hsifguf I
Picscil woik., botse describing the formtulatlin of ttie VSII mlodel. cpl~i

I (;CNII
tic NC'AK-1GCM Ila. been diusscd indiild in aseries of pipers IU. I I. 13. 14/ aind here we revijew only the basj,: leaturei Tle wilill I

I CI M ... Ivses tile ilyldiljmiiu. tticliiodp lalk"tl1iliUjlty eqUalloil .1l111101 late i,. the Lailtils 1itl-lOplcic for a givent set Iicctor
of .~l Ill) '.11.41. tt iceC mll~ lm tlunitonts111 and itotes the clkulated ill tell cilicietu l i 1 Lolilj uij~ loll j m~ 5 11i. l rat~o) lil C 1St
oal~pUt tields at sel"Ecd Unkiversal r'its (U FNs durinig tite tmodel run lile mllill ltas a 5' latiude-by) -lonpgide grid Witt) 24 i.~ca
"iliti-l-t 141l1cc III ( stCsl csittice intJea extildlllg froto .11110 isuxitely 97 u0 Sl~tkiii in1 alt ituide. [i lcis 510 i the I ULI usdcigliciljl
Ill' is oil Ils.Iliktatdcs tile Cjlltlp~6of dp lallkits 4111 'Umlljiionl 12ll aud :jlellaEC% tile u111.1 hi 1151lilUtwot atid 0,llt

pItlll jsoc 141 Ion rates using thefprocLureleseribled by Vlickiiimuln u/10t. 211. '1e llie 114meregger22 %oa oLo V tflux valuev aI 111111lo

it,, iorre al 1/23 solar UV flux values are used to provide tile dtiect solar lInput ciltlesimodittg to tile gcopitsieal otilditiotti
aii IoaC i thle pililat modsAel lull I he 10111 L:iCi,sI~utt ttiilot ifirlis .- tol 24. lv used toritue Slicil italil t iigititude

-111I-coiltiofl geoiiieiry. 'ilie Chtui /251 miodel ofi totiospiterie deiviies is suplemntietd by aulriral ~alCICS aeCorditig to the
tIessil liI 1U RVOb)cri al. i~i to pros Ide tile iUII-dCfg teisor valuesilsssc lot tuec~ali.Ulatott ol budi the4 iul-dag tllolilitil

..t: idile Joule beat vout:C to (tie lierillosiliere . The aulollrt Ial used i shilll ha to tleaistI llt Ijsld de vIZ I slieIX ) .Ylll(OCI
,1/ 21' aid bWhu/re i2fil. The TGCNI run used to cuttsruet the preset VS~H kc)ilulr miodel has beent empi~loyed prevtiously itt

lICU(I:J itc :tcl tudies aid tot coiipaloi with iJL-2 dawa o, 5, 2&i. It is, diCtettte Well douiUetited .und we rter readefs to
dlcSC '..jicts [tt Ittote detailed lIformtitoni

A i It, K'OVI diagilsie proeesvorl2U/ is exercised followitng the basicl'GCNI tiodel rin. i rad in the history lile produced by the
I(uCNi ai, well as oilier relvatit iniput parattieterb. atid thein proceds to calculateC diagnostic tmiloratiit at selected tiodel grid

111 Ild Ul5 A ue 5PC I aI at ily sty Cllabi liiy Ofiftle diagitostic p-jlskge to be Levei lied iM hle( deail Itt a tortlhuoitiig paper, is
Used 10i pfovideC tie coCtIftIis1 tor the V.SH rnidel (see beilow) The history tile ciliallms r,:cords ol tile global wtind, temiperature
aidj 0oti1PUNIItio elds Calculated by tihe '16CS At eacht hour of UT lor (tic .24 hour situiuti. Geophysical conitlloti

C'. ll idiig to [Jece I i I slstl solC. 5111 la.1itiuiti and ttmswderatLCy acti e geoI11agACeIIC L.oititt 1K p - 3i wet e used lot tile
*1lei C GCNI run that has provided tile eoUlII-CIeIIIs lot the I-rst Vetsioil of tile VSI IXJI iodel. rilcned here. The TGCNI was runf

U1111 diuttial-repriJULcibmiity was. attaitned, i e., viteady-sate," dturnally-toduhited loreings were used.

Il lithe puirpose oi tile huorioLintil witid exipansion. the gridded vector witid piediciots at each ul 24 UTs latnd at each of three
L.,,nsl.mit-pressure levels (L - -4, cortesponting to -lIl3kin altitude. z - I , eorre'poiidiig to -251,kml; z =I, correspondin~g
to1 -4kAil) ate expanided Usinig Vector sphecrical hatitiotti lutmettoits itimh are the aliiltaeegtliciisfor vector fieldsuon
1"tIC c I~ li, i s expaiatli 114 the totlow 11lo Ill.

wrile V iv the vector winid fic Ll aid A."..~ b_,. c_,1 are the comtplex vector -spherical hanittc coelfccnts; mtisithe zuonai harnonie

V I

iis seast longitude. aiid A 'and I."~ate tutI~ltiti of 0(U leolatitul) oiily 12)

Shut (3)

I-jific II soiatel 1,giihe funl.in giveni by Fig.

utr 4- (Vx -qr *i. 0,~U 4

X~~~~~~m (viiiil - dLA e .
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Thermospherie Wind and Temperature Model (l0)2(t'9

-,e Miodel Xiin he Thle complex coefficients are obtained using a lecast-squarest fit ofthe TGCM output winds to the abovi: formula. Conversely. once
'int t he %,Hf the coctiieics are available, the global wind field can be readily reconstituted in whole or in part, using equation 1. Since ihe
' siliirnn.t fa resolutionof the IGCM grid is 5degrees. ionly ihosecoefflicients forwhich0 < n < 37andO < m < n are ofsignificaneec. We note

I (at. NI gridded that equaionuf I is an expression ror the lull vector winid. including the radial (vertical) component involving 1',, ,,. While the two
horiiontal wrid rinporicnis ire coupled via the functions A." and B,"', the vertical component is uncoupled and. therefore. can be
sittply exprnessed in terms of a (scalar) sphencal harmonic expansion involving the associated Legendre functions. Since the

lodvcl or a solar serIreal W inds eilculaicd by the TGCNI ire snmall in magnitude and, for some applications, not of particular interest, we (optionally)
.:these With 1) substitute for the eirtical wind a sealar Field such as temperature or mass flixing ratio and use the coefficients a.,,, to describe the

mi~ieltodel selected scaljr field cotnveniently withini our three-dimenisional vector spherical harnionic representation. For the presenit VSHi
nirsiel, we choosc ito fit for neutral temperature to provide a direct comparison with the MSIS-1t3 nmodel. The complete array (it

% i~ociticie its fir the Fit represents a large set of number"-, commensurate in size to the histoty file record of winds and temiperatures
itself Thtu\. the desired reduction Ii the size of the set of nuntbers describing the output I GCNI fields can only lie attained by>
truncating the clticiettis Such truncation, of course. tends to destroy progressively the fidelity with Which lie wind fields cotl be
ret ottsil ird. artid mtust he carried out carefully to ensure tat Impovrtant ttothologteal features in the thrlitosphfcrcv iind pattent

VJ as fpart i he are not lost unti itttigiy 'y

11'u: u-d in the Figure I presentsN contour% of the log (base l0t amplitude for the VSH coeffieients (real and imaginary) ealculated for the spectral
cixiufs,itn of huriwiutal vsiids on the z = I atid z - 4 constant pressure surfaces at I 2(XJUT As meittioned above. [le Speoit.

icatare, ~ ~ ~ ru nr i.( i ws Liosn sitnce it corresponids to the geophysical conditinsn for which niuof the DL 2 data applies. I (lite figure. tlie

tr ri .,,i en sci hoittiinright iriityulair sectioin is uttlilled siince only coe ficuenis Wiit 0t < Ii < irt iruito-ictro As can be seen, the ampr~litudle and.l
Ilii sk riii lhet lcie. [tic p s Cr In ttee paison is a tiaxoi iutri a the lower W asetu nit"~. T'heanilr lit udes tend to dittintsh in nia ni ude Witl

LfIl vs~ -'4 inia.tc as nutitber. as Would be- expected, though the amplitude drops much ititre rapidly wiih incic.ungif Ii tihintilli

Mse .,( n~ [I it: aiii p11ude hor tlie / - 4 urfa c arc sitaller in miagnitude rliat /oir the i -I surface s tree fire " n mdeJ sijea
jn i cetet ak ikith redruced at tire IiW cr a~tittude, s I.g ., Role eialt I li) The shape itt thle contours shi wn iin figure I pros Ides (ltie ke

,~~~~~~~~~~~:,ii5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r saisi ~ ieescrtasi (l uta nsh reitrdc h aso uiesrequired for tte spectral rcpresen' in tut tire

svrn'Ilc i ind held

N'ix: tcii LOGI, AMPLITUDE VSH COEFFICIENTS
C ittmietiutti37
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Ifig I Contouirs (if the logaottntrc: amplitude (base 10) for the vector spherical harmonic cixefficients calsulated by Fitting the

Ihit ther n ispherit. w ind Iticid calculated by the N4CAR -T6(CM ire plotted as% d unri ion ot degree arid orter for the peophs st, at

41 om mit. is1,-issctf in the test aund for I 2")L)T VigureIa is firthez= I citnsant-pressure surface and Figuire lbs fi the
- 4 I.rotirt pressure surtace Shotwn in Figure l a are three regions illustrating sarioris levels of trunn~attuon. lcsel It is used Imur

the '5Ytif i il

4''-



(i0)2 to T. L. Killeen. R. G, Roble .and N W Slikecr

-in S.etting (he level of trunat~ioni tor the VSH mtodel we used the stringentlcrlecrion hi~ithle: high - lititude c crs..dsiaoU volueks Iii [tic
iieulrail wind pioemussucaoe1 with ionospheric conlieetionilhuculd be reljifled ( hvias buidltal .8 ir i..i ti ..iica k:ka
il-ni spsace g.ave excellent result li tem. i o f l (e idelity uf the reconstituted big h latitude % Ind I c lo i ~ iit OIL 110 ilW nilkitic,

Lk)Clli..ICnlS. Three level!. o truncieon Are indicated fin Figure lia. Lxc A 1:orrspfldb to (hec numlber oft Ita/iillii, .i0i11ttkity

relJiItCd lot I.eti-cinlpricil iiadls (c l; . MSIS-831 eaiijloyiiig scalar 5plicrii.Al 1.liius lvcd C (I . ijii. In 1 : thi:
icel icielus nI a 34U. fin 1 ) wias found to pruvade ialmost perteect fidchly or (he neutral Wila fie1:Oilsti4Ii 1 '1 I li%: 'r 'ii 1I ti.
%c1:coiilo) (ruiealluail levIcel ii (1) 25. lit 5). Which repleSCelAl.8gUOd C0lI)IUfIlI Se I188:1 I waIIII 111111 ( t ic si C f [i c rct.4 lied.
CdI 11CIII .111.) (.And 114100Cl orele COIlipu(.lllia litle lur Wila. sy ilitcc%: 1 411 kec jillg (ti IC L)uli: Ii~jl Ii 1 1ude: wiad SiO 1wll

Note that1 the elipiricially-opliiLed trunication schemie f.8soicd higher 14141:5 Of It over ti Th% I, auk: tI, tli icl.,ii, cl) l1c
.aitpl iti~i of~ 0thle IILC med1:0:1lICICenl lor large a. smal.ll li(; these paricula 14f 108f111111CliCIIl tile a 10111 ii ac. 1C 5541) ILL dc1Sc i lV
file illtvocly small8-scale liighliii e lutral % Ind bs[LauSCi.

The kv SH exansion. . cussed abovse, is only for a sinle consi~taItpressure levl iiial fora. giien UT To Ccl the~ 1,:ck1414t151i1, ll
kii ide [i 1lPtile :' ovluliiin of the wind field ov er the 24 hour .1 urii.l ICC NI simiulaioil. we1 rI C4lie., ( c C 4tic veto ip ci:,

1.it ila)) c c14iii1Ilti all 24 lioull) hist101) file iecoids and11 (feli jierftiI .iiciliioi.l coii4lex1 tout ci L11csiC S to Illt Lu le
ild"i'JUA. v~sil coiflicicilis We av ItI Uild 114I tile 1IO4111l 6Cu8:lIi, , utlI.unicd 11,.i) tic lti,41.J -11 11,41 11111) 5:51cl

mi : udiiig tod ariia :een loufiel' 12oc:ificnltii cd 10 be sied iidcscribe t'icdiurnil vaf1.,i1aol Ies~xJ lic- 1,kcati.l wii.J
I cid iclS.atfly well. hawul £014iligi1111 well-knouwn'U lt Wet"45X1I: ilti ilicdiumaili I1:Sollil (itic Ccll1i4)ii: c C

411.111 like gdlographic IKIe c lCt), orl a sluillllt *hetre Ite Iiiitiiuilicic JuilU4[C. NU..l. as dJIhi2 J8 S:~iai ii. Ooi.

4,1jtiloaI4IIlurlef Lcellcicals w~ould be reqluired to describe tile IIlire LOItIII)C% JIc JCjunCnaCiC1 'I tic 10WI l c 5.1., HULL. ,0

u-1fi:1 C, howvevcr, is a4d1:L.4~C fur tile diuli nily -repicidi.c able c~ase ike [trial pan1 of tice C paii s itt deal Willi (tic 4111 lUdin114

Sliti'lulc Of1 tile Wlids Iik1 (IIcial4uIes. Sillc thie va11i111 III altitude 01 t188:111:41141 tltciiliosjilicI, i. uiC14 sslid ictdaicd b) ILc
NCAK-TCMN ts rl.jiii.cly siiiot, ce. 1:sfiiml1k:.figufk l2uh Saoi4 ii ./ 29.. vwc .. IiijlciIlhc wid Icisj.iiollb hiy itittic,

lItUt Icr mile1 series CoilIiciCltIs 104 siiplc, scond order t.Iklnimli! tit .,liULdc The cOIileiSIlI It(illIlk o:litt.llll cuicUIC' lck ill

at1,1 OC I 1i:id US hglie d:i 41dgoa i4e u Iceheigils 4 li fcICc0141 .18sst Icc ls rc f lii a41d otIei
VSil titodek flits 1Ol1cpsiol smalldlac 51111iicitinlc wcc:iike l (Nt -11. NoSIsild OJiclion 111.1 afe 11.1

i848i~~~~~~r t~~~oiiLicttd to 6o:Il ill 4k) nce for (tic staited Pu Ijhi.1 01 tile piecaln W oiL IiIlIhC, 1,: Lcitle Cwli 11 ~ 114 .ili,414.1114

iiI 11,,tt p~cd ilhi V s i di1i tUiid p)UC101 c 0"oh heaudi vidual w'. dcikoid )11:,1lu 101:' i~~tic. CX0~41111 I
41C 1, e-h4iku 1'hi-ts lil aiil is jUNt) LCd, onliCeoi Iil groultds1 b) l It i le tlcvI,,.us i) of tile Atlliiic t 1

I he sc hcl~~ ( iIwich lends to1 reduc 41:8 art i1Wind 511c41s) And4. ,iia. Oi i ek ~nwaI gi oui~s. Ui tile DI. 2 J,1IS %hii.I show it le
a1i111adlla41 NsUIcuIC above -4oukiil.

Ftr tcttilkt41181e, we relliCehe Jkily [1101iial all ILUde ceapansion %V fih 4 two- p81inc1ict rtiu.i Bites .48:1 dprilile 30, 3 11 haiol;~i [he

ipp8plrirl liloliltilli: Ifrm, Willi (he .8s> ntlic Icxosih1crtc) tentipra1l en 41)1 1:4:- hei ghl p418ilie Icr gio il) (tic lit.

I ic c ckipallsi0115. nlamlyI. Ihie V Ski exa.nsion it the horeiontal (includiaig tile sca8lar sphericail hiaur1lioiii1 expanisioni 401
tllli:iiureI,[Ilie (ouleti series i tim~e. and1 1t1:4ile tlninial (or Blh8es piolle CA141 it att.iitude cumiilcic (lie lull decs. ritiuO 01
fle I (JCNI w ind and1. temiperare8 41 Niuiiatis. TIhe lull set ol numubcrN c:ona.ininig this descriptiloll it tile 111411111411 accuracy would

- -. 1111 SJC .111 4114y ol diilieisions 37 x 18 A 0 x< 25 x 24, corresponidinig 1. iescltively. the order (iil.,fthe degice (il), tlie
kcii) pai tal otil le Con Iplel LCItiI ictiI (., b. a8111 0, the I Ourier little: seis, 411il ife 41 llude p'.~ly 11i1114a i lli 1ti8: It UIiA1loll IC VCII
discussed above. we reduce (he LCoellCila iuTay size (0) the dimensions 25 >. 5 x 6 x 7 x 3. Thus a818 totl of 15730 cociliciculs Are1
siolvd lot II VSI lio~del. We conbider this lo be close to (he nianinuin nlumlber reqluired to describe the lull diural, spatalI .Aid
4,11 Udlit t.,l V.81141 Olk 01 tIle Ilteril luspihcric vector lacuiraila and temiperatlure IJJ idU isIlig bIthel ,kal II14111011Ik wh l I 11:41 g Life

itltpkil~it high-Litl..de winid %truclures (vurtics and resersalLi obscrvcd flunk IN 2 11 liiglil be ljtsItIlc i le tulUIc 10 tuillicr
18:duc', .zcuf iLC O (i quired]culcleal i:14ATy by c:hootsingi a8difterciit set oftorttonorimal functiions foit tile expaililon, oplilitled to

41.5 lC hgi pat41i a)Ul i fiqcii: a8 high1 latitudecs (A. LD. Raciju,id. 1 955, Pri vate CUillIllIilke .1I081).

The V.Sll ritodel colisistst t1 he stored set ofccoeff-ieeob loecupylna.pproxinlitely 340 b1lok. of Idisk sp.8cc 0a1 VAX or POP-type
aoo~pwitet plui 4 saib(UULIIIC dCslgled to reCCOlisbiUt tle vector wiald .811d temIperature v.814: Lit anly given geographic locaiion,
4111ud aode little '1I li touItie el c-l Onus tile iji vrse wet of uraiistlflanu l tll 10 OS that8:114 parovided tike Cod I Ic cliUS I eCOVCering.

* sua cc t ely . l~~~[iec1 acnti 41. spaia4l, .8111 .8llitudlinl informiat ion to return geolihyi) i8 w inds 4111 le peraluies . The1 "lilcl ittle
* iiccC~~s fr lt(has -Nylshesas' ol model preduIL1Una IS 5agiIiAii.ntly loniger than1 fur stiillair calculIations using NISIS-113. due (0 thfe

11-hI la1gel iiuitiber Of ... lcul8liOlls itee:sbat. We have found 111.8 full global 5 degree x 5 degree witnd an1. lllealure fields call
* be 1~~~~~~~t: :jl Uu14t8d usinlg tile V 5)I modl Within a few iiules CPU I lte alil 4 V AX 751) .adIi. NIul shuttner 1:11 ulcae lillies.
C, tittus~~hoever, are rciluiteie 1c41Culat, 101 examnple, hle diural variatiaon of the aieuirl winds over a. givenI groiund4basced 1thi~eVtui).

-. ~~~~ tOl 111051 ppli-wuni.. cotlpuLcr litle %;alai be reduced Lolaslider.bly by using the muost ell icieiat testaing ol DO loop) calls it) the

Iti like 111:11 section we presentl various results from the VSH model (t) illustrte Its currentl capaubiliis. The VAX FORTRAN
s,.tii,jt.l 4iadtduiiicaiiii ncaessNil) lotd lbuse eilbe oboaled 110III1 one r k 8doSIIL.)

3 FXA1-IPLES OF RESULTS FROM THE VSH MODEL

A, itnooineid earlier. [tic presenit Version ofi(he VSH model was designed to correspond with miuch oh (he :DE 2 data8b.se. In tigures
-() I i W.e ,how,1111 not tou I) liola 4projectionis Illustrat ing VSl llki c i vade Iu 81:11 S (I n liaCYJI) LJIL11. C ulacd(r All 1 dd JI IlU 014001,1114a

111 ~pit~eUniversal Yiaie currespoinig to orbit I119 (74311 o D 2. The VSH Windis are1 oserliad wdi ieti iliucasurci Ac~tl
.i11] II1: ui icll Ij li DL: 2 (Ini yellow Iiiude .1dltudes of 400k bytIke -Itbly. Perot ijat eroilacler, FI, / I111n tile Winld
41,,1 I ci iwut8 SliccirtilICcr, ViAl S. /21, 1 ie DE 2 VClill Wilads .oe genledCL (maIllite lllCASurCIliICIIs uf Iliese two instrumients
kklly like d.8Ia -Irginf; lcaiue of Killeen ei ud. 31 The DE 2data. shiowna were selected i ile basis ii)file itiodcialc1-lO-i'lAC

t1tsit gcoiiaagiaetae 4,Ilay existang at thaC time of tile orbital passes (see Kp values indicatled). In both liiilicrt iand souaem
:4,61 c clli qijuliiglise aglceiticlit beiwen ti(le VSH -i nucl wini aid ilae DE .2 na.suicneiii is cyideil, Wil i le

UfTdlcideltt loatois Of file ar 8ious iigh-l8tutudc mtorpholog;Ial4 wind lea(lres well descrabed by tle Miodiel. Whnite tiial
- 4gt~al~ceint c lweca individua8l DE- 2 mneasuremnts and11 VSH model values is 1101 lbt.Liied, aor ealsecled, the Visit vkimid cle~arly
C, 411111pt~di icd14a,,1iable results that 418: directly cLaipdrable with [lae observatlions, baoth Ii nmagnitude anud afection. TIhey ar18 also useful

101, 111 iristdiuig8 4 liCiiti1 1 Ii a cOIlWica lut tile miipretio til tile DE 2 measurefilills.

like reculls shown in F-igure 2 indacate that the various high-lAtalude features built into the NCAR-TGCM. such as tbe dilteriag
% u~l I WI tl ell Scokigripi. And getaialagai ll wi ta he Iwo hcnaaspheres ant,.e donliiiis lidluclicola thle "CuiAl wind linllrl

Lit 1,110 diag %ti.1(a ~(i Ilie (w Illn L tl liillaerIC conVealloi, are rel"ccted an the V.SII tcollputi illodel. Ills1, 01 LourSC. i1iesC
figs.8ld eatures that Lietiminec (he VSH coiciei truaf:tionl enierla discussed Above.

Id
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A imid example of VSIH wind comparions with DE 2 data is shown in figure 4. Here, we plot averaged Lonal wind measuremtents
miade using tile WATS instrunment during 1981 and 1982 for measurements taken within 5' latitude of thle geographic equator.
I tliror reoulisal . tken fromn tile paper of Whwtorine al. /kV atid depict the average of many orbits of data. The VSH w ind results are
,slo. b) thr solid tie together with a low-order fourier fit to the data nmade by Herre'ro aluAfuyrl1321. Itcanu be seen that tile VSil ig

-z tn.& w mus provide a good first-order fit to the averaged WATS data at all local limnes, witha bittall phase lead. Fig.)
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As a furthcr cxamplc ol the ulity of the VSH model. we show in Figures 5and 6 the VSH model calculalios for (a) zonial wind. (b)
mendional wind and (c) temperature, calculated as a funtion of UT and alliiude over locations at the geographic equator (Figure 5i
and at Svlbard, Norway, (78.2-N. 15.6*W) (Figure 6). Also shown for comparison in these figures at (d)l the MSIS-113
temperatures for ihe same solar maximum. December solstice conditions. These fligures serve to illustrate the allitude strucnur
given by the compuicr model for a low-latitudc location and a high-latiludc location. It can be secn that the altitude variations of ihe
VSH wind and temperature results have the required asymptotic form. There am, unfortunately, no global-scale mcasurements ol
lower thermosphere winds available with which to compare the results at aittiudes less than -25km and ihe validity ol ihc VSH-
model here is, therefore, linked solely to the confidence placed in the parent NCAR-TGCM calculations Since the NCAR-TGC.'I
solves the full set of "primitive equations" for thermospheric dynamics and since it has proved remarkahly ucccsful in Ihe
experimental tests at upper thermospheric altitudes, we believe that the VSH1 nodel provdes valuable estimates for the entire
altitude profile of thennosphcric winds.

VSH MODEL DEC 1980
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Fig. 5. Contour plots illustrating the altitudinal and UT-dependent variation of (a) the zonal wind. (b) the meridional wind, and

(c) the temperature from the VSH model for calculations made at a location on the equator (latitude 0.0, longitude 0.0). Also
shown (d) are results from the MSIS-83 model for solar maximum December solstice conditions.
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The cumisonks between MSIS-83 and VSH model temperatures, shown in Figures Sc MtId4 i and Mdd, Are of ImiCiestiflce they it. Ruble,
puIitn out the mauori dutfeietice bM% ccit (thc Iwo Itilodel PCrofiles. Fur thle equatorial lkxaiooi shown in Figure 5, tile NIS IS K3 4nid VSH hg-
ilierature Profiles are in excellent agreenent. As would be expected since KISIS-113 provides the background miodel input

.linosphere for thte initial "spin-up" of thle NCAR-TGCM. There 41rC. hoUweVer, Apipreciable diIfreCesll~ evidenti between ile(I VSII 12. Fuller-
iiipciawo:i conio~fursd Lhe: Conspunding StIS-83 profiles at the liugli-ltude Svalbali location, shownl ill FI gure N. anddJ. Ths: 2545-2
rea, on lor (tic apparent discrepancy here is related to two lactors, (1) the difterei number of speciral harmonics used in the
NMSlS-h3l and VSII repre~sentation. and (2) the hih-lamiuds: heat source: due to boll p~uliele precipitation ili tile dajysiik c.usp regioni 13. Roble.

-5utipluycd ill the NCAR.TGCMk. NISIS-h3 uses relatively lew sIpherical hAriuiild is. tliCrIOe.C hun11ted soi Like extenl t whiiit sicul"
,.II model local structures in the temperature field. The VSH model. onl tile other hanid, uses -3 times As mandiy Iiarinics fur the
synihcsis ofi s temlperature field and is thereby able to model relatively snialler-scdle features%. The basic dilferecek beitweeni the 14. Roble
shapCs U1 tileC NiSIS-143 And VSH temperature cuiuurs in Figure 6 is due to the passage ot thle Svalbard location ltrough (ie d..ysidle Then

- cusp icpioi nea U5U-iJ)t.X hours UT. The NCAR-TGCNvI ciliploys A tiigfattudc WIL~ P41atliCteCA Seal 4 o lckii E11t% legiont A Novet
diusse-d by Rtob/r e al. 12tv, Lcadiitg (04 sigiiicail local, high-altitude telilierature etitancii. 'The VSH imodel reflects this .
iiiosiclcd djy side cusp high ahtitude heatirng, while the SSS-83 moudel does not show the feature. 15. Rees,

winid
W cuiiclade 1h thei VSH miodel, by virtue of the relatively large nwiiberuof ttruonics retainted in order to miodel tile liigh-llintudc tle-d
,A iii stiuolurc, is capale of modeling local temiperature features that are fillted out frm models 11141 use tewer haiiioiics. It
icilailis 4(1 open experimietial quesoonl whether! ielute!S Such As Ilk Cusp litipeAlure eiiiialleiiiCIII i1Ullusrae in iAgule 0 are 16. Rees,
Iinkd,,J11:CI Iis l i shiaCCCiaII .l14 sets. colii

4. SUMMARY 9.

Ae.J0111)LfIIer ode of thie iheritiuspherIC Wiiid atid teitiperatur fiels, based on output trUt thke NCARTGCNI. hais beenl T. L.

uisriidusing a vector spherical hairmonic expansion technique. The nioel is coded in a Portable f-ORTRAN subiroutirie 11h4s
scads5 Ill a set Ut Coeti icieits coiiiiiig tile dIU1ti11.111111t1ditial MidJ Spatidl I iiirliWiU~ii iCLeCssary to syicsL1c tile global %Inid alit
tltiliei ae Fields. 'H[ic currt Cii~ r itoii lie IIIodel is valid I or ssilarniami11numin Deceitier SOlSiCe coIJI ions It hais ipliiebtii 18t I~. Mayr
tiC usd5s who require reasoitable values of neutral winds anii teiniraiureN ill thieoreticail or comiparaive cxvpriiticlil studies. mcdil
Coiipaisois with DL 2 observtionis hive betij used tolustubrate tile valhltty ot tlie wind results At upper tiieiiiiospitic altiiudes.

19. Hedii
The iii-icl framiework call be extenided to inicorporate seasonal, solair eyclical MJid geoUIgnTI48e1 dCtiVity dependencies simply by 3.
runiiith le NCAR-TGCM I-or spccified geophysical eoniidtions and calculating a set ol spectral coetficteit arrays We plait to
L(ci..laoilly 01 coettlicint irrays inl this iiiaier 1that will provide seasoniable wind 4iid tenipijkaiure iesuls (or a systetiali rAiige 20. Kille
ut olindiilI solstice. eqo mnox, solar iiiiiii muill, activye. iiiriderale quiet. dlirbed. c Ic The rerie 41 sUti Out lie will he -.oilkj (1ene01

J ~ ~ ~ ( to ticse cocticient Arrays. We also plan to use (lie VSH imodel framework to develop a seitti-eitpircal model of iliernosphcric
% ids by alllropriately mierging oibservationial data fromt DE 2 with the '[0CM griude~d ealcUla1ttoIt Prior to pertlUouting tile VeCLor 21. Dick
jlitcjical tiaritmiic e xpanisioni desciibed Ill thiis Paper. [his work is Uniderwaiy. J. At,
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EMPIRICAL MODELS
AND THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF THE
POLAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION AT
120-150 km HEIGHT

S. I. Avdiushin, A. A. Pokhunkov and G. F. Tulinov

Institute of Applied Geophysics, State Cornmittee of the U..S.R. for
11tydrometeorology and Natural En vironinent Control, 123376 Moscow, U.SS. R.

5'- (O/N ) /(0/N.1)o d ratios are analysed for the polar thermosphere
5'dependii~f, export th mod season and the heliogeophysical activity where

(01N2 values are measured at high latitudes with radiofrequency
mass e spectrometers at 10-12 rocket launchings and (0/N2 ) values
are calculated for the corresponding conditions of every experi-

ment from 4 models (DTM, IASIS-77, MSIS-83 and Kohnlein model (KL)).

The analysis reveals certain regularities in variations for different
models. In summer St" does not depend on the heliogeophysical activity
and is within a factor of 2-3 for the polar cap and the day-time cusp at
150 km; during the polar night 8'.1,1 depends on the geomagnetic distur-
bance and varies with the solar activity cycle.

The 6,, and & values have little dependence on the heliogeophy-
sical .I ons andK  have approximately the same s~asonal variations.
During the polar night & . corresponds to 1 - 0.25 at high and
low solar activity. The incr;A d 3 in c6 dispersion for every model
considered is noted at low solar activity in the morning and evening
sectors of the auroral oval.

The recent decade has witnessed the development of a great number of the
thermospheric empirical models /1-8/ based on the use of the results of the
satellite temperature and composition measurements by means of optical and
mass-spectrometrical equipment. In some models /3-5/, along with the stated

5. measurements, use was made of the results of satellite drag, as well as of
5. some parameters of the atmospheric upper layers measured from mid- and

low- latitude stations using the incoherent scatter technique. One of the
recent models is MSIS-83 /8/. To build this model, along with a large
amount of the above mentioned data, use was made of rocket soundinG data
at heights above 80 km. All the referenced models are empirical in which
atmospheric parameter variations are given as expansions in spherical
functions. iEpansion coefficients depend upon the season, solar and geo-
amagnetic activity, respectively, and in some cases upon the longitude and
the universal time. All the mentioned models, with different degrees of
validity, describe seasonal, latitudinal and diurnal effects in the compo-
sition variations in the thermosphere and their dependence upon the solar
and geomagnetic activity.

A comparative analysis of the models was carried out in references /9,10/,
where the best agruement is shown for moderate solar activity (100(F. -/150).
Due to the use of a large amount of satellite data these models are
known to give, as a rule, a satisfactory description of the atmosphere at

r.- 250-500 km height. For lower heights (100-200 km), due to a lack of
sufficient experimental data, the models have been built mainly by extra-
polation of the satellite measurements to the values of the lower boundary
atmospheric parameters. Values of these parameters and the levels of the
boundary itself are different for different models. Thus there is a certain
degree of arbitrariness in modul atmosphere descriptions of heihnts below
satellite measurements.

The same is equally true of the lower thermosphere in the polar region.
For this region the model description, due to the complexity and diversity
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of physical processes caused by the specific character of ma otosphere -

atmosphere relationships and the lack of necessary experimental data, is
still in its infancy. In this respect it is of some interest to estimate
the degree of applicability of the models already developed for the
description of the lower thermosphere in the polar region.

To analyze and compare the calculated data with the experimental ones the
following models have been chosen: DTM /,/, 14SIS-?7 /6/, Kghnlein (KL) /7/
and :.SIS-83 /8/. The rocket masurements of the atomic oxygen / nitrogen
ratio /n(O)/n(N2 )/ V obtained with a radiofrjuency mass-pctromuter were
used as the xperimental data. This ratio is known to characterize
the upper atmosphere state, iin particular its thermal regime. This ratio is
likely to decreaso with tumpur ture inc.ruauu T'hu gockut uxpuriments
.3tarted as early as 1967 on ileyus Island (j U 58 W) and from shipboard in
the high latitude Atlantic region (66 - 7d , 0 - 5 W). The measuremunts
have been carried out at different phases of solar activity during the
z.suz~aur and winter seasons at geomagnetic disturbance levels characturized
by Kp) values, onrally within 0 -

While comparing the experimental and calculated values the analysis was

m adc for a curtain height making use of the - pardmeter where
u(O)/n(j 2)modu values wu.e caloulated for every model out o1 the 4 specified
-model musing input parameters correapondin6 to uach rocket eaperiaent.

- values at a height of 150 km for the polar winter and suamer are given
-*- for diffurunt modls in Fig. I - 3. In these figures is given de -

_iundi _; on the solar activity charactoerizea by the index of the solar radio
flux in the 10.7 cm wave lungth taken twenty four hours prior to the cxpu-
rimunt.

D T I Z = l X, a
0 - * .;r a

*0

0 0 a

0 00% 00 00

0,8 0

0

0.4-

660 150 20

?iG. 1. Variations of the parameter for the D:Pil model versus
the index of the solar activity (Fl ) for the polar Aight conditions
(jwrk circles). For comparison the'"liGht circles dliiLnate r-values
correspondinC to polar day conditions.

Ai ij shown in Fig. 1 the DLP;,1 model, under wnter conditions and at low
.olur activity (-0 < F , < 100) undurustlmates by up to a factor of 4 che
valuuS of n()./n(N 2 ) at 150 km height. In addition a conLiderable
LcatLvr in 6 iu noted. At moderate solar activity (100 < P '. 150)
".dui thu polar witur conditiuas the scatter decreases and thLD' 7 modal
vl~us (0) /n(N- ) approach thu euperimuntal onui. .ILth inrea.+e of the
joiILr activity <(11 4 2L0) thu dipursion in a a&Ain increases
,L.uIA trend towardis 1" U *decrasr values is observed. For the polar

(likght circles in Fig.1) 6 values dx' practically independent on
,r.c Lular activity ard the wean value is about .'.

As is shown in Pig. 2 the :IS-77 model undur winitur conditions (dark
tsLaUgieU) and at low solar activity (60 < P 1 ,(H0) both ovueretimateS
aind ndurustlwatus b a factor ,f 2 the valu3d' of n(0)/k(N-, a cou.i -

durc blu sCaULer in lu A mitud. At the moduratu levul of thu solar

%-'
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.tiiate

-P 4- ~:~ 1 Is -77

nes the 1
"' (KL) /7/
.trogen 2 A
.eter were ?" A

'ac C _ze A A 0
ratio is A 0t s A. + A .0"

pboard in Ad V • A +A A +

the A*++. i *
+  

+ A 
+  

+ A
aterized 0.6 ++,A

~~++ + •

3Was 0.4 A +

.pec if ied Fi.<periment. (2 IbO ISO 200
%,ire given

"do - Fig. 2. Variations of F parameters versus F o1.,for MSIS-77, KL mo-
ar 1ladio dels and the experiments carried out on Heyss 1 'Island under polar
e expe- night conditions (( 4 )and ( + ) respectively). For com'%rison ( L )

and ( 0 ) designate 0values for the same models for Lne polar day
conditions.

- activity (100 < F10,, 4150) a scatter in S values decreases and on the
average remains 'at 0.8 level. With increase of F (160 F0 <220 )
a scatter in & increases and its value is lowered *' to 0.4-0.3.'"
It is characteristic that in winter at moderate and high activity the con-
dition 6 - I holds true. For summer conditions values, as a rule,
exceed I at all values of F10.7.

The K~hnlein model (KL), as is seen in Fig. 2, describes the winter and
summer atmosphere at 150 km height almost in the same way as model ,Z I-77.

Model MSIS-83 values are presented in Fig. 5.

M51S5-83

Z=l50km

2- 04<..o o
. : *

U -3 I * -; 0
e-t'icions 0 o

"%- values. 0

*low" 4 he 0A,
.. le

" 100 ISO 200 F..,
'ol unto Fig. 3. Variations of the parameter for the L-3 Lodul and

the experiments carried out under polar winter conditions on ilcyss
e 4Island ( & ) and from research ships ( 0 ).

• ite3 Dark circles designate winter conditions and light ones summer conditions.
- As in the previous models a considerable scatter n 6 values is shown

2oldr for low solar activity. H1owever, a trend to group around one is noticeable.

*'d, .*..'. .. ,' . . - . . . . - .. .N*
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It is of interest to compare the high latitude values with the same para-
meter taken at middle and low latitudes for the same season and at the same
level of the solar activity. 1.

To analyse the latitudinal profile of a use was made of the results
of the rocket experiments carried out in the Atlantic during the voyage of 2.
the "Irofessor Zubov" ship in May - June of 1980. DurinZ this period 8
'U1-12 meteorological rockets equipped with mass-spectrometers were launchedi4 rockets were launched in the auroral region i the night sector of the 3.
auroral oval, 2 rockets at middle latitudes (45 N) under night and daytime
eon Liiions and 2 rockets were launched at the equator.The latitudinal pro-
file of the uxperlimvntal data doviations from the corrooonding moduls 4.

C ) for 125-150 km height is presented in Fig. x4. This figure shows

5.

4 Z--125km - Z "i50k .
-m - - a 6.

2. 2- 5- ?2 m 2 • nGt IS-7

0X me X -Y

1 t, 1,164 9

r94
AA

0 0

680 60" 40" 20' 0d0 6 (0" 40* 20 04 IF

Fig. 4. Latitudinal Lnd diurnal variations of the parameter
obtained from the results of rocket experiments carried out during the
voyage of "Professor Zubov" ship and the model calculations.

that under conditions close to the summer solstice at maximum solar activi-
ty (%00) the models considered give, on the whole, the enhancud tumpera -
ture values for the polar region whereas for the middle and quatuorial la-
tiuliuj the reverse tendency is noted.

The experimental results presented in this paper appear to be insufficient
to solve the problems of tmpirical modelling of the polar thermospuru.
i;uvertheless these results permit an estimate of the peculiarities and the
degree of applicability of the models considered for the description of the
ioi t4mrmosphere state at polar latitudes.
Thus, for examlple a relatively small scatter in at mean values of
P * dicates tL t the models have been built on the basis of the satul-
iN 7 data summaries obtained mainly at moderate levels of solar activity.
The DTiA model scms to give enhanced temperature values (for 1i4 . 5) at
Lw solar activity under polar night conditions. This excess probably
occurs for the daytime polar thermosphere under all solar activity levels.

The LZ;L3-77 and KL models, on the contrary, give underestimated temperature
values for the aigat polar thermosplhere under all levels of solar activity
uid tund to 4ivu nhanLced tempratures in summr period. ie more complute

ard sophisticatud i2I-35 model, iuvolving corrections for average la.ass
transport, variations in the turbopause height and photochemistry is cha-
r.cterized by the absence of tLe - deviations from one observed in the
Previoua models.

?urthur improvement of the models has to be directed towards the more de-
tailed description of the polar thermosphere variations, with due regard
for the specific charactur of the manutosphere-atmosphure relationshilps
inivolving the energutics of the current systems and the precipitatinG cor-
4puscular fluxes characterized by a high dugree of localization, dupunding
on tzc level of heliogeophysical activity and the time of the day.

, , ,"' '  . -: ,-, l .L -
% ~ * %. %
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THERMOSPHERIC STORMS

G. W. Proiss and M. Roemer

Insttut fir Astrophysik und nE~ralierresirsche Forschung, Universitat BIonn, Auf

dein Hugel 71, D-5300 Bonn 1, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT

Severe perturbations of the neutral upper atmosphere caused by the dissipation of conr

wind energy have become known as thermospheric storms. This review summarizes the temper'i-

ture and density changes observed during such events. The following topics are dic,:,.vd:

(i) the morphology and origin of composition changes at high and middle lititadi

(2) low-latitude effects; (3) time delays between magnetic and thermospheric perturTation.,

(4) systematic variations; and (5) accuracy of model predictions.

* 1. INTRODUCTION

In agreement with the more narrow meteorological definition, thermospheric storms are

accompanied by winds of high velocity. However, they also include large changes in other

state variables like the temperature and composition, which are the topic of the pre~ent

review. In this respect, the term 'storm' is Lsed in the more general sense of a sevc-re

disturbance, as is the case, for example, in the term 'ionospheric storm' or 'magnetic

storm'.

Whereas a quantitative description of smaller perturbation effects is hampered by the lack

of a reliable base line, this is not the case for storm associated changes. Here periods of

low magnetic activity are entirely sufficient to serve as a reference. This is probably one

reason why storm effects have been documented so frequently /e.g. 1-25 and the numerous

references therein/. Another reason is the hope that larger events would emphasize the

basic physical processes at work. And sometimes it may have been the sheer magnitude of the

storm effects which fascinated the observer.

In spite of the large effort which went into the study of thermospheric storms, many of

their properties remain incompletely documented and understood, testifying to the complex-

ity of this phenomenon. This review attempts to summarize what is presently known from

observations about this effect, The material is thereby organized in the following way.

Section 2 describes the morphology and origin of composition changes at high and middle

latitudes. A discussion of storm effects at low latitudes follows (Section 3). Section 4 is

% concerned with the time lag of atmospheric perturbations, and Section 5 documents Some

systematic variations of thermospheric storm effects. Finally, in Section 6 measurement;

are compared with model predictions to indicate the accuracy to be expected from present-

day models.

2. COMPOSITION DISTURBANCE ZONE

At high and middle latitudes, thermospheric storms are characterized by

- an increase in the gas temperature
- an increase in the heavier gas constituents like argot., molecular oxygen, and molecular

nitrogen

- a height-dependent behavior of the major constituent atomic oxygen with a moderate de-

crease at lower altitudes (< 300 km) and a moderate increase at higher altitudes.

- a decrease of the light constituents like helium

- and a complex behavior of reactive constituents like atomic nitrogen and nitric oxide,

whose abundances are partly determined by chemical processes.

Figure 1 illustrates some of these changes for a large thermospheric storm. Variations of

the exospheric temperature and of the argon, molecular nitrogen, atomic oxygen and helium

densities are shown as a function of magnetic latitude. The exospheric temperature was

derived from the N density measurements using standard hydrostatic techniques /26-28/.

Although of limitea? accuracy, this inferred temperature should reflect the basic large-

(10)223
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'a e benavior of the temperature perturbations (e.g. /15,29/). Using thvb te ei.tt 'e, all

sltres r ase been reduced to a common altitude of 280 km. In addition, th.ey h.-e re~
S.,:-. :zzd to Prestorm Conditions. Tnub R(1) is defined as the storm-tig, value of the 1

.. .. ...ttnt (or parartiter) divided by the corresponding quiet-time value; and si ' e erves
Srelerence, mearing no change with respect to q.iet times. Note that in thtle ,,rno

7 J, _.' ,peration, &.a analyzers (mass spectrometer instruments) cannot distlr.g i~h Lrtver
ard molecular oxygen (an exception is the fly-througn mode described in /-.

"r:t-J, the tot.l oxygen content 0.2 02 is measured. This presents no pjoier, as long as
,! tte t.o corponents is a minor constituent, as is the case for tre q-.et-t.e, uPezr

t:.r= rre b~y, above 200 kin). Here the total oxygen content is close to the dt,.SiC
cxye. Jensity. LDring storm conditions, the situation may not be as birle. and the

:'-_tJ oxyger, cor,tert should be considered an upper limit to the act"..l utcrc oxyge

.>_ y Trnt. feature of Fig. 1 is the well-developed composition di turnrnce zoe .t "t,.,

u. ade latit.des. It is marked by a temperature increase of more than 50: K alJ - at
- ty a 70-fold increase of the argon dcnbity, by al, -f'i d i1-zn ue 0 th~e

n.:. ~e uensity, by moderate changes of the atorric oxygen density "J 1.I ,! j . y a large
-:'r-._u t the helium density to one-tenth of its prestorm value.

REFERENCE STORM
ORBIT KpORBIT

1000

D 500

% ' .. .. .. .•.. ..... .... . ... .. .

280 KM

Fig. 1. Basic latitudinal structure

of a thermospheric storm. The upper
panel shows the developrent of the
magnetic activity during the event.
It also indicates the times at which

100 - AR the storm data and the quiet-time

reference data were meastured. The
- 10 N 2  lower panel presents storm associat-

ed changes in the exospheric tempera-
S .... ". ture(r), in the argon (Ar), mciecu-

Z lar nitrogen (N ), toric oxygen

0 ME (0), and helium iHe) densities, in

the molecular nitrogen to atomic oxy-

gen concentration ratio (N /0), and
in the total mass density (p). I e
exospheric temperature has been

Z 20infeered from the nitrogen data. All
20 N 2  density data have been adjusted to a
TO common altitude (2b0 kin) arid normal-

r 5 ized to prestorm conditions. In this
"" 2-kind of presentation, P'r)l t'erves

S-reference, meaning no change

~ ~ ' .. .. . .. . W'ih'e~pect to0 quiet times. The
data refer to the norning local tine
sector (approximately 0900 SLT) and4fall conditions. At the equator, the

i I i geographic longitude and universal

0 20 40 60 so time of observation were 2460 E and
% 16:52, respectively.

MAG LAY.

.
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The "ower part of Fig. 1 deronatrates that the molecular nitrogen to atomic oxygen density
rdtO 2s -etl-s-Ited to study the latit.dinal structure of the composition disturbance.
.:'ere- .lnbid tte pert.rLation zone t-s parameter Lhows a definite increase, indicating
,ctt, ttre extent and .gr.t.e of the composition disturbance, the lower latitude regime is

r.r.rcterzed ty a .- K of charge in this ratio. Additional advantages of this parameter
. re its "rie-mcale heig.t. rich makes it less benlitive to heigh[t adjust-ent proedures,

st co e a.scc..tion i th ionospheric perturbation effects (e.g . /2C/). In contrast,
tt to tal ,.s. der,-, ty ., olo shown in Fig. 1, is certainly ill-suited to study the

"L&.,.e -orp,~ gy.:1, trhe he;g;.t rr.ge con. dered, varictions in t.i para-.eter are
. :r.KeJ to ct.nges in the atomic oxygen density. Therefore the effects are rela-

tively s7ll. and, in adJition, height dependent. An exception is the lo latitude regis!e,
re ,e in , reflect tro-.e of the irdvid..l constituents.

t .c Ltic t vari~tior, of the co),.position disturbance is similar to thst
st Tr.' Fig. 1, r, cc'lex structures are oretlres oLserved. This i docu erted it

.g. 2, .rlc 
,  

rescr.*'. t ,erriosF, eric stormT data obtained during tthree conzecutive _ zteliltt
,'lt-. A de'r- tic. r.a.. t -en noramal izcd to o -1ttude reference valueL . The featur'e Ol-

,nT, evt kLere L, a FJ-.ittdv dist~rltance zone %r, ich is ,cl-separoted from tne polar
Cjlct I'- nce ZOI~e . -Or' bS; r,¢r Ic data riot orI ly c on f i rm the e x ist e ricec o f thl, 16 c a 11z c

;er~r~tlo, tr~cu- e tr,ty also show its relatively st/enaue 111,31/. Ar.cth~vr rlfIrt
"' c;I irterc'st is the large v~riability observed from one orbit to the next. Ionospheric duta

l i rl i c at c itat tthese varioti.ons are pri'morily dae to longitudinadl gradients and not to.4.'

., .280 KM 196 °E

a.-.

Z 172 °E

N 4:
H E Fig. 2. Complex changes in the lati-

tudinal structure of a therrtovpheric
storm. For three corsecutive orLits,

IA7 °E storm-induced changes in the argon

(Ar), nitrogen (N ), oxygen (C) and

helium (He) densities are shown as a
SfurctiOn of magnetic latitude. All

data have been adjusted to a common
altitude of 280 kr and normalized to

densities observed outside the dis-
.. . turbance zone. (h[n)vl serve as a

reference with respect to these val-

ues). The measuret ents refer to the
late morning sector (a;proxirately
1100 hours local time) and to late

sum er conditions (21/22 February,
southern hemisphere). For each or-
tit, the geographic longitude (east)

o 60 40 20 0 of the equator crossing is given on

the right.

MAG LAT .OS

%-

0%
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S esthebe large-scale structures, considerable smaller scale fluctuations are a perman-
t-nt fttur± of the composition disturbance zone. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. which bhowb

t~initial phase of a moderately disturbed period. Whereas some of these fluctuationsI ~to be localized disturoance peaks, others are rer wave-like In character.

15 40 1L 52

L 1)NG 21 A, 236 KMA

0

% 1 13

184

i 04

A 3?

138 Fig. 3. Smaller-scale structures in
storm-induced composition changes.
Comnposition changes for five consecu-

P tive satellite passes are presented
as s function of geographic lati-

_________________________________ tude. The data refer to a commeon
60 70 80 80 70 60 altitude of 236 km and have been nor-

I malized to density values measured
outside the disturbance region. The
linear s cal es (different for argon

Aad the other thYree constituentb)
09 ~are indi cated in the upper left-hand

115 corner. The local time sectors cov-
ered by the mreasurements are spedl-
fled at the top. On the left, Paa
nurber, universal time, and geojjraph-
Ic longitude at 450 S are given. Sym-
tbolb indicate 60, 70, and 8O degree

~ IInvariant latitude and are identi-
15 o 15 30 .3 50 73 90 75 fied in pats6 3 /32/.
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MAOLEY TYPE CIRCULATION

N VOCONST N V.CONST.

'.i .
He N2

2"

140 Km Q

LOG(DENSiTY) LOG(DENSiTY Fig. 6. Density perturbation
V~EICAL of a minor gas (He) caused by
VELOCITY wind-induced deviations from

the diffusive equilibrium dis-

Atribution.

It has been argued that disturbance effects produced by homopause changes will take too
long (days) to propagate to higher altitudes. This problem does not arise if a transient

mixing layer is produced above the homopause region (Fig. 4). Strongly irregular heating
or the mixing action of breaking -aves could be responsible for such a feature.

The second mechanism is based on the dynamics of the disturbance (Fig. 5). Heat input in
the lower thermosphere produces an upward motion of gases. This upwelling lifts air rich in
heavier gases (like N 2 ) and poor in lighter gases (like He) to higher altitudes. A simul-
taneous expansion causes an effective depletion of the lighter gases (He). whereas the
major constituent (N2 ) remains essentially unchanged (or remains moderately enhanced). At
the same time, the heavier gas components will remain strongly enhanced. Hays et al. /35/

suggest that this mechanism should be most effective during the initial phase and in the
central region of a disturbance.

The third mechanism is also based on the upward motion of hot air. This time, however, a
complete circulation cell of the Hadley-type is considered. Continuity within this system
requires that in the region of upwelling, where the horizontal divergence is small, the
particle flux of the major gas (assumed to be N2 in Fig. 6) is approximately constant with
height. Therefore the upward velocity has to increase in proportion to the decrease of the
major gas density. This increase in vertical velocity is much larger than would be required
for a lighter gas (like helium) with a much larger scale height. Also, it is much smaller
than would be required for the flux preservation of a heavier gase like argon. Thus if a

"J circulation cell is established in the major gase and if this motion is impressed on the
W rinor gas, this will lead to a depletion or enhancement of the minor gas. For example, more

helium is transported away by the large velocities at higher altitudes than is supplied by

the smaller velocities in the lower altitude region. Indeed, if both gases were tightly
coupled through collisional interactions, the depletion of the lighter gases (and the

simultaneous increase of the heavier gases) would continue until both gases had the same
scale heights. This is, of course, counteracted by diffusion, which tries to reestablish

the original state of equilibrium. In the looer thermosphere, however, diffusive separation
is too slow to fully compensate for the wind effects. Accordingly, lighter gases are
depleted and heavier gases are enriched. This mechanism also predicts a reverse effect at

*places where downward-directed winds close the circulation cell (see Section 3). The wind
effects are accompanied by temperature effects which increase all gas Jensities and which
dominate the ato;Alc oxygen behavior at higher altitudes. The above mechan s been
thoroughly explored by Mayr and Volland (e.g. /3b,37/). Similar results (although restrict-
ed to the one-dimensional case) have been obtained by Shimazaki /38/.

.J.
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rpuiVnt o f r, t e rt s1 the expansion of the disturbance effects: whereas the
, i~atior ;f solar in.' energy e. essentially restricted to the high latitude region,

:,-I. c~ veCP i tF c:.orgare aoo Litr ved at iddle latitudes. Th.i F reqi es an

on (Fee, e.g., Fig. 4 in /39/). Since molecular transfer is too slow, only
roesshave Leen considered. The first mechanism is based onthexitonf

-reay scale 6tumoig waves with vertical wind fields extending to middle latitudes arid
'prod-cirg tneitral composition changes /36,37,40/. The second mrechanism absumes that

cj-;-iticr. chr.. m6 are prod~ced excl.usively within the high latitude heating zone
6C'svt ezjently tranuported convectively tow.ard low.er latitudes (e.g. /41,4--/). Tfe

_''i recan poutulates the excitation of large traveling atmospheric dist.rbarncts:
nin re C., of ixing the r~e.~tral co -position down to dltitudLsaer h

t--e cu.crt~ f tthe order of rary ho_;r6 1421. Finally, a fo';ritn rechar,:sz
--- ti'e gecuto f cycl oc-typ a distu.rbLancets irn the upper atmosprhere wihic. curry a

L .g P.ar d- J ;r e t e jw an d f ie d t o wor d t io *er I at t jd es6, l ocally p r o d.c g thne otter ie d
:0,c!.ac.ges 44' . Again, these mvchnsi . are ty no means r.uta.i 1Y b5 Sulve.

? . coL -LAtio disurnel zone, storm, effects consist of a moderate increase of t

C~tStiueh5.ThIls is docum-ented in Fig. 7, wahich shows magnetic storm associated
in.rge thie ar-gn, mo~ecuar' nitrogen, atomic oxygen, and helium densities observed at

c.atutdes. All dsta refer to a common altitude of 290 kin, and measurements ta,<en Prior
:c tedisturtance ser, as a qu.et-time reference. As is evident, all contiutssoa
-"Karte increase,. ot of aoIfferent magri t.de. In general , the density increase of argon is

* ,.g ,tfoe by thcose of nitrogen, oxygen and helium. This suggests that a significant
of tre goaetcactivity effect at low laitde ay be attributed to changes in

::e neutra. gas ter-peratire. However, there are cases when non-thermal effects cannot be

290K

Fig. 7. Thermospheric storm
-- effects at low latitudes.

The lower panel shows
*fchanges in the argon (Ar),

IN. molecular nitrogen (N
I.atomic oxygen (0) and he~i-

Fum (He) densities as a func-
17 t2On of unilverbal time. Mt.-

I sure ents taken one day ear-
lier ( dot ted lines) serve

Z as a quiet-timte referencze.
0 The density values tire aver-

I ages0 -hi1ch refer to the
5-10c S geographic latitude

-. range. They have been ad-
2justed to a common altitude '

of 290 kmr. Solar local time

of observation is approxi-
mately 0:45. Different line-

ar scales have been used
for t~e four constituents

(L4 z 0 etc.. For compari-
son, the upper panel shows
the time variation of theI., 2 ~ 24 8 2 IIAE index during this distur-
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eletd(especially for 0 and He) and even dominate the low-latitude Lehavior /5

% ;,~Ithoongh less conspicuousi, tr-ese effects may have imnportant implications for theoretic,.
considerations. They have been attributed to the downward-directed hind component
planietary-scale circulation /36,37,40,46,47/, to the heating action of larige-bcale trave I
ing atmospneric disturbances (e.g. /46-54/ an-d references therein), and to tne dibptlor
.f ring current en~ergy /55,56/.

4. TEMPORnAL VARIATIONS

7-.e temporal development of thermospheric storms is essentially dettiried by the changing
intencity of the tcoldr bind energy source. Tne sluggish respcrse of the therrnoaphere
toewhat smoothes tnis primary ti7.e variation and albo leads to a prolcngqed recovery phage
renory effect'). Acdtional temporal variations are introduced )ccaP-Y ty chanrges in the
atial dis5tribution of thje energy injection and globally by the largL-cale dynamnics of

tne thermosphere.

Ine temporal association of magnetic and thermospheric perturoations has long been consid-
% Q ered a key problem of the geomagnetic activity effect /57/. Thie reliatle determination of

thtinme sequence i s not an easy task because a Si ngl e sa tellite carnot d i in ul h
between temporal and spatial changes, and both are usually contained in the data. According-
ly, only upper bounds can be established. Add to this the difficulty of identifying related
features in the magnetic and the thermospheric storm effectts. Thus only a limi1.ted ru:unber of
cases are available to study this important connection.

Figare 8 compares the temporal variation of the magnetic AE index and of the associated
Jchanges in the N density at high latitudes. The time resolution is 1 hour for the AE index

and 1 1/2 hours ?or the density data. As before, the N2 data have been a~djusited to a common
altitude. This comparison shows that at high latitudesi the tire delay b~et-een the magnetic
and thermospheric disturbance may be rather short and of the order of one hour (or less).
Somewhat larger time lags are expected and observed at low latitudes (e.g. 121,41-/). Here
time delays between (sub-) storm onset and thermospheric response are of the order of
4 hours (or less). This is illustraited in Fig. 9. Note that since the low-latitude response
carnot be expected to be uniform, different time lags may be observed at different loca-
tions

16
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approximately 0900 hours. vatlon Ih approximately 0:45 /45/.
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5. SYSTEWATIC VARIATIONS

Sa strong irregular component, certain systematic trends are oceerved in thermospher-

storm effects. Their docurentation, however, is often difficult and tar from com-plete.

tne follo.ing, four of the better known variations will be considered.

c,..ges with m gnetic activity. Changes in the level of magnetic activity affect therrro-

Eri'lc p trt rLatlons In two ways: first, the amplitude of the temperature and density

i S related to the intensity of the maginetic disturbance. Ar,d Leconoly, the

r['.:t of tr.e composition disturbance zone increases with increaing lgr.etlic activity.

netic act:vity, of course, is only a measure of the intensity of the sclar wind en'rigy

, a patioL. Since any of ihe nu;merous magnetic activity indices moniltorE this dibbi[,atioi;

rate, all of the., are correlated with therm-ospheric perturbation effects. Fig. lb iiiu.-

trates tine dependence of the exospheric temperature iricreaue in the polar reg-ion or three

cf these indices for one particular data aet. Thib figure also doc<rments the direct

correlation of the temperature ir,crease with solar wind conditions /58/.
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Fig. 10, Increase in the exospleric temperature as a function of magnetic activity
" and soljar wind co5nditions. The temperature hae been inferred from m~olecular nitrogen

* re~.sureents ottained in the polar heating oval during winter nighttime conditions.

, Te solar .ind conditions are described by the E parameter /B2/. The previous
history of the ragretic and solar wind activity has been taken into account up to
23 h;ors before the actual temperature measurement using a simple algorithm (P -

eT.'. f(P ft-t )) with P =ap, AE, hst, and C , respectively, at time t prior to the1 0 1 -ueicesel e rdI

temperature measuremert at timot /k,61/). The temperature increase is mea.,red in

,i-vin, the c para-.eter in 10 d. C , C C C and C% are constants equ-l to
; K ,r d 30 G, respectiveiy. The correlation coefficient is given

- in tthe upper left-hand corner.
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aich of the many magnetic indices is actually best correlated with thermospheric stor

effects has not yet been established. Also, the form in which these indices are to be ue d

in modeling these effects is still a matter of intuition. Agreement exists on the fact th.t

the thermosphere integrates the irregular energy injections, and also 'remembers' previou,

pert'urbations. Therefore, the history and development of the magnetic activity has to be

taken into account (e.g. /59-61/),

Changes with location. The spatial structure of thermospheric storm effects is primarily

i. te-'rined by their latitudinal variation. Here systeriatic differences between the high and

low latitude region are evident and have been discussed In sections 2 and 3. In addition,

lo"gitudinal variations are observed (e.g. /17,31,62,63/) and are docurented in Fig. 11.

Tnse changes are primarily d,e to the magnetic control of the solar wind energy disi.

.ptlon, and this control is .wo Impressed on the thermospheric respotse. Accordingly,

tte rrospheric storm effects are better ordered in a magnetic rather than in a geographic
coordinate system /64,65/.

! DAYS Fig. 11. Longitudinal varia-

23 24 , 25 26 27 tiona of thermospheric storm

effects. The lower part shows

AL a comparison between the Ion-

gitudinal variation of the

.10- N /0 concentration ratio and

Nt~e longitudinal variation of5 Othe invariant latitude along

0 a constant geographic lati-

1 - A longitude (west) of the mea-
surements are indicated at

AU 60 the top and bottom of the fig-
O u ore, The composition data

Z 03 4 0 " have been adjusted to a corn-

< mon altitude of 280 km, and

solar local time of observa-

SA 20 tion Is approximately 10:30

U hours. Using the AE index as

0 180 0 180 0 180 0 ISO 0 190 an indicator, the upper panel

LONGITUDE W shows the level of magnetic
S. activity during the time

interval of interest /20/.
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0 0.5 1.0 1.5 respectively. Also howr. are

the correbponding I er esIon

AE'. Pi lines /68/.
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.,,,,er lonitdinalruniversal time variations are also observed in a rragnetic coordinate
d are attriL.ted to the influence solar radiation has on the di bturbarice

with local tle. Both the magnitude and extent of the composition disturbance

- . end on local time, r .d perturbationa are found to be largest in the early morning sector

,g. /,5,2D,6,b7). As an example, Fig. 12 illustrates that the maximum temperature

* ," ,reave at riddle latitudes is significantly larger in the mornir.g sector tt,.n in the

,:-ternoon/even rig sector. These findings are consistent with the idea trat the major

:rar-sfer of dbtarL-nce energy from the polar Lo the rid-lat.tude thermophere takes place

c.rir~g tne early morning hoi-s (e.g. /68-71,1). It

".&.-A witr. se .,:n. Seasonal variations of thermoapheric storm effects provide additior.al

• t v iiar, re for tre coLrex interplay of bolar wind and bolar radiaton effects. Trs

: rrI' l ay leads tc an incea.sed bpre ndcg of the diatarbarce effects to.ard lower latitudes

d.xr r.g t.e s.TJ,,r seascr, epeoial y in the early morning sector /72/. Cr conoeeqrnce 0f

3¢O
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Fig . 14. Observed and predicted latitudi-

z - - ra± structure of thermospheric stormr.
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b,r,ce is indicated by changes in the N_/0

S. concentration ratio. All data refer to

the same altitude of 280 ki, ard
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erce. In each case, the ten most dis-

6 t..rbed latitudinal profiles have been

bureri mposed. The range of the observed
values is indicated by the shaded area.
Triese observations are :ompared to the

z. - .- .......... . M S-B3 /79/ model predictions for the

% ' are geophysical conditions. The predict-

60 so ed range of values is bounded by the

.. ,. ,*T' u dotted lines.
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this increased spreading are larger summer disturbance effects at middle latitudeL /s l.
Figure 13 eho~s that these differences may be quite significant. Statistical studies t
indicate that in the heating oval and for the same level of magnetic or socar

activity, the temperature increase is larger in the summer than in the winter heniaphe,,
(e.g. /58/). These findings are not at variance with observations that the relotive h
denaity increase is larger in the winter hemisphere /61/.

6. MODELING THERMOSPHERIC STORM EFFECTS

Pre ent-day models (e.g. /64,74-79/ and references therein) can only atterjit to [epiodce

the large-scale and average properties of a thermospheric storm. A more dtuild d,.crip
tion is impeded (1) by our incomplete understanding of this phenomenor; (2) ty ito cc'.p;iex
zr; :'hIogy and (3) by its partly irregular behavior. Hence larger discreparxC1, betweer

model predictions arid actual measurements must be taken into account and ,ua.e Leen Ot aerved
reivtedly. Fig. 14 serves to illustrate the magnitude and nature of these difirerces.

% bzbsed on changes in the N /0 density ratio, the latitudinal structure of the cormpoiltion
diaturbance zone is shown For two different storm events, In each case, the most disturbet
lititudinal profiles have been superimposed. This range of storm-time vulues is cumpared
with corresponding model predictions. The observed differences are bometimeO quite large.
.iTey may be explained by the irregularity of storm effects and also by tie lir,itations of
preaet-day model algorithms.

We conclude that during storm conditions, model predictions become less reliable. Whereas
the tasic features may be well-reproduced, a more detailed prediction is not yet possible.
Tnis also applies to the presently available theoretical models of thermospheric storms

(e.g. , 0,bI/).
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"THERMOSPHERIC STORM EFFECTS
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ABSTRACT

A brief review is given of our current understanding of the atmospheric perturbations in the
- thermosphere and exosphere that are related to geomagnetic disturbances and of current efforts to

represent these in empirical models of the upper atmosphere. A particular model, based on ESRO4 mass
spectrometer observations of neutral composition and density, is presented in detail. This model gives
the effects on the principal constituents of the upper atmosphere as a function of the geomagnetic

*coordinates and the K, geomagnetic index. It is a modification of an earlier model, the most important
difference being the inclusion of the variation with magnetic local time.

INTRODUCTION

Significant heating of the neutral upper atmosphere during large geomagnetic storms had long been
suspected from auroral and ionospheric research. The first direct evidence of such heating did not come
until the early years of the space age, however, when Jaccbia /1,2/ was able to show a very clear
correlation between magnetic storms and sudden, short-lived, increases in the atmospheric drag on
artificial satellites. These early results showed global increases in atmospheric density at all heights in
the earth's upper atmosphere accessible to satellites.

Subsequent to Jacchia's initial discovery, satellite drag was used extensively to study the geomagnetic
variation in the thermosphere and exosphere. At first, it was thought that the exospheric temperature
increase that could be associated with the atmospheric disturbance varied more or less linearly with the
3-hourly a, geomagnetic index and that, as a consequence, only relatively large magnetic disturbances

could be detected in the drag on satellites. Analysis of the drag on the Explorer 17 satellite, however,
revealed small density variations /3/ that Jachia and Slowey /4/ then found to also be present in the
densities derived from other satellites and to be correlated with small variations in geomagnetic activity
during what would otherwise be described as "quiet" conditions. Except for very large storms, the
associated increase in exospheric temperature was, in fact, shown to vary nearly linearly with the K,
geomagnetic index, the quasi-logarithmic equivalent of a,, so that detectable thermospheric effects could

be expected as a result of even the smallest magnetic perturbations. Slightly earlier, Jacchia and Slowey
/5/ had analyzed the drag on the high-inclination satellite Injun Ill and found the geomagnetic
variation to be substantially enhanced in the auroral zones and that the time lag between the
geomagnetic and atmospheric disturbances increased in going from high to low latitudes. These effects
were seen as evidence of the transport of energy from high to low latitudes, as was later corroborated
by observations of winds /6,7/ and waves /8,9/ in the thermosphere. Later, Roemer /10/ analyzed

* the drag on a number of satellites at heights between 250 and 800 kin and was able to detect a
sinusoidal dependence of the geomagnetic variation on local time, with a maximum in the derived
exospheric temperature increase at 3 am that was systematically larger by a factor of 1.3 with respect to
a 3 pm minimum. Just such a dependence is confirmed by more recent measurements made by
satellite-borne gas analyzers and other instruments and can be seen to result both from the locations of
the high-latitude heat sources and the dynamic processes driven by them.

Concurrently with these studies, models of the geomagnetic variation were being developed. These
consisted primarily of an expression for the increase in exospheric temperature associated with a
disturbance as a function of either the a, or the K,, geomagnetic index. This temperature increase
was to be added to the "quiet' exospheric temperature appropriate to the other prevailing conditions and
the sum used to determine the density at any height from the corresponding static diffusion model of the
thermosphere. Implicit in this approach was the assumption that the temperature profile used to
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generate the static model was not perturbed by the geomagnetic disturbance. This is clearly not the
case, of course, and additional "engineering' was later found to be necessary in order to adequately~represcrit the geomagnetic variation at lower heights. These extremely simple models were adequate at
greater heights, however, and the data then available were reasonably well represented by them. Such a

model /4/ was recommended in the CIRA65 model and directly incorporated in Jaccliia's highly
r'. successful 1965 empirical models of the thermosphere /11/.

The developrnent of models of the geomagnetic variation from satellite drag essentially culminated with
the model derived by Jacchia et at. /12/ in 1967. This model was incorporated without modification in
Jcchia's 1970 thermospheric models /13/. At about that time, however, significant new data from the
dr.g on low-altitude satellites became available /14,15,16/ that showed density variations related to
geomagnetic activity which could not be adequately represented by a variation in exospheric temperature
alone. Thus, when Jacchia published a revised version of his model a yer later /17/, a hybrid formula
including both temperature and density components was introduced to represent the geomagnetic
variation at low heights. It was Jacchia's 1971 model, complete with this dual representation of the
geomngnetic variation, that was incorporated as the thermospheric part of the CIRA72 model.

The models derived entirely from atmospheric drag are still widely used, especially in connection with
problems relating to orbital dynamics. To show the simplicity of the model of the geomagnetic variation
of CIRA72 and to provide a basis for later comparison, we will reproduce that model here. According to
CIRA72, the geomagnetic variation at heights above 350 km is given entirely by the following expression
for the increase in exospheric temperature (equation (18) of C1RA72):

4 GAT = 28K; + 0.03 exp(K,')

where K,' is the 3-hourly K, geomagnetic index at a time f - rand the time lag r is given as 6.7 hours.
At heights below 350 km, the density variations are represented by the expressions (equation (20) of
CIRA 72):

djog p = 0.012K; + 1.2 x 10"exp(K,') (a)

A C T. 14K; + 0.02exp(K,') (b)

where K,' is the same as in the first equation and the increase in total density is to be obtained by adding
SD. the variation given by (a) to that corresponding to the exospheric temperature increase given by (b).

The computer code for the thermospheric models that was included in CIRA72 uses an interpolation
schenme to make a smoot.h but rather abrupt transition between the high-height and low-height versions
of tle geor-agnetic model in the vicinity of 350 km.

TIE NATURE OF THE VARIATION

The resolution provided by the satellite-drag method could only give a smoothed picture of a
plenon non that is daractcrized by rapid canges and extreme spatial complexity. Time resolution as
short as 0,1 day has been achieved using .he most precise optical observations /18/, but a resolution of
0.20 025 day during even the largest magnetic storms is more typical of the data from orbital analysis.
".r ce the drag effect cannot be resolved within a single revolution, the derived density necessarily also

,N. r ,rc,cLits an average over a fairly long arc in the vicinity of the satellite's perigee. Thus, while
t..,: g'U:;,ajhttic variation was expected to be complex in nature, the available data could only hint at
-x,,,* of the major dtails of that complexity.

The .rt hgh-reolution nirasurements of density and composition from satellite-borne accelerometers
/19/ and gas ariilyzers /20/ became available at about the time that CIRA72 was published, Since
tat terr,c, large quantit es of data have been added by numerous other missions bearing similar
ibirruii,, nLtion. Promriizient arriong these have, of course, been the Atmosphere Explorer and
Al, An,'j-lire Dynamics series of instrumented satellites of NASA. These data have been used extensively

* " h, h to study individual disturbances and to derive more detailed empirical models of the geomagnetic
vrianon. The accelerometer data have, of course, been important because of their greatly improved
r,,,utjor as opposed to drag analysis. The gas-analyzer results have, however, been especially
irm.portrtt because they also provide data on composition. Large variations in composition ha.,e been
fo.id to be a very significant feature of the geomagnetic variation in the thermosphere.

In Figure 1 we show a plot of molecular nitrogen density measured during a portion of one orbit of the
Atrno phewre Explorer-C saiell;te by the OSS niass-bpectrorneter. The data were collected during a
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of 250 km as measured by the OSS rn.-,s.

spectrometer on AE-C durin~g a portion of
Sorbit 4919. The abscissa is the tirne inl

minutes from an arbitrary zero point and the
o ordinate is not given (see text). The smooth

- curve is the invariant geornagnetic latitude

with ordinate scale on the left (from /25/)

-

do

c. 0 0 7'.50 1s Do 22.50

period of relatively high geomagnetic activi2y (1.5 hours earlier, K. was 6*) and when the satellite was in

'.r: a nearly circular orbit. Since the height varied so little, it was safe to reduce them to a single height for
purposes of analysis and that is the way they are shown here. The abscissa is the time in minutes,

starting from an arbitrary zero point. The scale of the ordinate of the N2 number density is not shown,

but it represents the change in the logarithm of the number density. The maximum density here

corresponds to a change of 0.5 in loglo n(N2), an increase by a factor of more than 3 in number density,
relative to the density at the origin of the plot. The smooth curve at the top of the figure is the

(adiabatic invariant) geomagnetic latitude plotted on the scale at the left of the figure.

The strong dependence of the geomagnetic variation on geomagnetic latitude is well establis hed and we
can see it in orbit after orbit of the AE-C and other satellit-borne mass spectrometer data, not only in

N2 but in all constituents. Not all constituents behave the way N2 dots, however, and this is another
important aspect of the geomagnetic vaiation. The behavior of the lighter constituents, such as lie, s

just the opposite of that of No: their number densities decrease where those of N2 increase. And the
density of atmic oxygen, which is of primary importance as far as total density is concerned throughout

cuch ofn t ther sphere, may either increase, decrease or remain unchanged. In addition to a purely

therml effect, there is obviously another factor involved in which the molecula ass plays an impotent

role. The observed "signature" is, of course, not unique to any one particular process. It can be seen in
(iermospheric gravity gaves and would be expected as a result of vertical winds in the vicinity of the

hoe opause. Blum et al. /21/ have also suggested a variation in the height of the hoopause as
mechanism that would produce such a result The later proce, rhether or erot it i d phyical ly itic,
provides a very convenfient devetic vition.ch to model this tpect of the geoi agnetic variation.

In Figur we show plots of Ar, No, N, te d r le number densities a s well a toso density measured
dy the oSRO4 mass spectrometer during an interval of sustained geotagnetic disturbance The data are
the for the points wher e satellite crossed the 280 km level. There are two such crossings in each
orbial revoetion, one on the ascending branch and the other on the descending branch of the orbit, ajnd
the the accordingly divided into two rsepaate groups. The ge.iagnetic latitude, , , of the

osubsptellie point is also plotted for each group as the K Index. The general dependence on

geomagnetic latitude is quite obvious in the figure. The geographic latitude of the subsatellite point

chang s very little during the interval shown, but the geomagnetic latitude ocillates on a daily bais due
to the offset of the geomagnetic pole and the rotation of the earth under the satellite orbit. Those

oscillations are clearly reflected in the data of the upper plot of the figure, where the 260-km crossings

were in middle latitudes, but are much less promiziert in the lower plot, where the crossings were in very
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Fig. 2. Variations of four constituents at 280 km at middle and low latitudes as measured by

the ESRO4 mass spectrometer during an interval of sustained geomagnetic activity. The dots
are data points and the solid lines are values computed from the N2 variations. 0,. is the
geomagnetic latitude and K, is the geomagnetic index. Note the regular 24-hour variationsat

mniddle latitudes and their absence at low latitudes (from /22/).

low latitudes. The upper plot of the figure also illustrates the behavior of the different constituents
wve d.cribed above and demonstrates how a variation in the height of the homopause can be used to
repre-ent that behavior. If we assume the height of the homopause, zy, to change in proportion to the
d'ange in exospheric temperature ajnd compute the temperature variation from the N2 density, which

, ~wuld be little affected by a change in homopause height, the effect on the other constituents can be
easily calculated. This was done for the data in the upper plot, taking dzs/dT = 53 m/iK, with the
rei.:s shown by the solid lines. In Figure 3, we again show data from the ESRO4 mass spectrometer s

-' in Figure 2, but during an interval when there was an intense magnetic storm followed by a period of
sustained geomagnetic activity. Here the major point of interest is in the lower plot, where the data are
for low latitudes and the variations of all four species are in-phase and have comparable amplitudes.

. °'This is typial of the data at low latitudes and is indicative of a different regime from that found in
, rriddle and high latitudes. Only occasionally is the behavior seen at higher latitudes observed near the

-q;iator, as it is around 22 and 23 iebruary, 1973 in the lower plot of Figure 2.

The atmospheric variations are not just dependent on the geomagnetic latitude, however. There se two
distinrt maxima in the data of Figure 1 that represent separate regions of enhancement in the vicinity

4, of the auroral oval. As that figure demonstrates, there is also an appreciable over-all asymmetry with
re5pct to geomagnetic latitude.

............. ........................... ... -
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LSR.4 MODEL

Ti~e;e are, at ;,restrit, t,.eoret~cal nidels th,at are caliable of representin~g the disturbed thermosphere in
gr _at d'tad at,d %,it!, ,c ,i]:a precis 'on, given tihe parameters appropriate to t'e particulr situation.
AKs a practical r:,at'cr, hI'At~er, the rieed for emlpiric.] riodt~ls continues tW exist anld, sinice the theoretica!I

:odl ac dcu .ea-'d c!]:iwh're in ths issue, we will devote th~e rernainldcr of the discussion lic-rv to
t-1.;)irical Alclt sAro, suethcre are rea!ly wily two such models bosed on high-rc(solution data in

.r' :ma ust and rie of tli(se is a part of t~e .ISIS empirical1 therno.pheric moels tat are likewise
d,>culsed elsewh~ere, we hadve only one mode; left to discus. That model is the one derived by Jacchia et
a l. /,3/fro.-r thle I-SIWO4 m.spectrometier data and tht is incorporated in Jacchia's 1977 tnode:l

.o of tO', tLerumuspherc / 24/. tfere, however, we will present a modified version of that model h;milax U)
-' te urge gireen recent',y by S;owey /25/. The modffcatlois that w'ill be introduced are as fullowb.

t- . l~) Include the riu, s significant features of the variation %ith local ageIc ie h rg

€.'- rrodu'l ki,(Iudes ozily thle mean variation with latitude.

2) A _ow 0,e lat~tuding form of the model to vary with the level of disturbance. The

- I,;tudonal vriation has been shown to broaden in high latitudes with increasing levels of
." d,sturbai,ce / 26/, apparently due to the c.hanging po~sition of the polar cubp region /27/.

.- 3) Allow for the prior heat input in establishing an index for tihe level of disturbance.
"1heoret;,&I c~lcalations /26/ and seriiiemrp 'ric&I modeing /29/ both ndicate tfat the

'd turb,ct h~story over the preceding 5 days is prob'ably Significant.

-. %
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4) Allow for an increase in exospheric temperature at the equator. In the origiri model, t!,,
effect at the equator is represented entirely in terms of an -equatorial wave" of density.
While it is clear that such a wave is a signiicat coinpoie:t of the low latitjde response, it
is equally clear that a thermal compcnent can also exists in low latitudes.

The model of Jacchia et al. /23/ re;-esents the density and composition changes that occur ji
.sociation with a geomagnetic disturi.ance by a local increa.se in exospheric temperature and a
proportional increase in the height of the homopause. Superimposed on these two effects ib the
"tqj.atorial wave" referied to aboe, in wh'ich the nur:.ber dclsilies of all constituents increase in the
same proportion arid that is centered on the equator. We will adopt the srme repreucntation here aid
niodel the change in the logarithm of the riurnier density of the species I as the urM of three
(oi:;i u;,enLs:

..ulog 7, = .Irlog n, - .5ilog T,. -, Ilog n, (l)

er'e -rlog n, is tle thermal component, ,6 log n, is the component due to tht change in the height of
t. Lorio;,ause and ., lg ri, is the component due to tle equoturial wavc.

The thermal component -r log n, is to be evaluated frc.n an atmonspheric mod, as-.suyring an increase i,
exospheric temperature Aj-T_ given by

A 0;T- A F(0,A) (2)

vlcre .4 is the armplitude given by

A = 57.5,; [I 0.027exp(04,;)] , (3)

is in the original model, and F(0,1) is given by

F(O, A) = ou -t au Siri + ccib'KoL~sinl X + Go.cos A) -t
(4)

sin20(aisbinA + acosA) , sin'€sin2¢,(asinA -i a,.cos A),

s%,re ¢ and A are the geomagnetic latitude and local magnetic time, respectively.

To taoe the effects of the prior heat input into account, we assume K,' in equation (3) to be the weighted

mnarn of the lagged 3-hourly K. geormagnetic index tLen over the 41 values in the preceding 5-day
r a ls follows:

s:'O.ere t is the time in days, c - 1.0 d ' and r is the time lag given by

r 0.05+0.1cos'O (day) (6)

ii, equation (4), the first two terms represent the mean latitudinal variation of the increase in exospheric
tcin.lrature. The remaining three terms represent the variation of the temperature increase with local

.agre-tir timle (I.MT) in low, middle and high latitudes, respwctively. To introduce a variation in the
ni.,an shape of the ltitudinl variation with the level of disturbance that is consistent with observation,
'Ae tike n in equation (4) a

L" . , 5.0 - K,'13.0 (7)

A determination of the remaining parameters in equation (4) was made by a least squares fit to values
of the exospheric temperature increase inferred from N, measurements made by the ESRO4 mass
spc,:trometer. Exospheric temperatures were obtained from N, durisities by inverse interpolation in an
atmospheric model. The temperature increase was taken to be the difference between the exospheric
ttrn.perature corresponding to the observed N2 density and that corresponding to the density computed
for quift conditions from the -SR04 "quiet time' model of von Zahn et al. /30/. The resulting
cie!irCernts are

. %-'- ." - " 'r r .,
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ao, .1425 a,= .8137
al .1184 al=-.0360(8

a1 - .0735 an= .1038
a, .3706 02=- .1441

In riure 4, the ibotherins of the relative temperature increase as given by equation (4) are plotted over
I;C globe in geomiagnetic coordinates for the case where K.' 3 (no = 4). As can be seen, there is a

oi-er.~b~e usyr-rnetry with respect to the pole. The maximum is between 6 ' and 9 ' at a latitude of
;L bOdegrees. This prob~hly reflects both Joule heating by the westward auroral electrojet and

;rL dt: precipitaiorn in the cusp rugion. The extent of the asymmetry can perhaps be better seen in
Ij;e5, vhvre the profiles for C- id 1 8 ' LM1T-near the extremes-are plotted together with the mean

d Iprofile. Of course, the difference in high latitudes as seen by an orbiting object would tend to
1, t!,oothcl. out over intervals on the order of a day because of the earth's rotation. This would not be

inl 10% latitudes, howe1AVer, which explains how Roemer /10/ was able to detect the asymmetry
jti~ltlc determinied from drag analysis. . .

00

04.

Fig. 4. Global isotherms of the relative
h temperature increase as given by equa-
le tion (4) frK.,=3 The coordinates* are geomagnetic latitude and magnetic

loca time (from /25/).

Jacchia /24/ has found that the response of the lower thermosphere to geomagnetic disturbance can be
represented by perturbuxig the temperature profiles of his static models by an amournt given by

6cT(z)= dGT..tanh~c(z - z,)1,(9

whcre c 0.006 anid z, =90 km. The disturbed temperature profiles defined by equation (9) yield
s;,ecies densities thiat are in good agreement with observations at heights as low as 150 kmn. Tu apply
equation (9J) directly, however, requires that the diffusion equation be integrated from the lower boundary IU

*- of the thermnospheric mnodels to the height i,'t question. Fortunately, analytical expressions can bei

derived from the results of numerical integration of the disturbed profiles from which A r log n,, including
the effect of equationi (9), can be computed. Jacchia /31/ has, in fact, derived the following analytic
:xp.,es.ion for use with the model:

rlog n, ' =)B

(100 10

0 . 6 -~~~~ +.O 3 ( 4 ~ i 1 .7 (j 1 .2 7 ) + (0.3 3 2 2 z ) L

rn=1.7 tanh 0.005(2 - 100)1. (12)
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6LMT

MEAN Fig. 5. Latitude profiles of tie relative t em-
perature increase for K, = 3 as given by
equation (4) for 6' and 18' LMT. The

profile of the mean latitudinal variation is
'0 .,e T also shown (from /25/).

GEOMAGNETiC LTiTUDE

The values of the 8, for the individual constituents are as follows:

#(A r) = 1.50 j6(o) = 0.5216(02) = 1. 16 fi(N) = 0.46 (13)
P (N,) = 1.00 P(He) = 0.10.

.. T." in equation (10) denotes the "quiet" value of T..

0. The component due to the change in the height of the homopause can be computed as in the original
model:

ABlog n, = a,ARz, (14)

where Azg (meters) is obtained from

,.z = 5.02x lOsinh'(0.01 AoT.), (15)

with dcT- given by equation (2), and the ai's are:

o ,(A r)= + 3.07 x 10- (iks)
4. ct(0 2 )= + 1.03x 1 ' (-nks)
9, a(N2 ) - 0.0 (16)

a (o)= - 4.85x 10' (inks)

a(He)= - 6.30x 10- (iks).

Finally, the component due to the equatorial wave is computed as in the original model, but with the

smaller exponent in the latitudinal response determine by Slowey /32/, by the expression

Alog n, 4.logp = 5.2x 10'Acos2 , (17)

where p is the total density and A is given by equation (3).

.5%
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CHANGES IN THERMOSPHERIC DENSITY

CAUSED BY TURBULENCE VARIATIONS
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dt'm H/ugel 71, D-5300 Bonn 1, F.R.G.
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ABSTRACT

Seasonal and geomagnetic density variations in the thermosphere can be explained either' by
a system of thermally driven winds or, equally well, by changes in the turbulence

structure. Observations show that both processes take place, but their relative importunce

has not yet been established. In this paper, a model incorporating both mechanisms is

presented. Whereas seasonal changes may be generated by changes in the turbopause height,
geomagnetic perturbations may be associated with a turbulent layer above the homopause

region.

INTRODUCTION

Observations of thermospheric densities have shown that in the winter hemisphere the

relative density of lighter gases, like helium, is increased, while heavier gases, like
argon, are depleted as compared to the yearly average densities. In the summer hemisphere,

the opposite situation is found. These observations have been incorporated into all

empirical models of the thermosphere.

A situation like in the summer hemisphere also exists during increased geomagnetic

activity: the relative density of light gases decreases, while the density of heavier
constituents increases. These changes are observed not only in the polar regions, where the

energy is injected into the thermosphere, but also at subauroral latitudes.

A theoretical explanation of these observations is derived from the diffusion equation. For

a binary gas mixture consisting of a major and a minor component, the difference between
the vertical transport velocities is given approximately by /e.g. I/

S+W : d + I + a I dT

I I dz

with

n = density of minor constituent

T z temperature

H = scale height of minor constituent

H homospheric scale height of gas mixture

D = diffusion coefficient

K< = eddy diffusion coefficient

a T = thermal diffusion coefficient

This equation can be solved for the vertical distribution of the minor constituent n(z). A

qualitative discussion of the result is facilitated by introducing a sharp boundary - the

turbopause - between the region where turbulent mixing is perfect (homosphere, D=O) and the

(10)247
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'I region where molecular diffusion 1r perfect (heteroaphere, K-0). Neglecting t qernj dIff'.
sion effects and integrating stepwise from a lower bc_ Jday z to ti.e t.r [.l' ic ,t
and from there to some higher altitude z, we obtain

Tk T z Z

n(z) - n(z). - xp- T the !7 t dz (2)

zo 0Z T  zo

As can be seen, the vertical density profile of a minor species is deter ried by tte
density at a certain base level zo, by the temperature profile, by the molecuior and edjy
diffusion coefficients D &nd X,by the turbopause height ZT, and bv the relati velocity
difference between the minor constituent and the main gas.

both the density at z and the temperature profile need not be considered here as they are
asiurd to be known. 0 Their contribution to the observed seasonal changes is clear and
rvqaires no further explanation.

Seaaonal changea of the density above those caused by temperature variations therefore can
be explained only by changes in the turbopause height zT (Fig. 1) and the associated
changes in the diffusion coefficients or by changes 'n the diffusion velocity heignt
profile. In particular, it should be pointed out that the horizontal wind motion does not
oirectly influence the vertical distribution of a species. The effect a horizontal wind

system has on the vertical density profile is only indirect. It is governed by the equation
of continuity, which connects the divergences of the horizontal and vertical motions. This
indrect effect may be considerable.

In the following, models of the seasonal or magnetic-activity-associated thermospheric
den ity changes based on turbopause height variations or turbulent layers will be called
"turbulence models", models based on global wind systems "wind models".

SE&SOKAL VARUITIOHS

It has been suggested /e.g. 2/ that the seasonal variation of the thermospheric density is

czued by a seasonal change in the turbopause height. While models based on this assumption

provide an explanation for the characteristic changes observed, they also suffer from some

EnortcoM.ings. Thce deficiencies may be summarized as follows:

(1) The required changes in the turbopause height appear to be rather large (up to 2.5

scale heights).
(2) The observations presently available /e.g. 3,4,5,6/ do not provide a firm basis for the

postulated turbopause height variations.

(3) Competing mechanisms (like wind-induced diffusion) are neglected.
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. : ;..,ti for the observed seasonal variations is offered by giotai

. flcrie>. ! M eg. , nris expiaroation is based on the divergence of horizon:tai

. , -- ;;0 tr., ,,i..ted vertical 'Jiifusion effects. These models aibo suflel fr'o;.

: -- iord. cd.c itions of thermo~pheric wind cells pose serious computationai

I 1 c tiv, w i cn miy L ct the vaIidity of the results obtained. Also, many of the

u.< .4ied ir,;ut p[r. et.r. are not well known at the present.
f t O t r t , v:, A -; a , t for the predicted and required wind system is not yet

va -te, es e, !a!iy in the ail impurtant height region below, say, 2oD km /e.g. 10/.

.. Aj tfie Case lor the tUFrLUIenCe vodei:s, com~peting mechunrsms (like turbopause height

, .a, ' are r eg c~ tr.J.

.e""" of. o of t e difficulties, a new modei has been constructed *hich considers

t r.:.se,,;ms.a char,ge, irtroduced ty turbcpause heignt va ationz arid teaonal changes
- - c t.yb g.Obai *.id cir .. at;on /21,12/. In this "wind-turbulence" model, the respeckive
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t~tor a variations of the turbopause height are assumed, and tie wind bybteflr, .tCh It
addition is required to explain the observations, is calculated. The ad.orstjg UI t~ilb

:u.in as compared to the previous ones are the following:

b1 Eoth beasonal changes In turbulence and in the global wind system, whicth 61"e certain to
exist, are inctudca in the model.

The required height variation of the turbopause is much smaller thn irn the Put

tut'l- ence models.
Even a turt iernce lower in summer than in winter could be accocmnod ted ty tie rodel. It
would require a stronger wind system than is presently predicted Ly OUt. wind i .

GI course, this model cannot establish the relative importance of te two proceises

con.idered. This wouid require conclusive observational evidence on either tte ur4::itude of
the wind system or the magnitude of the turbulence variaticn. Hoever, it dec_ indicate

S, cohiniron of the two is compatible with the data.

A detailed discussion of the wind-turbulence model of the thermosphere has been presented
Sg_, ty Schuzhardt /Ib/. The principal processes underlying the wind-turbuience rtode' are shown

in Fig. 2. It is assumed that the horizontal wind system in the heigh t rcgion tet.een 100

.rd 150 km transports a mixture of gases present at these heights. This horizontal flow

t.Ke. place from the summer to the winter pole. A vertical transport of gases at high

istitdes and a return flow at altitudes lower than the turbopause clones the circuit.

whiie it is assumed that Uih horizontal velocities of all constituents are equal, this
cannot be the case for the ;ertical veiocities, because above the turbopause the dene ty
ratios of the constituents are height-dependent. A downward excess velocity at the wihjter

Mpole is calculated for helium. According to equation (2). this means a higher helium

300

I : Hw 
= 155 km, S = 3 I

SW W
It : HW = 145 km, S = 2

I1 : HW =  95 kin, S = 1

: 200

* i/

a'100 -"

1MM iCM 1DM iM

% VERTICAL VELOCITY

* Fig. 3 Height profiles of the vertical velocity used in the wind-turbulence
model. H (wind scale height) and S (form factor) are parameters which

determine the profile shape. Velocity profiles inferred from theoretical

considerations by Johnson and Gottlieb ((J+G, /14/) and Reber and Hays (k+H,

/IS/) are indicated by dashed lines.
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dersIty than for the diffusive equilibrium situation obtained from equation (2) by bsbI.r,
IW z O. The turLopzase acts like a barrier to this dynamic process and causes the differnh
velocities of the various constituents to become equal Lelow the turbopase.

Together with this dynamic process, there exists a periodic seasonal up ard down move'ment
cf the turbopause. Both processes are responsible for the strong increae of the helium
der.sities in winter and the correlated decrease of the argon densities. Of course, the
modul critically depends on the height profile of the vertical diffusion velocities of the
r.-nor constituents. In the wind-turbulence model, no attempt has beer made to ca culate
t!.ee heigrnt profiles, as they depend on various parameters whose accuracy is rot well
k;,o~r. To overcome this difficulty, a parametric approach has been chosen, and several
mod'is for the height profile of the diffusion velocities have been assumed. This procedure
I t rc.ily not less reliable than calculating these velocities, except that in the
1arametric approach the assuMptions made are more evident than in theoreticai models, where

tre diffusion veiocities are calculated, but the unknown factors are not really eliminated.
In Fig. 3, three models for the vertical diffusion velocities are shown and conpared to
theoretical estimates by Johnson and Gottlieb /14/ and Reber and Hays /15/.

RBsuits of the wind-turbulence model are presented in Fig. 4 and are compared to seasonal
windb as proiosed in various theoretical models. The figure shows the combination of

e, turbopause height variation and wind system necessary to explain the observed seasonal
density changes of helium and argon. The required amplitudes of the meridional winds at 300
anid 130 km and of the vertical wind at 130 km are given by the curves. The conditions are
repre6sertative for the winter solstice. The turbopause models would correspond to points on
the curves with a zero wind amplitude, while the wind models are represented by the
horizontal line corresponding to a vanishing winter- ummer turbopause height difference.
rRsuits for winds obtained by four theoretical models have been marked on the curves.

4UL-ervations of meridional daily winds at 300 km are also shown in the figure to indicate
which combinations of winds ad turbulence would have some observational support.

GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY EFFECT

Increased turbulence may also play an important role during thermospheric storms. For
example, at middle latitudes significant composition changes are maintained for extended
periods of time and presumably long after the actual disturbance process has ceased to
operate /16/. A possible explanation for this long recovery phase are deviations from
diffusive equilibrium in the lower thermosphere generated by increased turbulence. This
increased turbulence is not necessarily associated with changes in the turbopause height,
but may occur in a transient layer above the homopause region. The effect such a layer will
have on the upper thersospheric composition is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the minor
constituent helium. If temperature effects are included, these effects would be consistent
with the observations /17/.

Thereby, it is not important whether the mixing initially took place in a restricted
aititude region or in the whole upper thermosphere. What is essential is that the mixing
extended to the lower thermosphere where the recovery-time constants are large. Whereas the
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4per thermosphere will always quickly return to a diffusive equilibrium situation (t <lh
ut 25 km altitude), the lower thermosphere will remain disturbed (iD>6h at 148 km
a.titude).

-:.ere are several possibilities how this initial mixing could have been affected. For
exs rve, dissipation of large-scale traveling atmospheric disturbances (TADs) may thorough-
ly mix the upper atmosphere /18/. Also, convective transport from high to middle latitudes
7y contribute to the observed mid-latitude perturbation. This latter mechanism, however,
i not supported by numerical simulations /19/.

CONCLUSION

S r. mout of the recently published theoretical models of the seasonal and storm-time
,riations of the thermosphere, the observations have been explained by global wind ceii

und a resulting .ind-induced diffusion. Variations of turbulence as an additiornal cutue
have been excluded. The authors suggest that presently available observations of turbulence
ar.d winds are not sufficient to justify such an approach to thermospheric modeling. botr.
trrsuuence aariations and dynamic processes exist side by side. Most probably, both play a
role in thermospheric behavior and should be included in the models. i"
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